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Goats produce more milk than cows in 
proportion to their body weight. They eat 
less, are less prone to disease, and easier to 
handle. In droughts, goals can survive and 
yield milk when cows perish. Goats milk 
contains more calories, vitamins A & B, 
and more riboflavin than cow's milk. The 
high butter fat content gives It greater 
energy value, and it is easier to digest 
because it is naturally homogonised. It is 
rich in the bone building nninerals, calcium 
and phosphorous. Goat's milk is used in 
treating digestive complaints, food allergy 
gastric ulcers, dyspepsia. Insomnia, and 
liver diseases. 

FOOD 
The main thing that goats do is eat-all 

day long. They like clover, alfalfa, hay, 
twigs, leaves and branches of trees, coarse 
grasses, brambles, comfrey, nettles, and 
thistles. They love your fruit and berry 
trees, and your vege. garden. They will 
actually suip tho trees till ihey die. They 
must have plenty of fresh water, and salt. 
For milking goats, some high quality feed 
such as a coarse-ground grain mix, lucern, 
chaff, and oats should be added. They 
prefer to browse-that is to wander round, 
finding their own food, and don'l like 
eating off Ihe ground. 

Despite all this, five milking goats still 
eat less than one cow. POISONOUS lo 
goats: oleander, poppies, azealeas, bulbs, 
rhododendrons, yew, elm, fir; lilac and pine 
and privet and acorn in excess. 

ENCLOSURE 
Goals should be tree-rarigD, but their 

eating habits make this impossible. The 
best set-up is a large, strongly-fenced 
e/iclosure. It should have shade, and must 
have some form of shelter from the wind, 
rain, and cold. Goats can jump and climb 
amazingly well, and fencing must be five 

feet or higher, and very sturdy (a herd 
wilt patiently wear down chicken wire over 
a period of months to get at your garden 
goodies). They can also open almost any 
gate latch imaginable. They need some 
concrete or flat rock (about two feet 
square) to trim their hooves. Keep the pen 
clean (prevents worms) and use the manure 
in your compost. Tethering is also a good 
method of control. The best method is to 
string out strong wire running between post! 
or trees, and have the goat on a short 
tether that moves up and down the wire. 
This must be moved regularly to prevent 
disease, and should be near a shelter. 
Electric fences are also effective (cheap 
and portable too). 

GENERAL CARE 
Bought as a kid (cheap), a goat won't 

produce milk for at least two years. The 
best buy (expensive) is a pregnant doe, 
A goat will live eight to twelve years. They 
are very friendly animals, and it is best to 
have a pair for companionship. Does are 
clean and odourless, but males have an 
odour, so they should be kept separate 
(except at mating time). Mating season Is 
winter, and the does will come on heat 
every Ihree weeks. Gestation takes 21-22 
weeks. Boost the pregnant doe's feed vkrith 
coarse ground grain. One goat will produce 
up to two quarts of milk per day, with 
one or two milkings. When she is feeding 
3 kid, there will still be two or three 
pints left each day. Before milking, clean 
Ihe udders very well, and even strain the 
milk before use. Clean milk will not 
"smell". The milking period can last up to 
ten months per year. A milking stall is 
worthwhile-it should restrict movement, 
fix the head, and provide feed. A dehorned 
goat is easiest on you, and your fences, 
Remember-goats must be milked and fed 
at least once a day. 

RECIPES 
Basic home made CHEESE. 
Put a pint of milk (or cream) into a 

pot, season with salt and pepper, and stand 
in a warm place (60-70°F) till it "turns" 
and goes sour and thick. This takes over
night, or longer. Strain the curds in muslin 
to drain off the whey. Make a pouch with 
the muslin, and hang up to drain overnight. 
Tighten the muslin to squeeze the cheese 
between two plates for an hour. Unwrap 
and serve. Season to taste with more salt 
and pepper, paprika, cayeene, chives, seeds, 
grains etc. For richer cheese, use cream, or 
add it to the fully drained cheese, and 
re-press it, 

YOGHURT 
Best container is a thermos flask-vary 

quantities to suit yoiir container. 
Take V/i pints milk (goat, cow, sheep) 

and enrich with two or three tablespoons of 
powdered skim milk, (greatly increases 
vitamin B and protein). Place in a saucepan 
and bring to the boil. Let the milk cool to 
blood heat (warm), and add the starter. 
This is eight ounces of commercial plain 
yoghurt. Stir this in, place in thermos, and 
leave it on its side overnight. In the 
morning, remove yoghurt from flask, and 
chill. It is then ready to eat. Keep three 
tablespoons for your own starter for the 
next lot. It will be curdy, and not like 
the commercial stuff. Serve with sugar, 
fresh and dried fruits, nuts and seeds, In 
salads, soups, on pies etc. 

GOAT BUYING 
Wild Goats—small, coloured, generally 
horned, timid, longish hair-up to $10. 
Don'l buy as useless for milking. 

UnregistBred-$5-$30. Get a doe that is 
large, well built, typical of her breed (check 
breed characteristics in goat manuals), 
milking at least 6 pints a day, and pref
erably in kid. Fair Price-$15-S20. 

Registered-These have guaranteed breed 
lines, should be good milkers, and are re
saleable. They are also expensive and since 
carefully bred, they require regular attention. 
Saanens-$20 as a kid, to $100 a good 
milker, 
Roggenburg—similar. 
British Alpines-bit dearer. 
Anglo Nubian-$20-$70 as a kid, $100-$150 
for an adult milker. 

BOOKS 
"Goat Gossip" quarterly magazine. $1.00 
subscription. 
"Feeds and Feeding for Goats" 50c. 

plus general queries answered: 
The Secretary, ' 
The Northern Goat Club of Victoria, 
Stony Creek Road, 
Warrandyte, 
VICTORIA. 3113 

"The Dairy Goat", W.J.B. Murphy. 

free from: 
The N.S.W, Dept. of Agriculture, 
State Office Block, 
Phillip Street, 
SYDNEY. 2000 

"Goat Husbandry" by David Mackenzie 
(Faber & Faber) 

from; 
Soil and Health Publications, 
South Warrandyte R.D. 
via Ringwood, 
VICTORIA. 3134 

price $11.55 postage to Qld. 75c. 

It's good for goats to be milked. They 
like it. Be firm. Remember, everyone 
improves with practice. Before you milk 
wash and dry the doe's teats. Sit with your 
right side next to the doe's right side-
shoulder to shoulder. Tie up the goat and 
give her a bucket of feed to keep her 
occupied. 

There are two separate parts to the 
milking operation. First, the thumb and 

Basic Recipe 

1 lb. caustic soda 
3 pints cold soft water 
6'A lb, animal fat 

1. Slowly pour caustic soda into cold water 
and stir, heating until the soda has dissolved. 
Allow to cool till lukewarm. 

2. Cut up fat and heat till liquid. Strain if 
necessary. Allow to cool, but must still be 
liquid. 

3. Slowly pour warm soda into fat, while 
stirring, }lll mixture is thick and creamy. 

4. Pour into shallow tins lined with wet 
cotton cloth. Keep in warm but well 
aired place. 

index fingers are closed tightly all the 
time to stop any backflow. Then the other 
fingers are closed slowly, starting with 
the middle finger, then the fourth and 
finally the little finger, so the milk is 
forced out. 

Again, be firm-you won't hurt the goat. 
Squeeze tightly and continue with the 
lower three fingers until the milk stops 
flowing. 

5. When firm, cut into cakes. DO NOT 
USE for six weeks. 

GENERAL HINTS 

Do not use aluminium pots (use oven-proof 
glass or earthen ware). 
Add borax for quick suds (2 tablespoons). 
Add fragrant oils-lamon, patchouli, sandal
wood etc. 11 or 2 tablespoons). 
Add coconut oil, and/or soft fats (poultry) 
for a finer soap (6 ozs). 
Add oil of tar for tar soap shampoo IS oza). 
Have vinegar handy to wash any raw caustic 
soda off hands. Take vinegar if soda is 
swallowed. Add fragrances etc. to mixture 
before pouring into mould. 

Mechanics Soap 

Over a moderate heat dissolve 3 lbs. home
made soap in 6 cups water. Add 1 table
spoon borax, 3 ozs. caster oil. When cooled 
to a creamy consistency, work in 5 lbs. of 
pumice stone powder end pour into wet 
mould. 

Soap can be made with no animal fat, and 
in fact these are the finest soaps. Use 
vegetable oils-coconut, olive, soy etc. Use 
same proportion by weight as fats. 

milkiAQ 

Nudging or stroking the udder en
courages the milk to flow. When the milk 
appears to have slopped flowing strip the 
teat by running thumb and index finger 
from top to tip of each teat until the very 
last drop is out. 

If all the milk isn't taken, the doe's 
milk production will fall off. The first 
couple of milking sessions may be 

difficult, but things will get better. 

You may find your hands and fingers 
tired and even sore at first after milking. 
That's because you are working with muscle: 
you might not have used before. 

Sour-lasting m*lk indicates a change to 
a harmful or less desirable diet or else the 
goat is ill. 
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In our efforts to increase the efficiency 
of crop production, the western world has 
turned more and more to the use of 
artificial fertilizers and poisonous sprays. 
We have felt that these things are right and 
necessary, but much evidence is appearing to 
the contrary. Farmers are finding that after 
years of applying superphosphate to their 
crops, the soils are in many cases becoming 
impoverished, and thus are merely supporting and kill tlie life in 
an inferior growth of pasture. Flocks and 
herds are prone to disease, and, although we 
have some effective weapons with which to 
fight human ills, there is a higher percent
age of degenerative diseases plaguing man
kind nowadays. Even the flavour of our 
vegetables and fruit seems to lack that 
succulent sweetness one expects. 

tHe 1914-18 war, the owners of 
huge explosives-producing factories looked 
around for an alternative use for their 
nitrogen-fixing equipment. They started to 
produce and market nitrogenous chemical 
fertilizers. With the accompanying advertising 
campaigns, these products gained an increas
ing bold on the market. These substances 
kill the beneficial micro-organisms in our 
soilsl They frequently leach out into streams 

them, too. 

What specifically, you may ask, has 
caused these things lo happen? Now we are 
arriving at the heart of the matter. The laws 
of nature have been broken—in particular, 
the law pertaining to the return ol organic 
matter to the soil. When this law is dis
regarded, pests and diseases are the v;arning 
sign Ihat all is not well with our plot of 
earth, and If these signs are ignored, further 
trouble will result, in the form of erosion. 

Plants will appear to grow well for a 
vvhile on these chemical fertilizers, but they 
are more susceptible to disease, and upon 
analysis they are found to contain a greatly 
reduced percentage of vitamins, minerals, 
and proteins, and much more starch than 
plants which are produced organically. 

As an example of this, some carrots grown 
with chemical fertilizers wrere analysed and 
compared with some carrots grown organ
ically, and the former contained o.50 
milligrams per 100 grams of carotene (the 
substance containing vitamin A), while the 
latter contained 31 milligrams per 100 grams. 

Humus for Healthy Growth 
Go for a walk In a virgin forest un

touched by the harsh hand of man, and you 
will find a thick carpet of mulch under your 
feet. Scrape away the top layer of unrolled 
material, and you will find the most precious 
substance of this world todav-beautiful, rich, 
sweet-smelling humus. Take a little and 
examine it, microscopically, and you will 
find it teeming with life. This life is essential 
to the healthy growth of plants, as we shall 
see later, and therefore, to maintain this 
healthy growth we must keep up the supply 
of essential humus. 

Consider the Humas 
Until about 1840, good agriculturists and 

horticulturists did just that. The Hunzas and 
the Chinese peasants provide a good example 
of this. Thev have been growing good crops 
extensively on the same land for thousands 
of years. They do not have an erosion 
problem, and their soils are as productive 
ss ever. 

In the case of the Hunzas particularly, 
among whom want is virtually unknown, 
there is before us a wonderful example of 
health and longevity. Scientist R. McCarrison 
lived among them for some time, and was 
very impressed with what he saw. He noted 
that they composted every available scrap 
of organic matter and spread this over their 
land. This land was irrigated by water from 
a crushed rock from the grinding action of 
the glacier on surrounding rock surfaces. 
They also drank this water. 

For experimental purposes, McCarrison 
decided to feed one group of rats the same 
type of diet as the Humas, grown on com
post-enriched soil, and another group of rats 
on the average diet of the working man in 
Britain, a diet largely produced with the aid 
of chemical fertilizers. The former group 

f 
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Dangerous Sprays 

The susceptibility to pests and diseases 
of chemically fertilized plants leads us to 
seek more and more poisonous sprays to 
help the plants combat them. But this 
only aggravates the problem. Natures laws 
are broken again by killing the natural 
predators of the pests. Also many of these 
sprays are so dangerous to use that a num
ber of growers have almost died as a result. 

It is a sobering fact that today much of 
our supply of vegetable produce goes to 
market coated with poisonous sprays, because 
many of the market gardeners disregard the 
directions for not using these sprays within 
a certain time of marketing, and continue 
to spray heavily, sometimes up till the day 
they go to market. These systemic sprays 
remain in the sapstream of the plants for 
some weeks. Need I say more? 

Sir Albert Howard, a noted agricultural 
scientist of pre-war days, did some forty 
years' research into growing crops by build
ing soil fertility with natural manures and 
composts. He maintained that plants pro
duced this way are resistant to disease and 
that people arid animals consuming these 
plants are also resistant to disease. His cattle 
were fed this way and were extremely 
hoalthy-they even rubbed noses over the 
fence with cattle which had the highly con
tagious foot and mouth disease, and they 
did not t>ecome infected. 

A group of doctors in Cheshire wrote 
and signed a medical testimony to the 
effect that these natural methods of growing 
food, and the consumption of fresh whole
some foods constituted a very important 
factor in prevention of disease. This' 
happened many years ago. Why is nothing 
done about drawing the attention of the grew very large and were extremely healthy , 

and contented while the latter group suffered public to these things? Could it be that 
the usual multitudinous maladies of the Powerful vested interests hold sway, and 
working people of that time. They were also '<1"a5*̂  «"V attempts to sound the alarm? 
rather quarrelsomel 

NPK Formula 
In about 1840 a German scientist by 

the name of Liebig found that he could dis 
cover the chemical constituents of plants 
by analysing their ashes. He then jumped 
to the erroneous conclusion that these 

Work for Pests 
Sir Albert Howard also firmly believed 

that pests and diseases have their appointed 
task, and that is to attack and remove ailing 
and inferior plants and animals. He also 
drew attention to the life In the soil which 
is nourished by the humus we apply. In 

. . . .-. . . „ii ,h.. ,i,„ _i„„.- particular, he mentioned the mycorrhiza. chemica constituents were all that the plants Z..,^ . . . ,. _ . . „ . , . , . ' .. 
, . _,...., lioj ,u»c= These tiny lungi form a symbiotic relation needed, and that tf we supplied these " """ "" 

chemicals, this was all we needed to do for 
them. It was not thought necessary to add 
organic matter to the soil to build up 
fertility. Thus was born the NPK formula 

ship (i.e., one of benefit to both) with 
most, or probably all, plants. They have been 
proved by scientific experiment to have a 
profound effect for good on the nutrition 

(nitrogen, phosphates, potash). Huge financial ^^^ ^^ .̂''̂  ° ! Plants They are thought to 
mpire have been founded on these theories 9'̂ « '^"'^ '"'^ ^«9etables that added sweetness 

of Uebig, and they flourish today, to the ?."d su ecu ence which we mentioned earlier. 
i,muia, o , Chemical fertilaers kill these mycorrhizal 

detriment nf our soils and environment. 

•The Safe Way 
There is a safe way of adding phosphates, 

potash and trace elements to the soil, and 
that is to buy these minerals as such, in the 
form of crushed rock without the addition 
of substances such as sulphuric acid. (Re
member the crushed rock from the glacier 
which was deposited on the soil of the 
Hunzas' cultivated areas?) The phosphates 
applied in this way to the land are thought 
to be too slow in acting, but in fact very 
good results are being obtained by many 
•farmers. The humus in the soil acts as a 
chelate, the word coming from a Greek word 
meaning "claw". Apparently the compost 
particles wrap themselves around the insol
uble rock particles, and literally claw out 
and dissolve them. Because these minerals 

"act more slowly, they become available to 
the plants over a much longer period, and 
are not readily leached away, so that they 
do not need to be applied to the land so 
often. 

Compost Recipe 
Here is a compost recipe, which is 

basically that used by Sir Albert Howard, 
called the Indore method. For this method, 
spread charcoal from a wood fire on the 
ground first, then add about four inches of 
vegetable matter, mixing coarse and fine 
stuff for better aeration, then two inches of 
animal manure, or if this is not available, a 
good sprinkling of blood manure. Next, a • 
quarter of an inch layer of soil followed 
by a fine sprinkling of dolomite or lime, 
or wood ashes, Repeat these layers until 
you have a heap about five feet high. The 
heap should also be at least five feet 
wide by five feet long to enable it to heat 
up satisfactorily. The next thing to do is 
to make holes down the centre every two 

•feet with a crowbar. Move the crowbar 
around till you have a hold about three 
inches across. If the heap needs protection 
from wind, direct sun or torrents of rain, 
cover it with boards, or straw and plastic 
sheeting with holes punched in it. Build 
the heap in a rather shady spot, thereby 
encouraging the growth and repoduction of 
a myriad of micro-organisms. You must 
thoroughly dampen each layer as you make 
your heap, but do not waterlog it. It 
should have the consistency of a wrung-out 
sponge. Turn the heap, potting the sides 
and top into the middle of a new heap, 
after about a week. Add extra water if 
needed, or if it is too wet add a little dry 
soil, and turn again within another three 
days-ordinarily it would be turned again 
after another week. 

We should all endeavour to grow all our 
own vegetable requirements. 

If we are eating produce from chemically 
fertilized soils we are eating food which, 
apparently, is greatly inferior in its vitamin, 
mineral and protein content. It has, in 
place of the above essential elements, a 
higher percentage of starch; this is making 
the peoples of the world vulnerable to every 
kind of disease, and this inferior food fre
quently goes to market liberally impreg
nated with poisonous pesticides. 
Easy Gardening 

Original and non-toxid methods of 
eradicating the few pests which appear in 
organic gardens, include: marigolds which 
repel numerous pests including memsitodes, 
and garlic which aphids loathe. Another 
item of interest in these busy times is that 
after one has put down a layer of compost 
among one's plants, one can then lay a six-
inch layer of mulch-old hay, straw, seaweed 
etc., to keep in the moisture and smother 
weeds. Result-easy gardening. 

There is an elderly woman, Ruth Stout 
by name, who writes articles about mulching 
in the American magazine Organic Gardening 
and Farming, and after years of growing her 
vegetables by these methods, she rarely uses 
a hoe or spade. Her soil is extremely friable 
now, and she merely adds a new layer of 
mulch each Spring. Apart from that, her 
activities are relegated to planting and 
harvesting-to plant potatoes she simply lifts 
up a tittle mulch and places the seed 
poiatoes on the soil surface, then repeats 
this process in reverse to gather the crop 
when it is ready 1 

. . . . AND THE REST. 

For example 

Benefits of a country community life 
style. 

Is the Judaeo-Christian Ethid Jto blame 
for the present mess? 

Will mankind find a solution to the 

eof^p.o^xm 
Compost humus (or decomposed organic mat

ter) is the basic and essential fertilizer for organic 
gardening. Basic ingredtent.s: All kitchen scraps 
and peelings, vegcs, fruit, citrus, nuts and shells, 
hops, coffee grounds and tea leaves, grass clip
pings, sawdust, hair, rags, wet paper (small 
amounts), lime, blood and bone, fishbones (not 
meal btmcs or meat), weeds, Icafmould, sewage 
sludge, cinders and wood ash, seaweed, animal 
manure (both fresh and rotted), straw, and 
eggshells. 

Don't use:— metal, milk-bottle tops, china, 
bulk paper, nylon, plastics, meat, grease or animal 
ful, or tree prunings and branches (unless shred
ded). 

The Indore Method: This relics on air cir
culation (aerobic), and layering of materials. 

Start with a layer of vegelabic and plant waste, 
aboul six inches; ihen a two inch layer of animal 
manure (preferably horse, or cow); then a layer of 
soil, plus limestone or wmid ash. A scries of hjers 
should be built up to a height of live feel, and the 
pile topped with a final layer of soil. Pierce the 
jieap with vertical holes made by a crowbar or a 
wooden stake to allow aeration. 

Turn pile Ircquently lo aid decnmposiiion. 
l-rcsh material can be added every few days by 
lurning ilicm inlo the pile. Cover with civrth after 
turnin);. Weeds should he wilted in the sun. then 
dug inlo the centre ofthe pile where the heat will 
kill diiciised plants and weed seeds. 

Keep the compost damp, bul in times <ir heavy 
rain, cover the compost with lin or plastic, as il 
won't decompose if soaking wet. Shrcad or pulp 
any bulky malerials e.g. branches, pineapple tups 
etc. Always have non kitchen waste (grass clip, 
pings, siiwdusi etc) on hand to mix with any Ircsh 
kitchen waste. This, and shredding of w;i«c, 
makes for taster deconi[X)sili(>n, which is then 
unattractive lo rodents :ind unwanted insect.s. 
S(inic manure (for nitrogen) should be added then 
loo. One Variation is the anaerobic method, where 
the layered heap is fully covered by black plastic. 
This keeps away pests, but is slower to decompose. 

Starters: There arc subst;ince.s which siiiiiuhitc 
bacterial and cariliworniiictiviiy in your c<inip<)si. 
Manure, sewage sludge, dried blood, and spent 
hops provide ntlrogcn. l.iiucsumc and w<unl ash 
arc good starters (lime is good if soil is ;itid). 
Natural tninerals ;ire important—use rock 
phosphaie, granite dust (for potash), .ind 
dolomite. In Hio-Dynantics, lierbal coittbinaiions 
;ire used (sec arlicie on Companion Plants) Try 
OR herbal compost aciivaior. A two i;r;iiiiine 
puckcl will aciivaie uvo ions of humus, and CDSLS 
•lOc. Try also the Chase seaweed produel S.M..̂ . 
which is another g<H)d siartcr. Bolh are iiv;iil;iblc 
Iriini llutchasc tniirprises, P.O. Box 52. 
Crciiiornc, N.S.W. 2()>'(). 
Hill Ciimptistin};: 

Another variaiion ou the Indore Method is u» 
encourage-the heap in reach high temperatures, 
which speeds decomposition. This is done by 
tincly shredding all niuicrials lo be put into the 
compost, adding sutllcienl starters, and using ̂ n 
easily constructed Compost-Box. 

If a garden shredder, or even a power mower is 
used so finely chop comp*)sl m'lilcrinl, a wiilc 
range of othcr̂ «'isc unusable branches, prunings 
etc, can be added lo the heap. The high tem
perature ensures that all weed seeds will be 
destroyed. The period of decomposition in this 
method is reduced from the usual ^ or 4 months, 
to 6 or 8 weeks. Be sure to cover the heap in time 
of heavy rain. 
BuildlnK a Compost Box 

The box should have two compartments (about 
3 feet square, and 3 feet high), one for storing 
garden waste etc. the other for the compost of 
shredded waste, starters, and earth in layers. You 
will need 180 feet of ' / i inch x 4 inch saw-n planks, 
seven 4 foot lengths of 2 inch x 2 inch timber, and 
four 3 foot lengths of 2 Inch x 2 inch. Scrap lum
ber is quite suitable. Saw nine 6 foot planks fur 
the back, twenty seven 3 foot lengths for the sides, 
and eighteen 2 foot 11 '/z inches for the front. 
Paint all the timber with sump oil or a similar 
preservative. 

Lay down three 4 foot uprights Ihree feet apart, 
and nail the 6 foot planks across iheir top three 
feet. Dig six holes for uprights (two rows, 3 loot 
apart), and place the back in position firmly. Nail 
nine 3 fool planks to each of two front uprights, 
and nail nine mtjre to two uprights for the centre 
parliliuii. Place these ihrcc walls in place, and nail 
all planks Ut the back uprights. All uprights 
should be I tool inlo the ground. 

For the rciiwvable front sections, nail nine 2 
foot 11 V2 inch planks to two 3 fool uprights, one 
ut each end. 

ll is a g(H)d idea to line the bottom of the lx)x 
with rows of bricks, covered hy branchy rubbish, 
and then the compost. This allows giMid cir
culation. 

'f'otke 

ecological crisis in time to save 
planet? 
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Food 

Flesh - The flesh of all maminals, reptiles, 
and birds. (This Includes snakes, rats, dogs etc). 
Many animals (ejpeclally rabbit, pork) contain 
harmful parasites, but these are easily Mlled 1^ 
thorough cooking The presence of blowfly 
maggots, though unpalatable, do not mean that 
the meat ItselTis poisoned - It can be washed, and 
cooked as per normal 

In ttie case of flsh, It will be safe to eat If It 
has scales, and is tite usual shape of fish (exceptions 
to this rule are sharks, eels, and rays, all of which 
are edible - but don't eat anv of the Innards of 
these three). Cooking is again essential (especially 
for fresh water fish). 

B;-VaWc 
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For shellfish etc - bivalves (two sliells, such as 
clams, mussels, scallops, cockles) are edible; 
all conical and spiral shellfish (except the conus, 
which has a s quat, spirally shaped, crailcal top) 
are edible; and also crabs, yabbies, oysters etc. 
AU except oysters must be cooked (especially 
freshwater). 

BILTONG - sun dried meat-
The meat must be freshly killed. Cut off all 
fat, and slice the meat into strips no thicker 
than half an inch, and no wider than one inch. 
Thread the strips onto a wire, with space between 
each piece. Hang the meat above the thin blue 
smoke of a wood lire until tiie outer surface is 
quite dry. This may take from an hour to a 
day. Do ncC allow the meat to hang too close 
to tlie fire - the smoke is sufficient. Don't tiy 
to build a "smoky" fire, by using green leaves 
or wet nibbish. uyou do, the moisture and 
essential oils evaporated froin the leaves will 
condense on the meat, and make it inedible. 
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When completely dry, the meat can be left in 
the smoke to produce fuUy smoked meat, or 
hung in the sun for a day , to produce sun dried 
meat Blowflies are not attracted to dry 
surfaces. 

Cany in a loose weave wrapping (not plastic 
etc). Dried meat (especially Iffully smoked) 
can be eaten raw, orsoaked, and cdofed 
In stews etc. Fish can be smoked in a similar 
fashlai. 

INSECTS etc. Certain ants, bees, 
and witcftetty grubs (white, found In rotten 
wood_ ate edible. Also ftc^ legs, and snails 
botib need cooking. 

Plant Ltfe 
urasses - I'he young whitish tips of aU grasses, 
and off bamboo; all grass seeds (protein); the. 
young fiddles (curly tops) of ferAs; Tetragonia 
(sub-uoplcal coastal areas - light green ivy shaped 
leaves, small yellow flowers); pig face, and pig 
weed; watercress (grows on edge of watercouses, 
slightly hot taste, wash well before use); and 
stinging nettles (not tree nettles, cook before 
eating) are all edible. 

FRuits, leaves. and iroots; Two major plant 
poisons - one has bitter almond or peach leaf 
taste (the poison mav possibly be removed by 
boiling - taste is stiU the test Causes nausea etc, 
milk is antidote), The second gives a sharp 
stinging, burning or hot sensation to the tongue, 
throat, and lips, There is no antidote. Other 
general rules - avoid any plant with very bitter, 
very acid or very hct taste, Avoid any sub-
tr6pical or tropical plant with RED in any part of 
the plant unless you know it to be safe (e, g. ' 
tomatoes,strawberry - actually an alpine plant, 
rhubarb - but DONT eat tiie leaf of the rhubarb 
plant 

Don't eat fruits of five divisions unless knovvn 
to be safe. 

For leaves, those with a pleasant taste are edible. 
Beware of all fungus growth, except the common 
mushroom (black or brotvn underneath). 

Most berries are edible in cold climates, but 
mos t berries in the tropics (especially red berries ) 
are not. 

Nuts and seeds (e. g. bunya nuts) are edible if 
they pass the taste test Most roots, tubers 
yams etc. are safe, but must be cooked. 

WATER 
Most water remote from human and sheep 
habitation is safe to drink If in doubt, boil the 
water, cruse "Stericap"water purifyers. Filter 
murky water tiirough clotli; or charcoal (SHOW 
metiiod). before boiling. Settle the sediment 
by stirring in a little flour, or adding a pinch of 
alum (slow method). 

In arid areas, water can be collected by this 
method - dig a hole 30 in^uare, and 18 inch 
deep (preferably Indrycrcek bed etc ) Place 
a billy in the middle, and sunound by leafy 
green herbage. Cover the hole with a sheet o/ 
plastic, weighted lound tiie edge witii stones and 
earth. Place a small stone on the plastic, directly 
above tiie billy. Moisture from the leaves and 
earth will condense In the heat, and drip into 
tbe billy. Tea leaves, moist food, and urine can 
also be added to the leaves. This will produce 
at least one pint of water per day. 

BUSHWALRING 

F»Ve 'Tor»55 
FIRES Fire tongs - a narrow but long fork, witii a 
single stick throu^ Its crotch. 

Collect dead branches etc. ftom bushes and 
trees rather than on the ground - It will be dryer. 
Where possible, cover your firewood overnight, or 
during raia If dry kinalins is unavailable, find 
a faiilv thick dead branch (preferably not from the 
ground). Split off the outer layer until dry wood 
remains. Shave the dry wood down till it is all 
curls. Make five or six such sticks, l i ^ t tiiese, 
and use them to light your fire. Split each 
match into two if vou are short. Coat safety 
matches in melted candle wax to make them 
waterproof 

Build a fireplace and windbreak out of rocks or green 
logs (not wet rocks - they will explode). 

The best method of suspending billies, pots etc. 
is a sts'ing^ng gantry, worked off a stout straight 
state. It is variable in height, and will swing free 
ofthe fire, allowing access to the billies. 

Make a simple camp oven by inverting a deep tin 
plate oven a fry pan and burying in hot coals. 
This is good for damper (just flour,"water and salt) 
rolled Into a pliable dou^, and baked), 
USING PARAFFIN 

To Waterproof Canvas - dissolve paraffin In tero-
sene(as much as possible)and paint it onto the 
canvas with a brush. N, B. :This makes the canvas 
flammable. 

I nstant Canned Heay - cut a strip of cardboard one 
inch wide and a yard long and roll it in a t i ^ t 
spiral and place it m a n empty can(e. g. squat 
fish can). Pour over melted paraffin and let it set 
It burns for a long time. 

Instant Campfire - tear newspaper into strips 3 
inches wide . Roll up tightly Into little "logs" an 
inch In diameter. Secure tdth string. Dip in melted 
paraffin and dry. Store In a plastic bag. Two will 
Kindle a fire. 

Richard Graves and Paddy PalUn, 

Eqiiipmcnl: 
Cooking (billy, frying pan or pot, wooden 

spoon, plate, cup. cutlery, steel wool, can opener); 
stove (matches, fire starters, solid fuel, small gas 
primus); lent (nyiong two-man with aluminium 
poles. If no fltwr—lake a groundshcct); sleeping 
bag (preferably down-warmer and lighter than 
orlon—and waicrpriwf if possible); water bottle; 
light axe (use also as a hammer, and a digger); 
camping spade (useful for shh hole, levelling and 
draining lent arca-bul not essential); compass and 
maps; raincoat; first aid kit (antiseptic, ban
dage—gauze plus tape, needle, tweezers, sun burn 
cream, sail, snamcbitc kit—razor blade, length of 
rubber inner tube); canvas bucket; torch, candles; 
shit paper; scout knife; rope (depends on where 
you arc going); and a comfortable rocksack. 
aoibkig: 

Good boots (break them in before any long 
hikes, two pairs of socks—thick ones over thin are 
best for your feet), jeans, long sleeved shirt, warm 
coat, raincoat, hat. 
Food: 

Three major coniWeralions—climate, weight, 
and food value. Avoki meat (goes off in heal). 

Fresh fruit is good but bulky. Take dried fruit 
(energy); tiuts (light weight source of conccntraled 
fat and protein; fresh fruit; raw vegcs. sandwiches 
(where space allows); roasted soya beans; skim or 
condensed milk; honey (energy); soup cubes, 
freeze dried foods etc.—just add water; muesli 
(just add skim milk and a little water): glucose 
sweets; whole grains (long trips); etc ... 
First AW: 

SPRAINS: Leave the shoe on. Place bandage 
under instep, cross ends over arch, cross dgain 
behind heel, around ankle cross again over arch, 
under foot again, and tic Firmly. Take salt to 
prevent dehydration. Don't drink large amounts 
of water—just rinse your mouth when necessary. 
TICKS: Apply hot needle, or ractho. Otherwise, 
unscrew gently coiuiter.«lockwbe (otherwise head 
remains). Sterilize skin and rmgers, LEECHES ; 
SALT, OR BURNING TWIG: IF BLEEDING 
FOLLOWS RUB IN SALT. AND BANDAGE 
IF NECESSARY 

SNAKE-BITE:" Ki l l the snake, handle only by 
tail; keep it. Apply a tight tournkjuct to the limb, 
near the bile, and between the bite and the heart 
(cloth, rubber inner tube, a belt etc, tightened by 
twisting it with a stick). Release lournu]uel for I 

min, every 30 mins. Hang the limb down il 
possible. Expcll the poisoned blood (knick bite 
With sterile razor blade if necessary). Wash with 
clean water, but avoid rubbing. Go to doctor, 
taking the snake if possible, 

BURNS & SCALDS: Cover with clean dry 
light dressing (to exclude air). Don't apply 
liquids. Tape bandage in place. Blisters; I f you 
feel a blister forming cover liberally with plaster. 
If fully formed—puncture edge with a sterile 
needle, press out fluid, apply aniiscptic, aauzc 
and tape. 
Eqaipmeni Supplies in Brisbane: 

Rclyans and Lanhams, 183 Mary Street City 
(Packs, sleeping bags, tents; general outdoor 

equipment—bushwalking, caravanning, cam
ping). 

The Scout Shop, 132 Whickham Street, Valley 
Also at Carrara Street, M l . Gravau East. 

(Full range of bushwalking gear including good 
books on the subject), 

Ross Agencies, 12 McGrath Street, Toowong 
(Agents for "Poddy made" equipment, such as 

packs, tents, and sleosing bags). ' 
Rick White, Moggill Road, Taringa. 
(Rock climbing gear—crabs, piions etc. ) 

Disposals Stores: 
Shcrrys (City), Direct Disposals (City and 

Valley), Brisbane Disposals (Cily), etc.—sec Pink 
Pages. (Full range of camping gear and clothing). 
Where lo go; 

In South East Queensland—the many peaks of 
Mt, Barney; Ihe rainforest of the Lamington 
Plateau; the sands and caricd vegetation of 
Cooloola, the many islands of Morcton Bay; the 
open forests and peaks of the Main Range; and 
the granite formations of Wycrba, For the rock-
climber—the jagged peaks of the Glasshouse 
Mountains, particularly Bcewah, Tibragargan, 
and Coonawarrin (Crock Neck). For the 
spcliologist—the many caves and pots in the 
Texas area. 

Further from Brisbane—the Athcrton ' 
Tableland, the various western gorges, the Etna 
caves, Camoowcal, and Chilagoe. 

Also—Tasmania; the Budawangs, Warrum-
bungles, Blue Mountains, and New England 
Tableland in N.S.W,; the Snowy mountains -
m N.S.W. and V IC . —and not forgetting 
New Zealand. 

Alicia Bay Laurel and Linda Tod 
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The beautiful,heavily timbered BORDER RANGES are presently being stripped of all useful timber.Forest 

exploiters have trippled output over the last few months.THE BORDER RANGES P 

to stop the "Rape of the Ranges"and have the area declared a National Park. 

RESERVATION SOCIETY hopes 

CURRENT PROJECT 
Preservation of RAINFOREST and ALLIED 
FLORAS on the Tweed Range, Uew South 
Wales, now the subject of large scale logging 
operations and despoliation (see map), 

IMPENDING PROJECTS 
Preservation of SIMILAR REMNANT 
FLORAS on Lever's Plateau, New South 
Wales (see map). 

Investigation and promotion of areas deserv
ing of preservation elsewhere in the 
McPherson Range complex. 

Promotion of a case for widespread reaffore
station of certain elevated areas in north
eastern New South Wales and south-eastern 
Queensland. 

The Society urges all interested persons and 
organisations to assist in the realisation 
of these aims. 

PROPOSED TWEED RANGE NATIONAL 
PARK 

The range is a southern spur of the 
McPherson Range adjoining the Lamington 
National Park and forming an elevated catch
ment of the Tweed and Richmond Rivers. 
A plateau rising to 3500 feet above sea level 
is flanked by a precipitous escarpment on 
the east and by deep valleys on the west. 
It extends over the majority of the 37,744 
acres of the Wiangarie State Forest and 
contains approximately 20,000 acres of 
virgin brushwood rainforest. (See also 
"Tyalgum" map, 1,50,000 series). 

The forest has been opened to logging by 
the N.S.VM. Forestry Commission. Major 
sawmillers currently involved in logging are 
Munro & Lever Pty. Ltd. (owned by 
Carricks Ltd.) Grevillia, N,S,W. and Standard 
Sawmilling Co, Pty, Ltd,, Murwillumbah, 
N.S.W, The N,S,W. Government did not hold 
an open hearing prior to commencement 

and the State Minister for Conservation has 
since refused to stop logging and road con
struction activities in the forest and initiate 
an open inquiry. 

The Society strongly opposes the Commiss
ion's 50 per cent canopy reduction policy 
and its attempts to justify selected logging 
of this rainforest. 

The Society is advised by those experienced 
in logging on the McPherson complex that 
the rainforests cannot be selectively logged 
without creating irreparaWe damage and 
potential deterioration of flora, fauna and 
rangeland stability, when modern methods ol 
logging are used. 

It is also advised that reduction of the 
forest canopy will permit devastation of the 
remainder by cyclonic winds which frequent 
the area. Experienced sawmillers also con
sider the rainforest to be too old for 
commercial purposes and regard the current 
activities as a wasteful exercise. 

The range is admirably suited for national 
park purposes. The rainforest is the largest 
and finest remaining in N,S,W, Peculiar cloud 
and rainfall conditions maintain a varied 
profile of sub-tropical, warm temperate and 
cool temperate forest floras with an out
standing cap of Antarctic Beech (Nothofagus 
moorei) trees. The abundant bird life includes 
lyrebirds, scrub turkeys, wedge-tailed eagles 
and pigeons. The cliffs and steep drops give 
rise to numerous waterfalls and spectacular 
views of the Pacific Ocean and the Tweed 
and Richmond Valleys. A sheer escarpment 
("scenic rim") continues for 11 miles creating 
a majestic isolation which must place the 
forest beyond the immediate and finite 
profits of the timber industry. 
It is proposed that 1 30,000 acres of the 
Tweed Range on which rainforest and allied 
high rainfall species predominate be preserved 
as a National Park. The park would be 
bordered on the east by the escarpment 
elevation from Mebbin (Hanging) Rock in 

the south to the Lamington National Park 
boundary in the north and would extend 
westerly to the rain forest limits. If joined 
to the 48,000 acre Lamington National Park 
in Queensland, the combined area would 
then form an outstanding 80,000 acre rain 
forest wilderness with real national status. 

PRESERVATION OF LEVER'S PLATEAU 

This plateau is located in the McPherson 
Range immediately west of the Tweed Range, 
The area is bound on the north by the 
N S.W. Queensland border and contains 
headwaters of the Richmond River to an 
ultimate elevation of 2,300 feet above sea 
level. (See also Grevillia" map 1;50,000 
series). 

Investigations already reveal that this 
locality is most deserving of preservation 
Although logged on the lower slopes unique 
areas of rainforest and grasslands have been 
maintained inviolate by the Lever family. 

The plateau contains the finest stand of 
Hoop Pine in N,SW. with individual trees 
measuring 18 feet in girth. Giant rod cedars 
also occur in the brushwood rainforest. 

The work of the pioneer conservationists 
must be rewarded with preservation and the 
area must be excluded from limber produc
tion until suitable boundaries can be 
ascertained. 

MePHERSON RANGE COMPLEX 

Much of this country warrants detailed study. 
It carries remnant flora and fauna in a 
region which has been almost denuded of 
forest cover and is deserving of protection 
for this as well as the stability of its high 
rainfall watershed. 

The projected massive urban development 
between Brisbane and Grafton (N,S,W.I is 
reason enough for the retention of all re

maining wilderness areas. The growing pop
ulations will have an ever-increasing need for 
havens of peace and natural beauty. 

REAFFORESTATION 

Many of the areas once forested with high 
rainfall flora in north-eastern N.S.W, and 
south-eastern Queensland are now the 
subject of reduced soil fertility, soil in
stability and weed infestation. They are 
invariably elevated catchments of largo 
coastal river systems and their current 
condition is rellected in the siltation of 
waterways as well as reduction in agri
cultural production. 

Despite research, experimentation and the 
general acceptance that silviculture is the 
answer, there has been no concerted effort 
to replace the forest cover. Indeed, there is 
still an emphasis on forest removal of 
the residue. 

The Society intends to encourage a full 
assessment of all works undertaken on the 
subject and to promote the cause with the 
Federal Government and State Governments. 
It envisages the creation of several regional 
authorities endowed with sufficient funds 
and charged with the responsibility of re
afforestation on Crown and freehold lands, 
(including large areas of cleared Crown land 
now under grazing leases. 

If you support our case for National Parks, 
we will be grateful for any donations to 
assist the National campaign now in progress. 
Please make all cheques payable to: -
The Treasurer, (Mr J.H, Meek). 

W.J. GASTEEN 
President 

J.H. MEEK 
Treasurer 

J.G, BROWN 
Secretary 
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V GETTING STARTED 

" \/ I've been on the land just over four 
V ' years, and looking back a bit to see whether 

j'd do it again, vjhat I did right and what 
wrong, the following thoughts occur. 

A) There are a lot of ways to discover 
where land is plentiful and cheap, but 
one of the best, perhaps the best, is to 
put your name downwith the local Lands 
Department office to receive their lists of 
land being auctioned off. Recently I 
received a Dept. of Lands leaflet, listing 
for sale the Heatherdale Public School 
Site, by auction, with a reserve price of 
$500. Yes, such sites themselves are a 
very good buy, selling for usually under 
$1000, and containing a good sound 
building, a flat piece of ground often 
ideal for a garden of '/4 to 2 acres, and 
there is usually electricity. But perhaps 
more important, such sites are perfect 
indicators of an area in which population 
is falling, and perhaps land prices are 
low also. So should you roll up for what 
we call an "Abandoned School Auction", 
and miss out, welt, spend the rest of the 
day talking with the local storekeeper, 
the local postmistress, etc, you're 
almost sure to find something interesting. 

I If you have a limited amount of cash, 
few marketable skills, no land, want to 
grow a garden that will fully support 
your own needs and perhaps that pf 
your family, you may be faced with a 
choice of just how to spend that limited 
amount of money. Buy land? Lease 
land? Borrow equipment? Biy equipment? 

2. Use tbe natural, slow acting fertilizers-
compost, farmyard manure, blood and bone 
rock phosphate, ashes, lime seaweed f 
sawdust, bone dust, dried blood, crushed \f 

^ , 

What equipment. 
Here I would like to mention that I 
think there are three caftital expenditures 

- which are important, above any other. 
The land, a rotary hoe, irrigation equip
ment. Those three, not much else. You'll 
notice I omit tractor. Deliberately. 
Almost useless, if you are low on 
money and really understand organic 
gardening. 

(cl Finallv. organic gardening. A hit like 
making love or dancing, rather hard to 
put into words, il may take several years 

of just plantin', weedin'. hoein', pickin' 
and eatin' to see what it's all about. 
Three magic ingredients lor success, the 
Women's Weekly Way to Organic 
Gardening: 
1) use Blood and Bone as a fertilizer. 
2) use straw as a mulch 
3) water and weed daily. 
That's it folksl 

BASICS OF ORGANIC FARMING 

t . Avoid the artificial fertilizers, and all 
pesticides, herbicides and the like (generally 
artificial fertilizers are easily soluble.) 

slag. Adjust these to your local situation. 

3. Control pests, and further aid growth b y ^ ^ 
companion planting your crops (see page W 

. . ) Also use sprays made from natural f y 
ngredients. (e.g. garlic). W 

Run a mixed farm, both in animals and y/ 
;rops. Mono-cropping will seriously drain vy 
/our land. Use legumes to put Nitrogen "ntoj^ 
the soil. Any pea, any bean, any clover will f / 
put nitrogen into the soil. 

4. If possible, don't plough. Instead 
either, disc harrow or rotary hoe. Don't 
burn. Instead slash, disc, rotary hoe, and 
let rot. Burning causes loss of carbon and 
makes the soluble components of the 
burnt material available immediately, which 
may be fine for the next crop there, but 
the nutrients are then lost for tho future. 

5. Plant complex pasture mixtures. That 
is, rather than sowing 2 clovers rye, 
cocksfoot, and fescue for a pasture mixture, 
sow a mix of 20 to 40 seed species, includ
ing herbs and even some weeds. This 
follows two basic principles; firstly, if the 
cow wants to eat it, it should be there; 
secondly, the soil and the animals will 
favour some species, discourage others, and 
eventually you will have a mixture best 
suited to your soil and animals. But to do 
this, a wide choice should be available 
initially. 

I 
I I 
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Q. How was \N'hokfoods (slginally commenced? 

It was reaUy quite amazing how it happened. An 
act of God or the cosmos you might say. There 
was an organl-:: farmer from Hanisville called 
Don MacFarline who was quite a large producer; 
and also quite an autliority on organic farming; 
He was finding it difficult to marl<et his produce 
through tiie normal channels; so he set up a little 
orgaiuc fruit and vegetable shop (the orlgir.al 
Wholefoods) as an outlet for himself and other 
organic producers in Sth, Qld. It the same time 
a group of people at Taringa set up a food co-op in 
a spare room at their house. They boudit bags 
of produce from the Wholesalers and sold it just 
above cost thus avoiding all the WooUes Barriers 
etc. Both places started to run Into difficulties 
due to maney, lack of participation etc. and were 
faced with having to close. We at this time 
were Involved in various other plots, projects, 
and good times and one night when plotting 
over our next good tim , Bdb rushed In, mt us 
with a few Incredible visions Hike putting D. J's 
and Myers out of business; and the next tiling you 
know we were Into Wholefoods, Probably the 
most annoying tiling was tiiat we had very Ettie 
knowledge of the food scene; (John still being 
an ardent pie and chips man), although we'a 
already made the transition to good tucker. 

The first thing we did was raise the Initial 
capital $200, through selling $5 shares in tiie 
shop, buying quantities of grains nuts, dried 
fruits; and letting the farmers know of tiie 
transition and the new plans for the co-operative. 

It's been amazing how the place has developed 
since them; incredible enerries driven into it; 
a farm being set up; land offered to us. Energy poured 
Into tiie setting up of other co-ops, and Whole
foods being used for yoga medllation, crafts; new 
directions being taken. 

Q. What were tiie longterm motivating reasons 
behind setting up Wholefoods? 
Well, first or all we had come to realize that 
witii every Item of food that we buy, we were 
being ripped off' by tiie packaging industry - all 
the cartons and cans and packets cost a fortune. 
For this reason we decided to buy bulk lots of 
grains, flours, dried fruit, nuts, honey etc. and let 
people serve themselves - this cuts out both the 
reta91 and packaging rip offe. AS well as tills, 
we were becoming aware of the effects that 
would folio;*; from the shit food we were eating . 
Good food, especially the organic fruit and 
veges., witiiout DDT, chemical fertiUzers and 
the like, was obviously the answer to this. As 
tî eU as tiiat, we could see tiiat the small organic 
farmers needed a place to sell their produce. This 
especially applied to people who wanted to leave the 
city and get back to the land by providing a 
sure marfet for anything they grew. 

Q. How did you encourage community involvement 
in the shop. 

Basically we used a self-serve format Wc asked 
people to bring their own containers, bags, jars 
etc (which is both economically and ecologically 
sound), and then to serve themselves. Before long, 
people were working out their own totals, and in 
many cases actually paying and taking change 
themselves. This included some of the local 
people, iMany of the customers helped in the 
shop, or collected produce for us frm the market 
eta Also we asked individuals and house groups 
to buy S5 shares in the Co-op to give us some 
buying capital 

Q, What sort of difficulties have you encountered? 

Probably the greatest difficulty is the old one of 
all the encrdes coming from a small group of 
people. Werve been aole to avoid this to a 
large extent as a lot of people have dropped in, 
helped a while then mwed on, so there's been 
a regular flot; of energy. But vans break down, 
cheques sometimes are returned, work loads fall 
on too few shoulders; I guess Its all part of the 
great cosmic school 

Q, In what direction l^ tiie co-op 
heading? 

Since being involved In the buying fear Wholefoods 
and the Aquarius Festival, the one thing that has 
knocked me out is the Incredible rip-ote in 
food, right down the line, importer, wholesaler 
retailer etc. like being able to buy nuts firom the 
importer at 65c /lb, wholesaler, 85c, retailer 

$ 1.25c/lb onwards. Unbelievable. Also, one 
of tiie really positive trends is tiie development 
of co-op (foods) along the East Coast (Brisbane 
MuUumbimby, Sydney , NImbIn, Melbourne, 
and on various campuses). Now the obvious 
thing to do would be to pool resources and 
estaBUsh some form of centralized buying from 
the impOTtets and producers, This could have 
incredible repercussions. 
Not only by cutting out the rip-offs, but also 
by encouraging the formation of all sorts of 
co-ops, having suitable outlets for organic 
producers, andspreadlng new Ideas and energies 
far and wide. 

0 IE of the most amazing things I see In the 
sMft In healing, or consciousness. When we 
first started tiie shop I remember telling people 
what a good political tool it was; now! see it 
as a catalyst is awakening people to new directions 
(communal living, orgamc farming) opening new 
areas of the mind, (yoga, meditation etc), and 
raising people to a level of harmony with themse
lves and the universe. 

The New Age is. upon us. 

COOKING HINTS 
1 tablespoon dr)' powdered yeats is equivalent to 
I j ozs of compressed yeast. Use "Tandaco" 
dry yeast - ) ou get a oooklet of good recipes and 
hints. 
Use ingredients at room temperature. Dough is 
ready to be kneaded wlicn the flour and Hquid are 
well mixed, and leaves thesldei ofthe bowl. 
Knead tlie dough till it is elastic - i. e. till a finger 
impression will slowly disappear. 
After kneading, oil the dough to stop It cracking. 
Brush the loaf with milk just before putting it In 
tlie oven to darken the crust 
Double rising gives a finer texnire. Rye flour 
makes tlie dough less elastic and more sticky, and 
win present problems to beginners. 
Veast is most active between 80 and 90 degrees. 
Leave dough in a warm (not hot) place - near the 
stove heater or In the sun. To test if loaves 
are cooked, tap the bottom of thebrcad - it should 
sound hollow. 
If you are making a few loaves at one time make 
sure there's enough room for plenty of air circulation f 
round the tins in the ovea / 
Bread can be stored for miontlis in the freezer. / 
Loosen tlie loaves as soon as they are taken from the / 
oven or the bottom crust will wcome wet, -̂  

PLAIN WHOLEMEAL BREAD 

2 lb wholemeal flour 
1 tablespoon dry yeast 
1 tablespoon honey 
1 teaspoon salt 
1 pint warm water (approx) 
Mix the dry ingredients. Add the water and honey 
slowly beating continually till the dough Is well 
mixed and leaves tlie side of the bowL Put it 
on a lightly floured board and knead until 
smooth ana elastic (about ten minutes). Cover, 
and leave to rise until it has doubled In bulk 
Punch down, divide into ttvo leaves, and place Into 
two greased bread tins. Let rise again, till double 

the size. Bake at 400 degrees for 35 to 40 
mins. 

YOGHURT BREAD 
'2 cups wholemeal flour 
4 cup wlieat germ 
I teaspoon salt 
1 rounded teaspoon soda 
\ pt yoghurt 
Blena all ingredients till well mixed. Place in a 

eased tin. Bake 20 mins at 450 degrees. Leave 
n oven 2-3 mins after turning off. 

MUSSU BREAD 

1 cup rolled oats 1 egg 
4 OZ dried raw sugar \ cup sultanas 
2 teaspoons salt 4 oz almonds 
1 tablespoon oil \ cup wheatgerm 
2 cups boiling water \\ tablespoons skim milk, 
i oz dry yeast 4 cups wholemeal flour 
X cup warm water 
Combine rolled oats, finel) chopped aprictos. 
sugar, salt oil, and boiling water and leave to 
cooL Dissolve the yeast in \ cup warm water, and 
add to lukewarm oat mixture, with lightiy beaten 
egg, dried fruit, chopped nuts wheatgerm, and 
skim milk Sift the flour (optional), add to yeast 
mixture, and beat till well mixed and the mixture 
leaves the side ofthe bowl. Knead well on a floured 
board. Set In a greased bowl, cover and allow to 
rise In a warm place till double in bulk. Punch 
dowa Divide in two, place in greased baking tins. 
Cover and allow to rise agaia Place In oven 
at 400 degrees for 10 mins then reduce to 350 
and bake for 40 mins. 
PIZZA 
SCSFTFN i teaspoon dry yeast In \ cup warm water 
and add 1 teaspoon salt, and 2 tablespoons oIL 
Mix In 3 to 4 cups wholemeal flour, until soft 
and elastic. Knead on a flouted board, cover and 
leave Di a vatiij place to rise ( up to 1 hr.) . 
When riseft, punch it down and l^ve another 10-
15 mins. Press onto a well greased pizza or 
biscuit try. ^ 
Spread-wjth your choice of cheese, tomatoes, onion 
garlic oUves,. hard boiled egg, capsicum otegano 
basil mushroon ŝ, any seafood etc 
Bake for 30 mins at 350 degrees J 
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mould should be able to withstand the heat from 
the molten wax. 
Don't melt your wax in a saucepan you want to use 
for food (wax tastes lousy), ana it is best if your 
pot has a good pouring lip. Use a double boiler 
set up, or melt your wax on a low heat 
Wax melts at around (80 deaees - 95 degrees C). 
Buy dyes from craft shops. Put your dye In with 
the wax while melting. When both ate melted 
and mixed, test the colour by taking out a small 
portion of wax and allowing it to hardea You 
need only very small amounts of dye - a piece 
the size of a grain of rice to a pot of wax. You 
will find tiiat dye will inhibit the flame. 
Add stearic acid (from lÔ o to SO^o) to make the 
candle whiter, more opaque, harder, long burning, 
makes several dyes dissolve easier, and makes 
removing the candle from the mould easier. Cost 
aboit) 50 c lb. 
Add beeswax to improve candle texture, and to 
give it a delicate aroma. 
Add oil soluble peri'umesJ^Kia (NOT) water ot 
alcohol base) for aroma. 

Cheap, easy, good fun. Something everyone can do. 
The basic materials are parrafin wax, and cotton 
wick. The wax is obtained in tiie process of 
refining crude oil, and is consequently available 
in bulk, from oil companies such as Shell, Esso 
and Ampol for about 15c per lb. Craft, hardware, 
and some supermarket stores sell small lots at 25c 
to 35c per lb. (don't pay more fhan 35c). The 
most common wax grade for candles is 120/125 
S, R,, but most grades are 0. K. No 4 knitting 
Cotton makes a reasonabks wick If the f lime 
is too small, buy a heavier grade, or double on 
treble the cottoa Proper cotton candle wicking is 
made in Australia by Downs & Sons Ltd, in four 
sizes, and is old in minimum lots of $12 to -515 
per lot. Use the smallest (No 53) for candles 
up to 2" in diameter, and the largest (No 203) for 
candles from 4" diameter upwards, but you will 
have to experiment When a wick is too small 
it will melt more wax than it can use, and will 
flood, or drip, or both. When a wick is too large 
it smokes. Small quantities of wick can be obtained 
ftom hobby shops etc. 
It is very useful to have a thermometer, that will 
read at Itast to 200 degrees C. 
MOULDS 
jThey can be found everywhere, cleverly disguised 
as everyday objects. Empty milk, yoghurt and 
cheese cartons (plastic and waxed paper), plastic 
take-away food containers, soft drink cans 
(especially the seamless akiminlum cans, and 
pTastic pipe (trom i" - 48" in diameter). The 
requirements for a mould are few - it should be possible 
to remove the candle easily; it should be easy to 
prevent the liquid wax leaning out; the inside of 
the mould should be of a pleasing texture; and the 

For your basic candle - cut the top off a seamless 
aluminium can, and flare out the cut rim (to 
allow free release of tiie candle) by rotating a 
milk bottle in the top of tiie tia Drill a hole in 
the bottoin just big enough for the wick. Feed 
tiie wick through tne hole, knot, and plug the 
hole with clay. Tie the other end to a stick (this 
m a-;t be the middle of the top), 
llreak up about 1 lb of wax, and melt over a low 
heat V\'hen at 85 degrees pour into mould gently. 
After 45 mins, break the crust, and top up with 
molten wax. Repeat after a further 45 mins. 
When fuUy set (3-4 his), remove clay and stick, 
remove candle from mould, and trim wick to -^ 
inch. 
ICE CANDLE 
î ip wick in molten wax several times (keeps it dty, 
and acts as core) before positioning in mould. Pour 
;f-i inch wax in to form base, and wait till crust 
has formed. Put in a littie c ushed ies, and cover 
witii molten wax. Wait till crust has formed again, 
and repeat. Finish off with good layer of wax. 

LAYER CAND'lE 
Made by using several layers of different coloured 
wax. AUow each layer to form a crust before 
pouring the next layer. Best bonding of layers is 
achieved by pouring wax at 90 degrees C every 
25 mins. Layers can be horizontal; or angled by 
tilting the mould before pouring each layer. 

FOIL CANDLE 
Make a mould with aluminium foil (crumpled 
or whatever) and support with damp sand m a 
bax. Pour tiie wax in slowly - .Add the wick 
with a hot needle. If candle has a rough finish, 
dip in hot wax. 

SAND CANDLE 
Place damp sand ( or very fine gravel) in a small 
box, and indent the desired impression firmly. 
Melt wax (heat to a higher temperature if a thicker 
sand wall is desired) and pour carefully into the 
mould, Wick can be positioned before pouring, 
or placed when crust has formed, but centre is still 
soft with the aid of a hot knitting needle. When 
solid, scrape off the excess sand. 

G l a d n e y O a k l e y & Ken E c k e r s l e y , 
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THE SQUARE KNOT 
Divide the strings down the centre 
and pul the four strings on the right 
oul of the way. Picture the four 
remaining strings numbered 1 to 4, 
to simplify learning this knot. 
Take strings 2 and 3 and clamp them 
together with the bulldog clip (to 
act as a weight). Pick up string 1. 
make a loop and lay across 2 and 3 
(A). With your fingers go through the 
rourid end of the loop under 2 and 
3, and grasp the curved mouth of 
the loop (marked X). Pull through, 
being careful not to drop the string 
(B). Feed string 4 through the Iwo 
new smaller loops (C). W/ilh thumb 
and first finger hold string 1 at Xs, 
Lilt string 4 across to 1 and pick up 
lower loop (see arrow), pull with both 
hands. Now you should have a loose 

square knot (D). Take the top part of 
the knot and push up and pull tight; 
do the same at the bottom and you'll 
have a finished knot (E). 
Do about four more square knots the 
same way. Then take the other (our 
strings (the ones you put to one side) 
and do five knots on Ihat side. 
When you've finished the two columns 
of square knots on each side, take 
the four middle strings (leaving two 
loose strings on each side). Do five 
more square knots. Then divide the 
string in half again and do one 
square knot each side followed by 
one square knot in the centre (leav
ing two free strings on each side). 
Continue until you have a lacy pattern 
(F), There is no end to the number of 
strings you can use, but always work 
in groups of (our strings. 

2 3 2 3 

2 3 

2 3 4 5 67 8 

7 i 6 7.8 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

THE JOSEPHINE KNOT 
Once you've mastered the three basic 
knots the Josephine Is a treat. It's 
easy, and looks beautiful. 
You need only two pieces of string 
at a time, but after you've mastered 
it, use four or six pieces of string 
for really nice effects, * 

Finish the sampler with another 
double border of horizontal double 
half hitches and fasten off by tying 
the strings. Put a small knot in each 
string close to the two rows of knots, 
you can then cut the strings If you 
like, or leave them as ties. The loops 
at the beginning won't unravel on 
their own. 

THE TWISTED $INNET KNOT 
Divide the string down, the centre 
and put one side out of the way. Work 
with only four strings. Take string 
4 and loop it across 2 and 3 and 
under 1. Leave it there. Take 1 under 
2 and 3. through loop, and across 
string 4 (A). Take string 4 in left hand 
and 1 in right hand, pull tight (B). 
Take string 1 this time and loop it 
across 2 and 3, but under 4. Leave 
it thore. With string 4 go under 2 and 
3 and up through loop and across 
string 1 (C). Take 1 in left han«f, 4 In 
right hand, pull tight. Continue doing 
this until knots begin to twist (D), 
then you may have to (lip the strings 
around to opposite sides. Do a string 
ol about severt twisted sinnets, and 
then work the sama number on the 
remaining (our strings. 

THE HORIZONTAL 
DOUBLE HALF HITCH 
You'll need all eight strings for this. 
Start by laying the string farthest to 
the right (string 8) across the other 
strings (A). Loop string 7 over 6 on 
the right, and again on the left (B). 
Pull tight. String 6 follows the same 
pattern-around twice, pull tight (C). 
"Continue this from 5 to 1 (D). Then 
take string 6, lay back across strings 
and do exactly the same thing, start
ing with siring 1, working to string 7 
(E). Now you will have a border of 
two rows of lightly Htted knots. 
This knot also looks good worked 
diagonally, and once you've mastered 
the art oi keeping the tension right, 
you'll be able to work out your own 
variations of zig-zags, parallel lines, 
criss-crosses, etc. 
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THE GOOD EARTH i.e. (clay) 

Clay can be made into pots in a 
number of ways-One of course is to throw 
pots on a wheel-l won't go into ihat here 
but if you're interested there is a good 
book available which is put out by Hamlyn 
and is called "The Australian Pottery book" 
by Harry Memmott. 

The 3 basic ways to make something by 
hand are, coil building, slab building and 
pinching. Firstly Coil building-take a piece 
of clay, wedge and knead it and take a 
piece about the size of a sausage-roll it 
between your hand and the floor 
(concrete or plaster of pariS or unpainted 
wood are best because day sticks to 
anything else). Start rolling in the middle 
and gradually move your hand to each end 
in turn. For big coils start with a bigger 
sausage. 

Then cut the slabs the size you want, 
score them where they have to join and 
wet them with slip. Then weld them" 

together, pressing firmly, Re-inforce the 
corners by forcing a thin coil into them. 

rolling <tcoi/ 

If you want to you can make your base 
from a coil as well (the other method is to 
just use a slab). Just wind the coil flat on 
the table and weld each coil onto the next. 
For the wall just coil one on top of the 
other, pressing them down as you go-when 
you've got about two coils on, then weld 
them together by scraping clay with your 
finger nail or ice cream stick over the join 
and smothing the scraping marks. 

If you want your pot to be wider, then 
put your coils slightly outside the last one 
and if you want your pot to come in then 
put the coils slightly inside of the last one 
as you build. 

If your clay is getting dry then score the 
surfaces to be joined and wet one of them 
with slip (slushy mixture of clay & water) 
& weld as before. 

St 
oxrrvetAS 

PINCHING a pot is a quick and easy way 
to make small bowls (e.g. tea bovjis or 
breakfast bowls) and to start a base lor 
larger pots. Take a round ball of clay 
(however much you think you'll need) and 
push your thumb into it until it's approx
imately 3/8 of an inch from the bottom. 
Then press the walls of the ball betv.(Cen 
your thumb & the rest of your fingers, 
turn it slightly & stiuHQze again. Keep going 
around till the whole pot is 3/8" thick 
and the shape is what you want. 

These 3 methods can be used singly or 
together depending on what you want your 
pot to be. 

Before using clay, you should always 
wedge and knead it to expel air bubbles 
and so that the clay is properly mixed. 
Air bubbles are dangerous because air 
expands when healed. 

Wedging-cut the lump of day in half with 
a piece of fishing line (like they cut 
cheese) and pul half on the wedging table 
(which can be concrete or plaster). 
Smash the other half on top-give the 
whole mass a quarter turn and repeat. Do 
this until you can't see any more holes 
(which are air tiubbles) when you cut the 
clay in half. 

Kneading - i s like kneading bread-the 
Japanese used to knead clay (and still do) 
with their feet, stamping on it as though 
making wine. Once you have prepared it, 
and if you don't intend to use it 
straight away wrap it up in plastic-This is 
really important because you can't work 
wiih clay that has gone dry and hard. 

PVE$S eflcV% Coil dcujn 

For making a slab pot, 
roll the clay out (lat with a rolling pin or 
beat it with your hand. To make it an 
even thickness put a length of wood 3/8 of 
an inch thick (a good thickness for most 
pots) on either side of the clay you're 
rolling out and you should end up rolling 
them out the thickness of the wood. 

Getting the C/ay-There are basically two 
ways of getting clay-No. 1 is to buy it 
ready prepared and wrapped in plastic. The 
best and cheapest place to buy it is from 
Mere. Feeney's pottery at Bundamba. The 
second way is to go out and dig it up. 

The clay should still be 
sod and pliable when you take it out-then 
knead and wedge it and wrap in plastic 
ready for use. Before you do any of this, and 
just after you've dug up your first bit of 
clay-test it's workability by making a 
small coil out of it and slowly bending i l . 
The clay shouldn't crack in half and it 
should have a "greasy" feel about it. 
Also it's a good idea to make a few small 
test pots out of your newty found day 
and fire them lo see if it will be good 
enough for vjhal temperature range you 
have in mind. 

GLAZING-Here is a Raku glaze you can 
iry-and again if extra information is needed 
there are oodles of books which will give 
it to you. Usually a glaze is put onto the 
pot after the first firing by brushing it into 
the pol or dipping the pot into a bucket of 
glaze. Make sure it's on fairly thickly too 
for Baku. Perhaps the simplest glaze is 3 
parts by weight of clay powder to 7 parts 
by weight of Borax. This gives a clear, 
shiny glaze which will melt at 900 C. To 
get colours, the easy way out is to brush 
under or over the glaze a thin solution of 
any of the following metallic oxides. The 
percentage given are, if you intend to mix 
them into the clear glaze and so get a 
bucket of glaze which will give you a 
uniform colour, 6% tin gives white, 1% 
copper gives red under reduction and green 
under oxidation, 2% iron will give you a 
yellow and 6-10% a reddish brown, 5% 
Manganese will give purply brown, and % 
to 1% of cobalt will give blue. You can vary 
the percentages to vary the intensity of 
colour. 

The Thiee Basics of a Glaze are: 

1) A glass former-e.g. silica or borax. 
2) A flux-e.g, an oxide, to melt the glass 

at the required temperature, 
3) A stlltener-e,g, alumina-to prevent the 

mollen glass running off the pot. 

In the borax glaze above~borax is the 
glass former, and the clay powder provides 
the alumina (stiffener and flux). 

You will need scales to weight out your 
dry ingredients, and always add the dry 
materials fo the water. To help the glaze 
stick to the pot before and during firing 
you should use a glue. One good one is 
gum gragacanth which you can buy in 
powdered form at a chemist. For enough 
gum for 2 gallons of glaze mix 1 dessert
spoon of gum tracanth to 'A cup of metho. 
Add that to one pint w^ter and then put 
it into the glaze. Also don't put your 
glaze underneath the pot- i t gets very 
embarrassing when you can't lift your pot 
off the kiln, floor or shelf. 

FIRING your pots-rule one is always to 
make sure that your pots are bone dry I 

For the bisque (first) firing make sure 
you haven't packed the kiln so tightly with 
pots that the flames can't get through and 
out the chimney. 

In the first half hour build a very small 
fire at the front of your kiln's firing 
chamber-after that slowly step i t up until 
you've filled the whole firebox with flames, 
A good general rule is to have the bottom 
half of the firing chamber filled with 
wood, the top half with flame. 

In the last half hour or so you should 
have flames coming oul of the top of the 
chimney. This firing usually takes 3 hours 
and by that time you should have reached 
900 C. The second firing for Raku pots 
only takes from 15 to 20 minutes per Dot. 

After you have applied the glaze and let 
tho pois dry out again, pre heat them by 
standing them on top of the kiln. Then 
with long tongs and decked out in 
asbestos gloves place a few pots in the kiln 
through the hole left by the uvo bricks 
you have removed 

The kiln should be going extremely 
well by now and the pottery after 20 
minutes should be red hot and shiny. 
Make sure the pots don't touch each other 
in glaze firing it can end up disastrously. 

When they are red hot and shiny take 
them out and if you wish modify the glaze 
by putting the pot into sawdust, dry leaves 
or grass, or paper. Cut off the air supply 
by inverting an old tin bucket over it or 
something (this is reducing the glaze). 
Then plunge the pot into cold water lo fix 
the glaze colour you have obtained. 

P.S, This is not meant to tell all, hence 
the list of bookstif vou want to teach or 
learn pottery at Nimbin-
ring Usette Houston at 70 7S52. 

Book List (The prices may not be exact) 

S4,50 The Australian Pottery Book by 
Harry Memmott-Hamlyn 
SI 6.00 Raku-Art & Technique by Hal 
Riegger-Studio Vista, (good (or philosophy 
of Raku as well as practical) 
$8,00 Ceramics by Glenn Nelson-Holt, 
Binehart Winston 
$5,00 A Potters Book by Bernard Leach-
Faber & Faber. 
$17.00 Pioneer Pottery by Michael Cardew-
Longmans. 

The best one for the beginner I think is the 
first one. 

Glossary of soma terms 

Slip - can be made by pouring a little 
clay dust into water - it should be a 
creamy thickness, 

Weld-'io'm the clay by scraping surfaces one 
over the other & making the join vanish. 

Reduction-vthen you exclude oxygen from 
the glaze. 

Oxidising-vMen you let lots of oxygen 
circulate around the pots. 

rullim^ c k u -Ic*-
1 S\clS pst? 

If you live in Brisbane all you have to 
do Is walk into the backyard and dig-a (oot 
or so down and you'll probably find clay. 
Once you have dug it up—let it dry and 
then crush it. (A hammer is good here). 
When you're crushed it to a sandy dust 
pour it into water. Let it stand for a while 
and then decant the clear water on top and 
sieve the rest. After that, pour i t into a 
plaster bed or a drying area made out of 
concrete surrounded by bricks-anyihing 
porous Is good. 

a 
L 

D 

mm 
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k V \ . V N , 

LOVE . . . PEACE . . . FREEDOM . . . 
REVOLUTION . . . ALTERNATIVE ', . . 
COUNTER-CULTURE . . . all the words we 
have bastardized and murdered by overuse 
and misuse in previous years , . . BUT 
THE WORD FOR THIS YEAR FOLKS 
IS SURVIVAL . . . So lets all join in and 
kick it to death . . . Possibly, by the end 
of the year, it will have lost enoggh 
meaning to be used in next year's adds 
. . . CAN YOU DIG I T : -

Swing into the struggle for survival with 
the new super-phallus shape falcon G.T. 
with the most sensuous, pulsating, 
energy-creating engine, a wide track and 
rugged radialsto give you a smooth ride 
over anyihing PLUS for all those 
groovers concerned for planet Earlh—a 
built-in contraceptive compartment (so 
that when you pick up that chicky in 
the flimsy dress standing on the side 
of the road and race her off in that 
new ecologically constructed dome on 
your new week-end survival farm 
surrounded by goals, chickens, ducks, 
waterfall) ZPG is taken care of. 

But that's enough of that cynicism jazz, 
folks, (I come to bring HOPE not 
DESPAIR). So on with the show. 

When I rap to fieople about survival, I 
found that they usually talk in three general 
areas. The first is that of material/ 
physical survival-this is the trip that most 
of your lower working class people are on, 
whether it be in the ghettos of the U.S.; 
the prisons of Vietnam, or under Brisbane 
bridges at night. The reality of this life/ 
death struggle hit me last year with my 
involvement in the Bomb Sheila, especially 
during 8 week-ends I survived with others 
as a guest of H.IVI. Prison, It is something 
that I can't now forget (as much as I'd 
like to and have tried to with many 
beautiful rationalizations during the last 
few months). 

The second concept 1 see is that ol a 
spiritual (phychological survival. This is 
something more manifest amongst the 
middle-class descendats; those who have 
never faced physical deprivation but have 
been refused opportunity for free self-
development and have been heavily cond
itioned in the hypocritical, double-
standard, middle-class values of their 
parents. The reaction to this has led many 
through a heavy political/ideological in
volvement (intellectual for most-practical 
for many)-to a state where vague mutter-
ings such as "farming a counter-culture/ 
Creating alternative lile-siyles" are the order 
of the day. A concrete result of such 
mutterings is now getting together around ' 
Nimbin. 

Finally, vve have people who talk in terms 
of total survival. That of our dear old 
planet. Mother Earth. Like most dear old 
mothers in our present sexist, Jiuclear 
family units, she has been fucked aboul, 
raped, & sacrificied to ihe glory of her 
husband (good) and his children-until, at 
this moment, she is undergoing premature 
senility and, probably, an early death. The 
supra-intellectual concept put forward so 
well by supre-intellectuals such as Ehriich, 
lllich, & Co. is very hard for most humans 
to grasp when it comes down to a question 
of 'what does it mean for me in my life?' 
This, however, makes it no less roal. 

It is my theory (and here comes the pitch, 
folks) that any proposal for survival is/will 
be ineffective unless it includes each of 
these concepts. Just check it out. 

What is the logical roaciion of those who 
have not when they see those who have? 
Isn't it to struggle to a position where 
diey and their children enjoy, at least, 
equal power, opportunity vveallh as every
body else? One of the obvious defects of 
such a plan when viewed by those of us 
who are among the priveleged elite, is that 
the planet has limited resources which wouW 
be exhausted If everybody in the world 

shared the present upper class standard of 
living. Anyway, we say we've rejected these 
materialistic values as worthless and they 
(the dispossessed) should do the same. And 
it is here that any communication we may 
have had with such people disappears. But 
maybe, we could understand that betier 
when check out what were our reactions to 
discovering the hypocracy/meaninglessness of 
our inherited middle-class values/standards/ 
wealth. 

Possibly our first reaction was that of 
feeling guilt/shame for being the children of 
the work-class. WL evolved concepts of how 
we would liberate the oppressed, all enjoy
ing a future world of equality in distribution 
of wealth, power, and opportunity. This we 
could bring about through an ideological/ 
political revolution. We took on forces 
whose power we were only beginning to 
relaize. All this as champions of the 
oppressed. But very few knew personally 
any of the oppressed-scarcely any attempt 
was made to involve ourselves in their en
vironment—discovering what they wanted-
and struggling with them to achieve it, 

Thus, the great disillusionment set in-and, 
for many, the great stagnation. Mutterings 
such as "Why should I feel guilt or shame-
my self-development is more important" 
began. Through smoking bales of dope, 
dropping gallons of acid and buckets of 
mushrooms, and other more spiritual 
paths many people re-oriented themselves to 
the beauties of nature, inter-personal rela
tionships, and their relationship with the 
earlh. Many didn't make it through this 
period-those who did went on-building 
their counter-culture/alternative life-styles 
etc., a manifestation of which will be at 
Nimbin. 

Now, let me pose the failings that 1 think 
we, of the counter-culture have encompassed. 
I'll do ihis-by using Nimbin as a concrete 
example of our strivings to build real 
alternatives. 

Too much emphasis is being placed on an 
idea that vvhat we are creating is THE 
alternative. This is never stated directly in 
fact is the opposite to the official policy. 
But in talking lo Ihose involved in selling 
il up, reading between the lines of the 
fantasy paper "NIMBIN GOOD NEWS", 
it is an idea that is always assumed. There 
seems to me to be little reat awareness that 
this alternative is, in fact, very limited. 
Limited to that very small elite who have 
had the opportunity to reach a situation 
where they could see the futility of the 
materialistic life-style that society demands 
we conform to-and then have fell sufficient 
intellectual capacity/security in themselves 
to be able to cope with opting out of that 
society. 

WE MUST keep asking ourselves why is 
it that the great percentage of those who 
have dropped out are middle-class descendants 
and or have reached a very high intellectual 
capacity sufficient to have the ability to 
cope wiih surviving whilst creating an 
alternative life-style. 

Leading from this I'd like to explain what 
I think is our greatest weakness. "Personality 
deficiency", t just made that up. It means 
that as individuals we're as weak as hell. 
Gutless. 1 guess it comes from having our 
lives directed, opportur>ities always open, 
never having to struggle. We came pretty 
close to it during our political involvement. 
We found out a lot aboul ourselves-
sexisi, racist, paternalistic, elitist, intellectual 
chauvinist, usurpers of. the world's resources-
these realizations brought on some incredible 
personal crises-many are still fighting them 
and the structures that procreate them-but 
most of us opted out of that too. And now 
we live a continual fantasy. A fantasy which 
unniers groovy statements like "love over
comes all hassles and enables us to relate 
to one another on a higher level" I just 
made that up, too, but you know ihe sort 
of think I mean, Its BullshitI Not the kind 
of soft, fantasy love were into sobbers. The 
guy who got hung up on a love charge 
2000 years ago knew what love was about 
when he said that his life would not bring 
peace but a sword. And that's what love is. 
I Sword. A healing sword yes. But it hurts 
like hell making deep incisions to get rid 
of the rot in our lives-also usually con
fronting the crap in others. It's a very 
hot, heavy, burning experience/trip thats 
needed to eradicate the sexism, racism, 
elitism etc. so ingrained in our lives. 

But is this our trip? No. 

We don't confront anybody anymore even 
when we strongly disapprove of what's 
being done-that's being hoavy-We've lost 
much ability to criticize ourselves because 
we've isolated ourselves in a group of like-
minded friends-ihe unjustices that most of 
the world faces. No longer serves to spotlight 
the irresponsible action in our lives— 
We ridicule those involved in political 
struggle—but we depend upon it for our 
survival-
We say leave us alone we just want to do 
our own thing—but the co-operate slate's 
just going to swallow us up when it's 
ready-We say we're into a self-development 
trip-but surely we can't develop ourselves 
fully when we isolate ourselves but only in 
relationship to our total environment— 
We say we're into a survival trip-but how 
can our sun/ival trip have any reality when 
we can't even communicate with those 
who, day to day, face physical survival. 

There are groups of people concerned about 
survival of planet Earth. These groups con
sist mainly of "pseudo-super intellectuals" 
and or "society people" climbing on the 
bandwagon. A typical example of their 
Involvement in survival came last year in 
the form of a survival seminar held at 
Brisbane University. It showed them to be 
even further away from the gut issues of 
'sun/ival-for-all' than we are and, so are 
incapable of offering any real alternative 
for total sun/ival. 

Yep, folks, I hate to say it but I really 
think the bulk of this problem lies on our 
shoulders. I know of many people who 
have stayed and worked inside the establish
ment and are doing most of the real 
struggling. To me they are the real heroes. 
But they need people to work with on the 
outside, who have plenty of energy and no 
restrictions in building the necessary 
alternatives. 

If you reading this article and haven't 
dropped out-DONT. At least think twice 

or three times about it-and, if you do, 
make sure that you have an effective 
alternative to offer. People, who at this 
moment face the problem of survival, don'l 
need middle-class dropouts who sit around 
on their bums all day smoking dope-they 
need real doctors, real solicitors/barristers, 
real social welfare workers, real professionals 
of all types-and, above all, real people, who 
can relate to them as real people helping 
them develop the necessary structures which 
they say they need to give them the 
necessary opportunity to develop as they 
wish. 

On checking over what I have just written, 
I see that I have been mainly critical-lhis 
could show me to be extremely negative. 
I have criticized in this way to counter
balance what I believe to be the 
counterfeit, fantasy, bullshit, vibrations 
which have exuded from the growth of the 
counter-culture including Nimbin and to 
point out its limits and introversion. 

I wish I could go on now and balance my 
contribution by pointing out what I think 
are the positive aspects of the NIMBIN/ 
counter-culture trip. Also I'd like to rave on 
for hours about the very real positive, 
possibilities I see towards building what I 
call "a total concept of survival-for-all"-
not an ideological, intellectual concept but 
a practical one. However, at this stage, I'm 
tired of being a solo participater in a one
way-media. If I meet you at NIMBIN, we 
could spend hours arguing about the crap 
I've just written-but I won't be in it. 
No more intellectualising devoid of action. 
What I want to talk about with people is 
how vve can work together to build a real 
alternative for survival which will include 
everybody. To me, this means practical 
alternatives for the present 

-social welfare system 
—education system 
—capitalist economy 
—government 

To this end 1 have many ideas which I am 
presently trying to implement-to these I 
would like to add yours. 

There are many aspects of Nimbin I really 
look forward to experiencing. How will 
five-ten thousand middle-class descendants 
survive together over a ten day period-will 
Nimbin become a 550,000 playground or a 
$5,000 reality-ground? Tune in at Nimbin 
from May 10-24 and see it all happen. 

That's all for now folks. 

Bob Mel nty re. 

l 
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"What were once the Utopian visions of thts 
revolutionary, drop-out cuttuie are becoming 
means to survival Many ofthe 
ideas, projects and resources presented here are 
nothing^new. They've been floating around — 
for a while now. what we have done is to puU 
together many ofthe best ideas and resources to give 
people a comprehensive look at what's possible for the 
community, to provide them with the beginnings 
of a resource handbook, and hopefully to Biovoke 
new ideas—. Start getting it together with your 
sisters and brothers. Energy will Be dispersed if 
everyone calls the resource people as individuals. 
When you've got yourselves together in a group, 
avail yourselves ofthe resources "̂  

- "Blueprint for a-Communal Environment" -
The Berekeley Tribe (From "Sources" ed. Theodore 
Roszak) 

Theory 
The Festival will be, by definition, a Happening 
on a MASS level As otltei articles have pointea 
out, the fundamental rationale for this is questio
nable, 
BUT a) given tliat it will be taking place 

b) and at a specific place, Nimbin 
t) with that place's Inherent specific 

facilities and resources 
and that 

d) something like five to ten thousand 
people will be turning up, including YOU, 
the problem now Is:-
HOW TO APPROACH IT, 
mwe essentially how to effect a decentralisation 
within the intrinsically MASS structure (or non-
structure) imposed by the very nature and size of 
the festivaL In other words, how to create 
ANTI - MASS from MASS, 
or an essentially human environment from an 
essentially non-numan one. Not so easy, right' 

I 

Obviously from the above preamble, I am suggesting 
the absolute necessity of people organising thems
elves into small, relatively autonomous, self-
sufficient, communal groups or tribes to avoid the 
development of a huge amorphous mass of aimless 
orientationless souls, the kind of Hip "Waste Land", 
which (on a much smaller scale but nevertheless 
disturbing and symptomatic of the modes of operation 
implicit in "straight" society rather than that of any 
"alternative").is already evidenced at Nimbin. A 
certain amount of this is unavoidable . IT WILL 
HAPPEN. 
BUT If enou^ people can set up their own mini*-
communities the festival may have a chance of 
workinff instead of degenerating into another Pop 
Festival without even the misical "entertainment" 
to give people a focus (witness Canbena '71) 

A lot has been said about the need for such micro-
cosmic organisation .but surprisingly little about tiie 
practical ways of achieving it Ooviously the Ideal 
situation would be for communal groups to evolve 
from numbers of individuals with diverse origins/ 
backgrounds/skills/interests yet with enou^ common 
orientation to make at least a temporaiy communallsm 
feasible. Ideal but unrealistic. People are not 
going to be able to organise tiicmselves Into such 
groups after they arrive at Nimbin. Too much 
plejjolatlon is needed for such a spontaijeous group
ing to occur. The basIc_organIzatfon_, for the 
most part, will have to occur before people leave 
the comfort of their suburban homes. And Ihu 
means a lot of thought, work, co-operation and 
perhaps most Imporuntly, tbe accumulation, both 
peDonally and collectively of a whole range of tools 
f a a wide variety cf ptuposes, 
THE TIME TO ST ART IS NO W ̂  *:: | 

practicaki proposals— 
1. A certain percentage (probably not as big as 
one would like) of those comhig to the Festival will 
have enou^ information/initiative/foresight/ 
friends to get themselves together into function Ing 
fighting units for an onslaught on the local 
environ/nent' A lot of people won't Those that 
lack tiie initiative and foisight are, except for a 
suggestion I'll make later, beyond much help. 
The lack of information idll, hopefully, be rectified 
in part by this Catalogue. Hotvever, a lot of 
people probably lack enough friends, contacts etc. 
With a common orlentatioa Even with enough 
information, initiative and foieslght it is hard to 
get tiling together on your own, SO 

Channels of co-ctdinatiLon and communication 
should be set up to enable such people to get 
in contact with like- minded individuals of small 

groups of individuals with a view to forming 

communal groups for the festivaL Sounds like a 
Nation-Review classified right? Tiiese could take 
the form of information centres to be set up at 
eadi University (other relevant places too, if 
possible) and their existence widely publicised. 
O^aniz ations such as the Communal Living 
Information Cenirc (CLIC) In Melbourne could 
possibly take over this function. Also special 
notice-boards could be set up speciflcaUy for 
this purpose). It would seem to me worUiwbile 
to have at least one person permanently employed 
(or, better still, a number of people working 
both together and in rotation) in this way from 
now until th^ Festival* passing on information, 
keeping records of people's needs, and generally 
talldng to people, helping them with their problems 
in forming groups (availability and location of 

people, tools, resources etc), (If you live in 
Queensland, for Information ir.miis regard contact 
me c / - Graham Cathcart or John Stan well at the 
Aquarius-Harpo Information Centre, University of 
Qld Union). 

2. If people organise themselves into groups for 
the festival, my suggestion Is tiiat there organis
ation, whilst careful and fimctional, be open-
ended to the extent that it can absorb a few of the 
probably large numbeî  of disorientated, unprepared 
individuals who are bound to turn up at Nimbia 
Thus, if say fifteen people form a colletive 
to Nimbin, tiiey could make allowance for the 
absorption of another five people into the tribe 
whilst setting up at the Festival site and in the 
initial stagss of the "official" Festival I e, MAY 
12-21. They could in fact, encourage this 
process by making contacts during these initial 
stages and inviting people to join Iheir group, 

3, The use of some facility at Nimbin (The 
IN| rmation Centre?) as an on - tiie - site co
ordination centre for the establishment and 
expansion of communal groups, bodies, and minds. 
The practical function otsuch a facility could work 
sometiiing like this: - organised tribal units would 
register here on arrival at Nimbin and make it 
knotyn through the Information Centres tiiat they 
arc HERE, something of tiielr members' OTientations 
and that they are open to a certain amount of 
expansioa Litewlse, newly indlviduaU without 
a tribe could check in and get in contact with 
tribes looking ,foi IndividuiSs, or other individuals 
with whom to start a tribe from scratch ( a last 
resort but better than being out on the proverbial 
limb) 

HOW ABOUT IT NIMBIN? 

GLBNFIBLD TRIBE 
As a result of a think wank on 

Saturday night, 8th April, a few of 
the Glcnfield Tribe wrote a list of 
needs for a self-contained tribe to 
travel to Nimbin for 10 days. 

We assumed the following: 
(1) That the maximum number of 

people in the tribe would be 20. 
(2) "That sewerage facilities would 

be provided by the festival organisers. 
(3) That straight and naturĵ  

medicine facilities would be available 
• for anything more than minor health 
problems. 

(4) That accommodation and 
shelter facilities would be made up ol 
a large dome (bamboo, sisaJkraft and 
plasiic skin), a kitchen A frame, a 
hessian toOet for emergency use only, 
a hessian shower (if site permits). 

(5) That sleeping gear, personal 
washing gear and luxuries would be 
the responsibility of the individual 
making up the tribe. 

(6) We also assumed that it is 
better to use existing facilities than 
buy new ones. Hence some items in 
tbe list are already available. If you 
have any of the items needed please 
let Glenfield (602 8095) know. 

(7) Wc also intend marking all of 
the tribe's equipment with spray 
paint, so there should be a good deal 
of certainty of getting your lent 
goodies back. 

ACCOMMODATION: 
Lighting — candles, 2 pressure 

lamps (Chris, Phil), 2 hurricane 
lamps (Chris, Phil), methylated spirits 
(1 bottle), kerosene, 5 mantles, 
torches. 

Bicycle wheel (for dome), rope 
string, large ground sheet, tarpaulin, 
two tents (Chris, Steve), hessian. one 

door (for tabic), sundry plastic 
sheeting, shelter repair kit. 

Water — 2 plastic 13-gal. 
containers with taps (Chris), five-
gallon hot water kit (Chris), washing 
facilities (lines and pegs, trench 
draining equipment, 6 buckets, 
hessian). 
UTENSILS: 

Two large pots (Phfl, Chris), 2 
mittens, rubber gloves, 2 ladles, 
wooden spoons, 4 tea towels, welex, 
3 extra eating sets, 2 cutting knives, 2 
cutting boards, steel wool, addis 
brush, sunlight soap, soap saver, billy 
(Chris), small teapot, 4 plastic 
buckets, grain sprouting dishes, straw 
broom, 2 metal grids, 2 kero, heaters, 
bricks for fire, bottle openers, plastic 
boxes, big jars, meat safe, bush 
fridge, toilet paper, matches, plastic 
glad bags, tobacco, papers. 
MEDICAL: 

Detol, savlon, scissors, gauzc„ 
sticky tape, burn cream, cotton wool, 
calomine lotion, clastic bandages, 
lomotol, mosquito coils, vitamin C, 
Valium or phenobarbitone. 

TOOL CHEST: 
Two spades (.Steve, Glenficld), 

rope, string, hammers, pliers. 
COMMUNICATIONS: 

Notice board, roneo, magic 
tnarkers. 
ENTERTAINMENT: 

Musical instruments, spare spurs 
and whips, town bike, kites, 
moonshine, books, kids' theatre, craft 
tools and materials, fishing gear, 
cotton reel for yabbies. 
PERSONAL 

Sleeping bags, sleeping sheets, 
personal ground sheet, sweaters, 
sunlight soap, toothpaste, tooth 
brush, towels, sandshoes, boots, 
personal mosquito repellant, 
handkerchiefs, kleenex, nail brush, 
pyjamas, groovy clothes, swimminiis 
gear, raincoat̂  parka, bat, umbrella, 
sponge pillow, small sharp knife, 
grooming kit (enema, whips and 
spurs), flagelette (tin whistle), 
contraceptives, eating instruments, 
tea towel, tobacco, money, banking 
sewing kit, transistor, note book, 
pencils, KID'S GEAR, 
FOOD: 

It is assumed that mosl fresh foods 
will l>c purchased either at Lismore or 
off site. There will be one major meal; 
per day (dinner). Breakfast iis 
naturally counter culture's cliche 
*m!'"-'i' and lunch will either be 
•fcuugM individually on site or 
sanu«i^es provided by the tribe. 



Tools 
Rather than compIUng a new Ust of necessaty tools 
we are re-printing a list already comp lied by the 
Glenfleld Tribe, which, along witii the further 
Points that I have made, amounts to a pretty 
extensive coverage. You can extrapolate/ 
synthesize according to your/your tribe's prcdiUctio 
ns/needs. 

« 

-the arvv|fM'i^df\e^t£n..'' 

whher poitnts. I ' 
1. I?riiî  ainpie rain-proof gear and a couple of 
complete changes of clothes inthe (probable) 
event of raia Tl;is cvcnmality also necessitates 
provision for cookina under shelter. 
2. IJrins extra blankets and a goodly supply of 
warm clotliing as it is liable to be pretty cold, 
expecially at night, 
3. Supplies of fresh fruit, vegetables, grains, 
flour, and dried fniit will be available from 
Fountain Foods, tlie Bulk Food Co-op, run by 
Harpo-Wholefoods and situated in tî e Tomato 
Sauce Shop (see map). Any other food required 
should be brought by the tribe. To avoid congestion 
at the Co-op it is important that you buy in bulk 
for your group rather than individually. .Also 
bring bags (easily made from calico) for transporting 
storing food. Half-gallon containers, screw top 

jars and fruit boxes are also useful for tliis purpose. 
1 Avoid bringing as many "disposable" items as 
possible. The list is endless I'll leave it up to 
you to (de) compile, it, 
5. DONT bring your pets (dogs, cats, orang-utangs 
etc.yTTs just not going to be a balanced enough 
environment for large numbers of our brothers/ 
sisters in the animal world. 

bufcbe^Y, mavte..." 

(j. 'i ry CO travel to Nimbin in some sort of ccmmufjal 
arranyeuieni, tlius spreading out the responsibility tot 
transportauon oi tools etc. Seen as an individual res-
pons<hjlitv. it is a Ixgp task; divided amongst 15 or 20 
people it'wlll be little or no hassle. In a communal 
context juJ icious use of private cais/vans/ trucks will 
be an economical (personally, ecologically, financially, 
means of transporting your tribe and its gear. Al
ternatives are en masse (en masse?) and thus FUN use 
of the Spirit of Nimbin and the Good 'nv.-.ies Express 
and other rail/bus facilities, and if necessaty 
hitcliiking with the gear divided up amongst the 
members of the tribe. (This could be a hassle, 
given the relative unwieldiness of some tools, and 
the probable masses crowding the roads and should 
be avoided if possible, however ) 

7. Remember that cats are NOT allowed on the 
Festival site and thus have to be transported by other 
means toyour home-away-from-home, posslDly by 
foot, so keep it as light as possible. Buses ate being 
provided to rransoort"people from cir-parks to camp
sites but DON'T rely oî  ttieir availability. 

3. The actual form ,uid ••vuerial of your shelter is 
up to vou. 1 lo-.̂ 'evet sncii thin© as tl-e climatic 
condit'ions arisiiii! '•on: ihe ieoj^raphical n.-uurc ot 
the area (almosiencla^i'd ••.illey, sunoundcd oy 
rollini' hills ant! coi';'i,.}ut:t!r. fidi rainJ'.ill atiJ nuuiiim: 
and nfglit-tinic mist;: 'site ; should be taisen into 
account when co.nsrructini;,'crecciiig ,\ dwellini;, 
Certain meteriais ar: available yt the >:iie (ba:iiboo 
-limited, glass, bar!; mud etc, ) but most tbinw 
vou will have to fv rrcpariiJ tobrint; yoursell 
'tear tills in mind wiitn planning yoir .T.ccommodatloa 

9. Tty, at at least a few members of your tribe, 
to arrive a while before the festival to build accomm
odation etc, 

10. Although shower/washing facilities are being 
prodded, bring basins etc. for washing purposes. 
UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES wash in any of the 
creeks/streams/rivers/ ponds/oceans in tne Nimbin 
area as people will be swimming and ftolicking in 
these hitiierto sparkling waters and don't want your 
shitty shampoos, detergents, soaps, bath salts, diet, 
food scraps etc, fucking tiiem up. Offenders will 
be flattened by a frozen Nimbin WaterfalL 

WATCH O U T : 

11. Prepare for individual tribal toilet facilities in 
the event of regular sanitation arrangements proving 
insufficient/inadequate/ inconvenient/over-used. 
Hopefully they won't, but they might. So 
apparently tlie best and simplest method on a small 
scale is to bring an orange crate or suchlike with 
a hole cut in the top. wnich you place over n post-
!;oie .-izcd hole in the rjound. Instant dunny.' 
\'. iiOn a nice, cjuantity of shit accutrjuLites in i\-'~^ 
hole and.'or tlje sii.cil lx-.con'.es unbearable you cr,ver 
il v.'iili earth (a lot cf it, and pack it firm so no 
unsuspecting bastard steps into your shit-hole) and 
niovc oix 
liON'T SHIT OUT iv TMF GH-N - ON AIR, i:,Mn !'. 
OR •iV.ATER*. 

-pn^^iy'hints ', 

applies to most of this Information, BUT 
as THEY say, "Better late tiian -) 
tilings Uke Whole Earth Catalogue, Big Rock Candy 
Mountain, Living on tiie Eardi, Eartii Garden, 
Motiier Earti News, books on dwelling construction, 
cooking, camping, getting on with otiier people, 
fucking, staying alive, self-defence, kite-flying, 
thumb-twiddling, clap-avoiding and bird of Paradise 
spotting COULD be useful 

15, As final note it is important for tribes to make 
conscious efforts once established at Nimbin, to 
develop harmonious relations both with other tribes 
and individuals \^ho are "visiting" for the festival 
and witli tiie townsfollt of Nimbin to whom we will 
be operating in a guest - host relationship. Bear In 
mind that most ofthe people will be, whom you might 
categorize as "straights" will be for tiie first time 
operating in a situation where they are the minority 
in relation to tiie "freaks". TXJNIT treat tiiem as 
you have been treated when a minority group. 

/ * 

Id A couple of tips ftom out friends, the ARMY 
a)' Bring thongs to wear ir<showers to avoid contraction 
of tinea. 
b) Wash and rinse cooking and eating utensils 
Immediately following meals and store away from 
flies and dust. Remember flies frequent the latrines. 
too. 

13. The Learning E.xchange, which all tribes should 
have a yarn witii as soon as they are established, 
could be one of the most Important functions of tn e 
festival on evety- level Obviously, its potential 
will only be reaUsed once people start to react 
with each other in Learning Situations. 
BCT you should have a good tiiink about it betore 
yotfarrive at Nimbin in order to get a claar picture 
in your mind of what areas initially interest you, 
what talents you actually .'potentially have, what 
tilings you can best a) LEARN b) TEACH. 
Remember it is a 2-way process. This is nol meant 
to be a rigid, clear-cut structure, rather an 
orientation point from which to branch (even fly). 

n.. Kio nm, -the n 

Earn c, ntra.̂ t II the above seems a Httic iieavv and i:i 
to the prevalent optinusiii whicf; abounds it. ir.c.-i c! 
the ir.aterial written about the I'ostival, 1 a))L)lo ;̂ise 
but siilnk it is iseeessarys so and provkies a i:uicii -
i:ccded balance, .'.ly p'csition on'ti:e FL-stivai, u'i;ilst 
ambivalent is far fro'm pcssiir.istic, Tliis article 
'.•.•as written on the tliccr}' tiiat if people are pre.pared 

for tl:c worst , they are niote than prepnicJ for 
tiie Ix;st, the Ixist that I sincerely liope viW eventuate, 
but wliich can only do so if a rcall'.tic ai^proacli 
is tai<e.n to tiie condition-'' required for niaxinium 
aclnevenient of potential in all area^?. Anytiiing 
worth believing In begins with Idealism aticl when tiie 
Idealism lias gone so has tiie v.-orth and iniiecd an.y reai 
belief, but it cannot remain on that level if it is to 
become any mote tiian an ideal And yet 
niore important than all the " su a Ustic"'requite ments 
for approaching tiiis festival tliat I have outlined is 
that you bring yourself - a self - willing, eager 
and able both to teach ai'.d karn, a self favouraole 
to an openess to new e.xpericnces,and people .'ielf 
committed to an ethic of love, co-operation and 
communication. 

GOOD LUCK 

.Mcholas Langton, with 
a lot of help from a lot 
of friends. 

f: 
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\ 

^o -fo motive ii)iha$ eosier 

^ 
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off In any direction one chooses/is chosen by, once 
in a dynamic situatioa For example, you might 
decide that you arc primarily interested in learning 
Yoga and teaching weaving but once at the festival 

ôu could find yoiirself t itally imnier;ed in a wfiolc 
lOt of odier thim-^ you l;ad previously nor even 
heard of/tlrou.ght about, Tiie pcssibili'.ies .ire 
theorcticallv liiiutless. Once awin, it -s u;.i to 
YOU: 

14. Get iiold of any eopiei of The N'iniijin clocxl 
Times, Grassroots, Ixical L'ni/Tech. C'ollci;^-
Secondaty School papers to find out what L.̂  
golnu on at Nimbin and to get .i i)rief iilc;̂ -. .;: 
lacilicies and resource.-; available, .iiid to ibsorb 
some ofthe feel of tlic tcstival .is a lot of people 
see it ( NtTF necessarily the way you will sec it) 
Also, altiiough its a bit late In the day (iliat 

f ////i/y/inifiivyM 
/ / 

^^5*00 actrnj^mg fee 
^ shelter: sleep'ma ^sc^n: 

raih Qhol warm cloiheG^ 

% NO petSr. 

•1^ NO So(ijp it) f Ae (ipee-ks 

^ brlh^ 'food nionecf 

anol mac/ihe cosmoi shme 
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INPUT: ENERGY 
fossil fuels 
arc dying out... 

We are not yet running out of 
energy, but we are being forced to 
use the resources that produce it 
faster than is probably healthy,. 

Our supplies of fossil fuels: 
coal, petroleum, and natural gas -
are finite and will probably be con 
consumed within a few hundred years 
possibly much sooner...we are living 
beyond our means, depleting what 
are essentially non-renewable 
resources 

Onceitwasdaili. 

My friend 
Ut a candle. 

listen... 
1. Availability of energy itself 
will not impose a limit on populat
ion growth. 

2. The ultimate limits to the use 
of energy come not from its short
age, But from the problem of dis-̂  
sipating the heat to which all use
ful energy is ultimately degraded. 

and nuclear power ? 
A common misconception about nuclear power 

is that it can reduce our dependence upon fossil 
fuels to zero as soon as that becomes necessary 
or desirable. In fact, nuclear plants produce 
only electrical energy; the length of time that 
nuclear fuels can postpone the exhaustion of our 
coal and oil depends on how much the use of elec
trical energy can be increased. The task is 
immense and revolutionary I It will require these 
extremely expensive and time-consuming convers
ions: from engines fuel
ed by petroleum products 
to electric transportat
ion; conversion from 
coal and oil to electric 
heating, and conversion 
to electrically powered 
industries. 

See the idea? 
^ INPUT: RESOURCES 

time. 

I?em«mber X.dĵ  
•you A^t v»W you 
ea i . If you 
ea\. fop<ij •\\na!( 
aft •sAv.\ - sjoM'tt 
30103 4^ f«*\ 

l»ic€ «shlt,on<i 
"^ou'rt going to 
be Q cJrt̂ g fo 
havAs QToundi. 
£o.i good an<A 
Stavj W \ ^ ^ 
QriQ ^rrono -'-

miaerals 

• • 

The limits of human capa
bility to produce food by 
conventional means have 
very nearly been reached. 

Problems of supply and 
distribution already have 
resulted in roughly half 
of humanity being under-
or mal-nourished. 

Estimates of the total American utilization of raw 
materials currently run as high as 50 per cent of the world*s 
consumption, witli a projection of cuneni trends to about 8C 
per cent around 1980. ( U. S. population numbers less than 
6 per cent of the world's people )) 

Even if world population growtii stopped in 197 Oj 
worlld iron production would have to be increased about six -
fold, copper production almost six-fold, and lead production 
about eight-fold to bring global per capita consumption to 
the current American level The needed Iron is 
theoretically available, though a serious limit could be im
posed by a shortage of molybdenum , which is needed to 
convert iron to steel Needed quantities of the other mater
ials far e.\Cceu all die known or inferred resen'es. 

oiiT eiiviroiuncu!: cannot stand "worlJ ii.Ji.. ..\ ^ai 
ion' paiily because of h&at limits; even if it co„I.".. 1. 
problem of supplying tiie raw materials alone slayijt., ;..^ 
imagination 

food 
The most pressing factor now limiting tiie capacity 

of the Earth to support Homo sapiens Is the supply of food. 

In 1967, tiie U. S. President's Science Advisory 
Committee Panel on the World Food Supply estimateij that 
20 per cent of the people in the Under-Developed Countries 
( which Includes two-thirds of the world population) were 
under-nourished (Insufficient calories per aay ), and 60 per 
cent were mal-nourished (seriously lacking In one or more 
essential nutrients). This means that as many as a. 
billion and a half people are either under-nourlsned or mal
nourished. 

Deaths from starvation and malnutrition are common 
place. Of the 60 million deaths each year, ben^een 10 and 
20 million are estimated to be the result of starvation or 
malnutrition. 

In order to Improve the lot of the Earth's one to two 
billion hungiy people, food production will have to Increase 
at an unprecedented rate. 

Attempts to Increase food production further will tend 
to accekrate the deterioration of our environment ( pesticides, 
erosion, etc.,), which In turn will eventually reduce the 
capacity of the Earth to produce food. 

If it happens. 
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OUTPUT: POLLUTION 
TECHNOLOGY 

There is no technolog
ical panacea for the com^ 
plex of problems composing 
the environment crisis,al
though technology can pro
vide massive assistance. 

The basic solutions 
involve dramatic and rapid 
changes in human attitudes, 
especially those relating 
to economic growth,technol
ogy,and the environment. 

QOAL/fy 
OF: ^ 

If J 

AS fis 

RAIN 
»» 

Water is unfit for human con
sumption. The oxygen supply is 
being taken from the polluted air. 

, Rubbish is burying the civilisation 
that produced it. 

THE AIR MESS 
Ma.nkind is taxing the cap

acity of the atmosphere to abr-
sorb and to transport away from 
areas of high population density 
the enormous amount of wastes 
exhausted into it. 

A 1968 UNESCO Conference 
concluded that man had only aboutj 
20 more years before the planet 
started to become uninhabitable 
because of air pollution alone. 

WATER 
POLLUTION 

V 

tho 
conqyertof 
• inner 
•/pace J l 

As pox)ulation grows, so does 
industry, which pours into our 
water supplies a vast array of con
taminants. As population and in
dustry grow, so does the need for 
increased agricultural production 
(which means more pesticides, herb
icides , etc . ,) . 

A result is the 
spread of pollution, not just in 
streams,rivers,lakes,and along sea
shores,but also in groundwater, 
v;here purification is almost im
possible . 

With the spread of pollution 
goes the threat of epidemics; of 
hepatitis and dysentery,and of 
chemical poisoning. 

tiHMUM<riirii*K4M^iat^U 

LIFE WILL BECOME A DEAD ISSUE. 
""fiiKiH-j l -Wii m i l l " •Mi fTT mi l l n i| 

bwrwvm^ns^MEax^iBBscsi^pQ^KJOa^E im in'i'""""*^* 

OUTPUT: OVERPOPULATION ^ 

Urban mushrooms 
THE latest figure for the v '̂orld's population is 3706 million — 
on increase of 74 million in a year. By the year 2000 it is 
estimated the total will be about 6500 million. A study of 
population growths by the United Nations Population Division 
reveals that there is a mass movement all the time in most 
countries from rural areas towards the cities. Another United 
Nations authority warns that the continuation of this trend 
could lead to a major collapse in many of the largest cities. 

The Invisible Man 
He doesn't just dream ofthe 21st 
Century. He's going there. 

PESTILENCE 
1. The large absolute number 
of people and the rate of 
population growth are major 
hindrances to solving world 
problems. 

2. There is reason to believe 
that population growth in
creases the probability of a 
lethal worldwide plague and 
a thermonuclear war. Either 
could provide an undesirable 
"death rate solution" to the 
population problem; each is 
potentially capable of destr
oying civilization and even of 
driving Homo sapiens to ex
tinction. 

3. Population control is not 
a panacea. If population 
growth were halted immediately, 
virtually all other human prob
lems - poverty,racial tensions, 
environmental decay, warfare -
would remain. 

^f^er eartV̂ s been 
•Pud<«c) (xrooii\d 
•for -fcir ito (ohfij 

mmm 
J 
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Rehearse for the 
Apocalypse 

L 

YES FOLKS! NOW YOU CAN BE THE 
FIRST ON YOUR BLOCK TO EXPERIENCE 
THE ECOLOGICAL DISASTER. 

WHY WAIT TILL 1980? 
DON'T LET THE FUTURE TAKE YOU 

BY SURPRISE. 
PREPARE NOW FOR THE END OF CIV

ILIZATION. 
REHEARSE FOR THE APOCALYPSE. 

HERE ARE A FEW SUGGESTIONS: 

Better start preparing your pallette and stomach 
for the fare of the 80'$: 

* Mix detergent with everything you eat and drink. 
There's already quite a bit but there will be a lot more in 
the future. 

* Learn how to digest grass suid other common 
plants. 

* Start fattening your dog, cat, parakeet and gup-
pias for the main course of the future. 

* Develop a taste for grubs and insects • your an
cestors weren't too proud to lift a rock for their dinner. 

* Practice starving. 
* Every night before bedtime drink a glass of in

dustrial and organic waste on the rocks (with mixer if 
you prefer). 

Appreciating tiiat most services and products will 
disappear over the next ten to twenty years, we suggest 
this little dry run: 

Turn off your gas 
* Turn off your water 

Turn off your telephone 
* Turn off your heat 
* Turn off your electricity 
* Sit ruked on the floor and repeat this chant: 

PROGRESS IS OUR MOST IMPORTANT PRODUCT, 
PROGRESS IS OUR. . . 

And as tbe final crisis approaches there's no better 
time to start hoarding. Start buying thingi you'll Mt^t "--A^^ffSi^? 

after the Fall on credit • after the collapse no one will 
tMtherwith collecting debts. 

* While on the subject: start thinking about crea
tive new uses for money since its present furvction will 
soon end. Remember, paper • particularly tissue - will be 
in short supply. 

* Think about creative new uses for other poten
tially obsolete things like electrk: can openers, televisions, 
brassieres, toilets, alarm clocks, automobiles, etc. 

* Accustom yourself to human body odor. 

* Now is the time to learn a trade for the future -
practrce making arrowheads and other implemenu out of 
stone. Advanced studenU should start experimenting 
with bronze. 

* For those of you who are investment minded, 
buy land, but you'd better leave enough bread to also 
buy a small arsenal to defend your property with. 

* Remember Vkjtory Gardens? Rant your Sur-
viva! Garden now! 

* Better quit smoking • or rip off a tobacco ware
house. 

* Stockpile useful items like matches, safety pins, 
thread and needles, condoms, etc. 

* Learn how to shoot a bow and arrow. 

* Start preparing for the fashtons of the future. 
You girls might take a hint from thetwroines of monster 
films and start tearing your clothing in tasteful but stra
tegically located tatters in order to create the Fay Wray 
look of tomonrow. Those less frh/olous minded among 
you should start cultivating your body hair. (Remem
ber a naked ape is a cold ape) 

* You housewives had better learn how to maim 
and kill with a vegematk:. 

* Finally everyone should buy a boy scout man
ual ' or in lieu of that, buy a boy scout 

SO IN FACING THE WORLD OF TOMORROW 
REMEMBER: BUILD FOR THE FUTURE ANO CON-

JEMPLATE SUtCIDEi 

'i^min' 
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Finance 
A.U.S. has underwritten the 
festival for approx $50,000. 
This money has been spent 
to lease land, provide essen
tial services of water, sewerage 
and electricity, and capital 
expenditure (buildings, vehicles 
printing presses and darkroom) 
necessary to the organisation of 
the festival. 
We have raised approx $15,900 in 
grants, leaving some &35,000 
which we are hoping to recoup 
from the festival. You will be 
asked to contribute S5 as 
a camping fee for the 10 days, 
which entitles you to take feee 
use of the facilities of the 
festival and free entry to all 
areas. In addition, a parking 
fee of $4 is being levied on all 
vehicles. 

If we see the festival as what 
it is, a giant co-operative, 
it gives us a target to reach, 
past which point any money 
can be used to develop the 
community which rises from the 
festival. 

PARKING '• .• .: A. ; - .^ : : • '" : . ; ' ' • - , . ' . 
P a r k i n g a r e a s Save . 'been l e a s e d 
on t h e o u t s k i r t s of;tlie>tc}wnV;. 'and 
you w i l l be a s k e d t o •!eave* y o u r . 
v e h i c l e i n t h i s a r e a and p r o c e e d 
t:o t h e Bit& ,hy-Jay^g.,^^e^Q i s / s -
imp ly no t . , . su f f i c i , e J i tv^space i n t h e 
town t o accommoda;t;.e. ,many ,,tli.Qusand 
v e h i c l e s , and , t h e r g . e n e r a i ' f e e l i n g 
wa s:, t h a t t h i s 'sh6utL% be . p e q p l e s -
j>ace^'kiid .no t c a r s p ^ c e . ' | | T h i s is , 

t ; e x i b l e 
ick l o a d o 

CHILDRENS CENTRE -
have b e e n w o r k i n g t o 
c r e a t i v e c e n t r e s , 
and s t r u c t u r e s f o i ^ 
CRAFT CENTRE - 1:Jie c r a f t ;caiv.i^|,,;y 
' o p e r a t i v e ^ ex tehd i s t o weVvi'ii^^j^?^ 
pottery-, leatherwork, basketry^vj^^ 
etc. It now has its own 

GARBAGE - 200 forty gallon 
drums are being spread around 
the area for collection of 
gsrbage. We are establishing 
a colour system, which will be 
clearly set out for you on 
arrival, for the sorting of 
rubbish. It will help if you 
keep all rubbish to a minimum- structure, kilns, and market 
burn all paper and cardboard, outlets* 
avoid "disposable" containers 
like bottles and cans where Ĵ̂ ^̂ '̂  " ^ 
possible, and place all organic Aquarius 
rubbish in the special containe has been funded to 
rs provided. Since we are in a of the festival, and will be 
council scavanging area, we .involved in processing and 
cannot compost on a large editing this film at N i m b m . 
scale on the site. This would Programmes of local Australian. 

vy. 

group arising from the 
film school in February 

make a film 

also become a problem if we 
get continued rain or the 
systems were to breakdown. 
But we will be carrying out 
compost experiments on a large 
scale on nearby Council land,, 
and ask you to co-operate, by 
taking an active interest in 
this, and making sure that your 
own organic waste finds its 
way to the right collection 
points.' 

SHELTER - We are not providing 
shelter,; and you will be" '. ' 
required to bring your own 
sleeping bags, tents etc'. 
Natural building materials are 
scarce and difficult to collect 
so unliess. ypu are arriving 
fairly early you are best.>tc 
bring your own sriaii's tfafc^;^. 

with'-you. "ISi;*̂ '•' î .̂ i,'̂  
FOOD - Harpov.'will >be rurfni^g^ 
a food co-operative , ,whicfew.i' 

overseas and early films have 
been arranged for screening 
at the festival. 

LEARNING EXCHANGE - the learning 
exchange is where you go, to, make 
the contacts'fd-rear^^ (̂^ 

anything -,, art/r- craft,,..,r£dliii.,,:.,fi.,,v 
video, cooking anti-ps.ychia..tr:y, 

groups- what ever''you -wâ 'ix̂ .t'M̂ -̂̂  
make,-.Of '^ty::\:,y...^:;y.,,:::,.^^:j^,^^^^^ 
' . y - •• , i - ,•, • * , • " • > - ' • ••'•>- I ' ^ f i ' . * ' ^ / ; i - ' « ' s ; ^ 

PERFORMANpEJAREA^I? ' ' i ^ i e M i ^ ^ ^ ^ 
t h e h a l l "and twb p u t # & b r ' - s n # t W 
th« 
wil 
as dram^r'electric ^and sof t ;mu^^^c 
sc'ene s. - - Pebple.. .wi'th-' spe c if i'6̂.;"ri 

perf ormam^s- :jdi'r;M '̂ t̂t'iiig,' ̂̂ "̂••••-̂:- < 

possible pricejS.iĴ v The local 
•H''stores sell, a-f variety of^L 

SMbWERS .̂ ..w..,̂ ŵ shower uni,ts .an1d'Cs'£tjl,--r.-T! 
bSths . hav.e. been built ,atfsWe|'^ 
po,ihts/ and it is sugfgej't^d^rah*'*' 

^set up;vyour.^'crampv(i3VXp:^^ 

Uyouj'ar.ev.hest to bringv your ̂c 

fuii^'tlme^idpuncii;^ iS^'^^P^'^*^'':*^^;^^.®^^ r^^?^:!?^ 
involved in pumpi'nĉ ?.thei'̂ iv4̂ >"-̂ ':-;''"r-3̂ ^̂  ' ̂•••̂ .̂ ,• -̂  ''['''t'C^''^ 
but we will have to keep-;. • ".. > 
a careful eye on their '" 
saturation point. The holes'-
we .have sunk will ne.̂ d. to., be^: 
regularly filled "with .so.il-''•."•' . 
and lime to kepp them 
functional, and it will require 
the co-operation of all of us 
;.o kt-iep nhora In clean and 
'* sedit'"! • :-J •' '. X ': i<) r: . 

NJMBIN VIDEO - :,i,s underway'; • 
^ building a. cable network o'f/̂ -'i''.̂ ^̂ -̂
25 monitors around the town, '.;•;-cqmfp.rii-ian 

cover what is happening. Video'.' i.̂.fpo/̂  Luck, 
exchange is also under way with . . . 
groups' around Australia and, •• •: 
overseas. 

Kaptain:. kiiiturs; • 



ARumhhmjNim 
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We ka^e AO a r+ - v/e siwpl/ do flny4kiiiq «5 
wjell as vî e caw* - Ike BcSlfrxese. ^ 

<he WasiS of per-fprmances (i+ Nimt/n 1*5 ^Itai 
all ot llie Is tfr-C-^Jie v/ay vou M sleep e^^i; 
oook^ Jance,+Alk^ 5in^^ are all /ou aT Mrarlc qf 
^e ar+15+iy of liVina. -̂  

IVwflT 15 ware WUJIC ĴII- airuok pas^ina l&y C( 
con^^rvahriifm ̂  or a 'hruck ^ssiiftQ ^y^a ^ 
-fac+ory"-JoU Cage ' ^ ' 
So+l^ere \s no fi^Cwpt +0 cliyicle people ihT« 
''ar4i$45" and *ai/Jienfee*- +liere are 'no 
'5pecial people" 

y^ar a^ooo nv^rvovie oin ear il. 
T(iimou5 -̂por a riiin'o4e'-'4«Jy War\ol 
'TXt gi/es-fj nrli9*n M/e UA/^'iny&eJi \nare, 
a^ked +<? ci?«e tecni/jc -Hiev ^re -firfl o-f all 
îw*: îna t»€ople- ' 

POUAP,J(iR>VNP^ African »i«ni$| nrlio ia5 darW 

Hfio jftckei 111*!jell- iVî i' W«r|r< Q^$ne C(S%eIr^l 
ai' C'lô ijî  -Hye ^ni troi/^liT fiiri/ 4ra-ffiC +W q 
i iarj sIMI -Hie nexT m r̂j/iwd ty per-̂ AnHJui 

W+vŷ evt -Hie-lvo -foH^ri "of /^^«. ^awe,. 
JoyrnaliiU -ffecM -ITOH all o^r E/rope n^Lle 
^lie »<?licc, IM -n»e s-freef fce(a»i^ -n-iW '-/t? a<?c/4e 

BL^RTTk - SruviA LoA^tt^ces ^lecirk Rayih^ 

ri Yoc^ ^iXAa. 

wnC5c pecplc fiire. C<7»N(I14 <'n. Tray el Jraiirs -fr<?Hi 
•tll€ Ai^sfrA.|i4h Cav^cA -P̂ r 'He /ift^ OM^ <W^ 
atmea/rfvta «+ -/li^ f«$4iVa/ U )̂f||̂ i/T <« i^e, H«»»/ 
O+heir ûrK5"b Oftt ke.i>id at7r«o4eJ l y -fte ^er-f 
d per|oirmai^ce sjjri/tf-tt^re h/luol\ '"H ê i-«ftiVrf/ 
IS 'tuT ¥t i ee iT a> ifrtb^rfaH-f -Wiaf >j<Aie O'f 
•Hejc people liarc OM.̂  'C«J| OH fLe t̂ /<;|4*'̂  
CoillrilcwJ vhf y<f4/ -1̂ / -Hie -fejIiVftl. Hife/̂ rc «tll 

iUe $|iri/c/-ri/re o^ "Vine +e$riVal WiH te trnWruofcrcj 

meif'f 

A r t ' li-fe = polifics « cuHvr£,^4li^wiKyy^o Ivt, 

Ovf 'fhAnk* 4-«bbreo»ct-hoA 4v» "Hie fivSTraiiat^ GI/HCII 

-for +lie Arh^ A/lj^i^i? '̂ '-Hift fefer S"fv̂ i«s«*a fJn'MtffioM, 

eaer- Pi»il»»jj»e Pclij Lt PvHu^vAt o(e N*4lfe P«.»*ie 
-Irop- Kl*H. ZenUnii Plcr+A. 
hudJIc' Polkr 3ra*tJ a* l^life Com»»^^y 
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'Af'j^'ss c45 //h'/fk^ ds Y^r a:f>sdoc4sfTe^ CHJ fk resellf, 

dre us c W di// <ircx^rc/. /li d/f hioM )f ck^ >Mk ^ i^t <ci^ d// J^el^ if h/e ftv 

'^c MUSIC d^ rhffliho of SB^o^\s cWvc/ sd^^ sY^&*^f i^C melodic /rifemctb^ cf 

a^erj^y t/irot^ -fie f)&ijutful i/fihrfy cf l^e a£/nc6 ^e <^^h^io hion/. TSr Me^ 

'Hie y6(Ss/" fhus/c dsfok^ /t? ^/frdf/C^ (f l/^e fof/e / ^ o f e '/f l\/ii CArx Jircfc/ce 

t/ibr^nor^ dt iMifl hjt^ioi^IfY ~!froU^ d ^wm/xr of mor^ . CM^^ ^ a>^licde.c^ h^eqf\ ^ ili^/^ 

1o cuf^ cimd^hf cernzljdl '^e^ ce*4ke ^ ^^ J i^irl{ 'tis ^frc-^c^ /^d/ iffe ^us/c /?tci7^ 

<^/D\^ US fS re^ly -fk ^^n:j^ ^ ii>e S^fy//i6 Jx^X^ ^ / cccjcip^ f^^ «=>̂  Pi(/^ 

l^pMcl Mc /^6^-fTcc/i/cer:f cofry/^^ccZ/ih' ft '^esin^ it M^ ^Itc/ ^^ '^ Se Sfhjcf^^y^MDny; 

-jffiii c W Z^"!) ]/iclco ; <^ Jter;}<d/Ve • ^ .^5i^ifi\/ify e^erq^^; t^U'f'''^'I'M. 

If fou're if^ mu5fc J^rip^ ĉW/i (^r aixj^ery iccA, J}e^ <^f Voc/r Affc/c^^^ 

S!5 ho fro^/ii5t c^ dcccf~i/}fe vending d^ music P\^Or)l^rfs C(^y ^me*^t 

^me ii^fcstfh^ fm^is f m aph/ f/etify ^ ii^ p^'c A&^J)^ Mni*<e. ^A 

fou d ^oi/r/^Tef flCcfJxtf^ cr i^ncmrrytt/s cf cisti^^tfxirdrY cr 'Mf'I'^'A 

af /nusic&f 'S/nordisjtk^^s, ^^r^ music ihycfc yu/ lb > ^ l ^ 

if^ h^edd tf riakrxcc ^liick iv/// J^e ^ yi//?my Sasc. 

Ui 
fJfm/jf/i . 

•««. 

^ 
0 ^ v»x«r 

'-mrfi Tfe hsx^, f^Y ^«aflW, MOMffifê  

pr 
• f 

fltk(iliA^) cr hLk^ %l(4^ 

fpok fr -^e &(y 
Cbve'-dMisf-frotn-hsii^^ 

vewr >5urrou 
use ysar ,sc3uf 

Mfk 

ihdrumetds 

« ^ cjfer:̂  Si^s {^rrmfyol d ixd' ^ reidi t -ihe. n ^ giechf^^'iek fAt I^Kitt' 

'fail OtrJ WAS •fi.g^^ dU^OUi^ yo^ rife/-rih^i'l^ ,drfr^ Her. o,fi^ ikf^fi^^^ coconuf^l ^ I ^ p,^ ^o<.y^ yot, ^ ) 

g/txhr^^ S^^'i^, ^^^tt%' 
"iNove*^ 

)otir hrJiii,'^ ^ ^J*t^ tJp^ 
, kim Tth^ %d^ ̂  Mk^-yar-i^ in 

your .*^«e^vS Jfi»<<//(f<re <• e e» '<£ 
•hflh^C fitCMBrnBrt^ 
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p^Z^rti^'^HiisiifnimiKm^x 
V ' University professors shrug their should' 
.(^rationalists laugh, superstitious ladies tremble 
Jat the word ASTROLOGY. On the other 
.* hand, horse-race gamblers, fashionable party 
^Lgoers, or the guy flirting with the beautiful 
"libra perfumed like Venus are wildly in

trigued by astrology I 
j What is astrology? 

r As the surrealist Andre' Breton said 
'/. "Astrology is a great and mysterious Lady 
y from the depths of time. To-day a prostitute 
,.' takes her place!", in the horoscopes of our 
]• newspapers, women' magazines and else-
* where. It should be obvious that all 

astrology columns are quite worthless, 
' often these pages are written by people who 

J; have only a vague idea about astrology but 
,\' who are quite gifted at choosing words to 

fascinate readers. In Australia there is only 
•Yone serious oublication-The FAA Journal 
. ! / c r . : __ «« A . . . . „ , • A... I . 1 . . . L : 

paae zi 

'8rs, here because it is the dryest part of ' *J %!•.'» Each planet symbolises a dynamic fonc- •*,experiences a complex magnei 
astrology which discourages many people ••» 
interested io Astrological Lore. The Teach 
Yourself Astrology Ueff Mayo) explains the 
technical calculations very clearly. 

In a chart the positions of all the planets 
in the zodiac are drawn. When someone 
says I am a Scorpio he means that he was 
born during the last week of October and 
the first three weeks of november when 
the Sun was in the zodiacal sign of scorpio, 
but during this period the other planets are 
not necessarily in scorpio. The planets are 
constantly moving in cycles. As already 
explained above the planets can be scattered 
all around the zodiac: The Moon was per
haps in Pisces, Mercury in Sagittarius, Venus 
in Aquarius etc. . . on the day this Scorpio 
was born. In this case he will not be a 
typical scorpio but will have aspects of other 

magnetic field at 
tion In the personality: the Sun is the jbirth and that the human nervous system is'*JI 
'Conscious Life, The Moon is the Unconscious |a fine receptor of electro magnetic energies.**. 

i/^ 

Mercury the Intellect etc. 

The sign represents a quality of the 
psyche or mind for example Virgo represents 
logic, rationality, analysis etc. . . The house 

.represents the sector of life in which the 
qualities of the planets involved will operate. 
'.The aspects or geometric angles between 
planets around the zodiacal circle also in
fluence the personality: Conjunctions (like 
New Moon, which is a conjunction of the 
Sun and tho Moon on the same degree) are 
strong operative aspects. 

The most difficult task of the astrologer 
Is to synthesize and interpret all the elements 
of the chart. Astrology is a combination of 
science and art, intuition will greatly help an 
astrologer in interpreting. Subjective local 
intuition is the intuition of a c)atnioyanv. 

Astrology needs dedicated research and ^ 
•government support: the creation of an ^ 
'institute of Astrology where quantitative <^' 
[surveys could be made. Did the 15 Whiskev|̂ .̂  
[Au Go Go victims share a common planetary*, 
tendency to die at the same time, same /-,). 
place and in the same horrible conditions? 'VJ 
'Such research could be applied to road and 
air accidents. *V.* 

! In conclusion. Astrology is a universal 
symbolic language which can help in • 
introspection and spiritual research, the 
visual aspect of the birth chart in Astrology' 
is very important as a mandala or yantra (ot ',-
meditation, and the musical or rhythmical 
aspect with the conjunctions, aspects and «/ 
/spacing of the planets could be interesting « 

•ri?''*.' 

. »* A serious approach to astrology begins ^ ^ • . ' t j V P" 
tJ with the casting of the birth chart, accord- A* l»^'J^ V 
Jf inn to the follouiinn infarmation—Date. / .'L • ***** 

^iJjWith the casting of the birth chart, accord 
p f ing to the following information-Date, 
" place and time of birth. The time of birth 

must be exact within tO minutes, this is a 
problem in Australia because there is no 
official record of the time. To cast a chart 

A 'M x.^T .*' i^T 4 ''̂ r"":,:̂ '.̂  
pSijchic • c/iiieivfrf9 

ibu t if an astrologer is able to rise to a level ^ V h r r ; ; i 7 p ^ ; \ T : ' s u ! ; . Moon. Mercury? 

Venus, Mars are more important for an 
individual chart than the stow planets, 
expecially the latest 3; Pluto, Neptune and 
Uranus, which show the qualities of a 

»of global subjective intuition his interpreta 
tion will be really creative and transcend 

the ephemeris tables of the appropriate year,^cl3irvoyance: this is the difference between 
the Langlea Tables of houses for the "mancy" and "logy". 
Southern hemisphere, or the Raphael Tables ^ 
for the Northern Hemisphere are necessary * 
For Brisbane 10 hours are subtracted 
because the Ephemeris show the positions „. . jj^g^j.^ j , , ,1^^ ^^^^^ ^̂  undeniable (Tides Aquarius) is the Age 
all the planets m the respective zodiacal \ ^ j equinoxes and solstices etc. . .). and in ,he reign of quantity. 
signs at zero hour Greenwich mean time: for Ĉ  ^̂  igg, when 7 plone\s were aligned . ^ , u , „ „r,.„^ • •. 
example I tsn writing this article on Saturday^ o Aquarius (exactly at the New Moon of After each planet has been placed ,n .ts 
•morning the 7,h of april: at- Gmt naidnight. C J ^ ' ^ S f ,' S ua.^ 62 .cienlllts reported ^ « P « ' i - ; ' 3 " o\ the chart t'^ houses and 
Mars is at 7 degrees 54 Aquarius, in a close f^^ i„,balance in the magnetic field. Earthly '^e ascendant are calculated. The ascendant 
conjunction with Jupiter in Aquar(Us_as well .̂ ^̂ .̂̂ 5̂ ^̂ .̂̂  ^̂  electricity in the air or grav

itational changes which have their origin in 
vibrations from outer space caused by eclip 
ses, cosmic rays, planetary movements, and 
sun spots constantly penetrate the atn^o-

,"«sphere around us influencing all life, 
'scientists recognise that the human brain 

'.to experiment. Astrology can help to •:« 
[/create awareness of the symbolic importancei<J? 

of such things as: Family name, christian 
name, number and name of the street where5 
you live, date, place, and time of birth etc, 

^ , , THE instant and the place of birth 
are not just any moment and any place in 
time and space. The birth chart is the iri,' 

.chart of the moment which will accompany 'y';i 
Jther person across his experiences on earth :'••?< 

th chart reveals ' ?.. 
CERTAINTIES, and the 
chart can bring 

AWARENESS' 

•I'S 

J 7 degrees 51, the Sun is in Aries 17 
j?degrees 02, and the Moon at 4 degrees 43 
KGemini etc, . . . the first step in casting a 
^/chart is to calculate the positions of the 
'•planets, the houses, the rising sign or 
'ascendant. I will not give all the details 

is determined by the accurate time of birth- ^ 
it is the point of the horizon rising in the |̂  
east at the instant of birth. The midheaven 
(MC) is culimating point directly above on 
the meridian. Any planet which is close 
to the rising sign or the midheave 

.expecially important in the i 

•i^ftftker irtfe>mi\odior\.-coHhitt: , p 
Mm... n Hfxrri'et St, * f l 

^ Rihlio^rttjihy, ., .̂ ... 
* Asfroh^t, h^ Hona/e/Pov/Set) ::vi;̂  

tts«j 

^ 



Mae XCf. Sa/fo/thon&i 

MEtlER BfiBfl IS T-HE flVRT^RR 
The Avatar is the total manifestation of 

God in human form. 

This Avatar is the only Avatar who has 
ever nnanifested or will ever manifest in 
Ages to come. Through him God first com
pleted the journey from unconscious divinity 
to conscious divinity, first unconsciously 
became man in order consciously to become 
God. Through him, periodically, God con
sciously becomes man for the liberation of 
mankind. Zoroaster, Rama, Krishna, 
Buddha, Jesus and Mohammed were ail 
manifestations of the one Avatar, He is God 
who manifests from time to time to 
revitalise the same Truth in different ways 
according to the spiritual growth of humanity 

Meher Baba declares that he is this 
Ancient One. 

I was Rama, I was Krishna, I was this 
One, 1 was that One, and now I am Meher 
Baba. In this form of flesh and blood I am 
that some Ancient One who alone is etern
ally worshipped and ignored, ever remem
bered and forgotten. 

I am thai Ancient One whose past is 
worshipped and remembered, whose present 
Is ignored and forgotten and whose future 
(Advent) is iiniicipated with great fervour 
and longing, 

Meher Baba was born in India on 
February 25, 1894, of Persian parents. In 
1913 he met Hazrat Babajan, one of the 
five Perfect Masters of the Age. [Meher Baba 
has explained that at all times there are five 
Perfect Masters (God-realised souls) on earth, 
who control the affairs of the universe. It is 
only during Avataric periods that they 
receive any public recognition). Babajan 
gave him God-realisation and made him 
aware of his Avataric role. He then sought 
out another Perfect Master, Upasni Maharaj, 
who, during the next seven years, gave 
Meher Baba Divine Knowledge. 

In 1921 his first disciples began to 
gather around him, some twing drawn from 
their families and schools; others on the 
advice or direction of Babajan, Upasni 
Maharaj and other Perfect Masters and 
saints, turned to him as the one they had 
been seeking for countless lives. 

Details of Meher Baba's life, his dis
courses, the silence he maintained from 
1925 onwards, his work with poor r>eople, 
with lepers, with apparently madmen intox
icated with Iheir love for God, his relations 
with his followers and his effect on their 
lives are given in a number of books. These 
Include "Listen, Humanity" by Don Stevens, 
"The God Man" by Charles Pudom and 
"Slay With God" by the Australian poet 
Francis Brabazon. 

From 1962 onwards Meher Baba lived in 
strict seclusion. During this time, many 
young Americans and some Australians 
came to recognise in Meher Baba the silent 
cause of all that is unfolding. Following 
this period of seclusion, Meher Baba stated 
that his work was completed to his satis
faction. On January 31, 1969 he dropped his 
physical body to live eternally, known or 
unknown, in the hearts of everyone. 

MEHER BABA ON LOVE 

Consciously or unconsciously, every living 
creature seeks one thing. In the lower forms 
of life and in less advanced human beings, 
the quest is unconscious; in advanced human 
beings, it is conscious. The object of the 
quest is called by many names-happiness, 
peace, freedom, truth, love, perfection, 
Self-realisation, God-realisation, union with 
God. Essentially it is a search for all of 
these, but in a special way. Everyone has 
moments of happiness, glimpses of truth, 
fleeting experiences of union with God: 
what thay want is to make them permanent. 
They want to establish an abiding reality 
in the midst of constant change. 

Before he can know Who he is, man has 
to unlearn the mass of illusory knowledge he 
has burdened himself with on the inter-

00 

minable journey from unconsciousness to 
consciousness. It is only through love that 
you can begin to unlearn, and, eventually, 
put an end to all thnt you do not know. 

Love is essentially self-communicative: those 
who do not have it catch it from those who 
have it. , . No amount if rites, rituals, 
ceremonies, worship, meditation, penance 
and remembrance can produce love in 
themselves. 

The best of all forces, which can over
come all difficulties on the way, is the 
love that knows how to give without need 
to bargain for a return. Pure love is match
less in majesty; it has no parallel in power, 
and there is no darkness it cannot dispel. 
God only listens to the language of the 
heart and its message of love, which needs 
no ceremony or show, only silent devotion 
for the Beloved. 

Start learning to love God by beginning 
to love those whom you cannot love. You 
will find that in serving others you are 
serving yourself. The more you rementoer 
others with kindness and generosity, the less 
you remember yourself; and when you com
pletely forget yourself, you find me as the 
Source- of all Love. 

ON GOD AND RELIGION 

For man, unconscious of actually poss
essing the neverending continuously conscious 
experience that God is everything and all 
else is nothing, everything is everything. Air 
is. Water is. Fire is. Earth is. Light is, 
Darkness is. Stone is. Iron is. Vegetation is. 
Insect Is. Fish is. Bird is. Beast is. Man is. 
Good is. Bad is. Pain is. Pleasure is. There is 
no end to wfiat is-untl l he arrives at nothing 
is and instantaneously he realizes God Is. 

Through endless time God's greatest gift 
is continuously given in silence. But when 
mankind becomes completely deaf to the 
thunder of his Silence God incarnates as 
Man. The Unlimited assumes limitation to 
shake Afaya-drugged humanity to a conscious
ness of its true destiny. He uses a physical 
body for his universal work, to discard it in 

final sacrifice as soon as it has served its 
purpose. 

God's Truth cannot be ignored. Because men 
do ignore it a tremendous adverse reaction is 
produced, and the world finds itself in a 
cauldron of suffering through hate, con-
flictinjg ideologies and war, and nature's 
rebellion in the form of floods, famines, 
earthquakes and other disasters. Ultimately, 
when the tide of suffering is at its flood, 
God manifests anew in human form to 
guide mankind to the destruction of its 
self-created evil, and re-establish it in the 
Way of Truth. 

It is impossible for one of oneself to 
overcome the operation of the Law and 
merge in the Truth. Only those who are one 
with God can take you beyond the bounds 
of the Law and give you the experience of 
the Freedom-which is the Truth. 

True religion consists in developing the 
attitude of mind which should ultimately 
result in seeing One Infinite Existence 
prevailing in the universe; 

when one could live in the world and yet 
be not of it, and at the same time be in 
harmony with everyone and everything; 

when one could attend to all worldly 
duties and affairs and yet feel completely 
detached from all their results; 

when one could sec the same divinity in 
art and science and experience the highest 
consciousness and indivisible bliss in everyday 
life. 

Give up all forms of parrotry. Start 
practising whatever you truly feel to be true 
and justly to be just. Do not make a show 
of your faith and beliefs. You have not to 
give up your religion, but to give up clinging 
to the husk of mere ritual and ceremony. To 
get to the fundamental core of Truth under
lying all religions, reach beyond religion. 

ON DOPE 

If God can be found through the medium 
of any drug, God is not worthy of being 
God. . . No drug, whatever its great prom
ise, can help one to attain the spiritual goal. 

There is no short-cut to the goal except 
, through the grace of the Perfect Master, 

and drugs, LSD more than others, give onl> "» 
a semblance of 'spiritual experience', a 
glimpse of a false reality. . . The experience 
is as far removed from Reality as is a mirage 
from water. No matter how much one pur
sues the mirage, one will never reach water, 
and the search for God through drugs must 
end in disillusionment. 

Even actual experiences of the subtle 
'planes in the subtle sphere (which are always 

continuous) are likened to the pleasure of 
children playing with toys. However, these 
experiences are spiritually beneficial since 
they create a longing in the aspirant for 
further advancement. But union with God 
is impossible without the grace of the Perfect 
Master. 

Consciousness is fully evolved and com
plete as soon as the soul identifies itself 
with the human form. This consciousness 
neither increases nor decreases; only the 
experiences ol consciousness increase. Hence 
the states of sub-sub super consciousness, 
sub-super consciousness, super consciousness 
and God consciousness. This in other words 
is gross consciousness, subtle consciousness, 
mental consciousness and God consciousness. 
The lighter the burden of impressions 
Isanskaras) the higher the experiences of 
consciousness. 

There is also a state of perverted con- ' 
sciousncss. It is a state in which conscious
ness indulges in induced experiences such 
as those gotten from the use of drugs; and 
even the most fantastic experiences thus 
induced are only the shadows of the subtle 
plane experienced in the gross world. 

Only the One who knows and experiences 
Reality, who is Reality, has the ability and 
authority to point out the false from the 
Real, The only Real experience is to con
tinuously see God within oneself as the 
infinite effulgent ocean of Truth and then 
to become one with this infinite ocean and 
continuously experience infinite knowledge, 
power, and bliss. 

Taking drugs is harmful physically, 
mentally, and spiritually. But if you take me 
into your heart and love me as your real 
Self, you will find me in you as the infinite 
Ocean of Love. 

And this experience wil l remain contin
uously throughout eternity. 

Avatar Meher Baba has visited Australia 
twice (1956 and 1958). To celebrate the 
anniversary of his visit on June 2nd 1958 
to Avatar's Abode on Kiels' Mountain in 
Woombye, Queensland (about 70 miles 
north of Birsbane) there will be a programme 
of intimate theatre, songs and skits on the 
evenings of Friday June 1st Saturday June 
2nd and Sunday June 3rd at Avatar's Abode. 
It is not possible to accommodate visitors 
on the property but nearby townships of 
Woombye, Buderim and Maroochydore offer . 
various accommodation ranging from caravan 
parks to motels, hotels and holiday flats 
only a few miles away. It is advisable to 
plan accommodation well ahead as last 
minute arrangements may be difficult to 
make. 

For books by and about Meher Baba you 
should call in a t -
Queensland: 

East-V\^st Bazaar, Rowe's Arcade, 
Adelaide Street, Brisbane. * 
Life at its Best, Queen's Arcade, 77 
Queen Street, Brisbane. 
East-West Bazaar, 15 The Beach Esplanade; 
Mooloolaba, Phone 43 2388 

or telephone Brisbane 44 4035 A.M. 
or 62 4207 any time. 

Sydney: 
East-^st Bazaar, 233 Darling Street, 
Balmain, 
Meher House, 12 Kalianna Crescent, 
Beacon Hil l . 2100. Phone: 93 2808. 
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pa^e TS'lromoff-fi 

A Thcraputic application of the Tao, the way 
which wc should attempt to live, A method by 
which wc can restore the internal balance of life 
force (Qi). 
II b approxltnalely 4,000 lo 5,000 years old. 
Originally from China. Its use thcrapulically 
spread to Japan within the 1,000 years. Itha.s only 
been used In Europe and Western coimlrks for 
the last too yean. II is well accepted in Europe, 
France especially, ll is practi!>cd in Ruviia ex. 
Iciuivcly, China extcfuively, it is just starting to be 
used in AiiKrica and here in Au.4raiia. 
Q Could you elaborate a liitc on the 
philosaphies and principles of accupuncture. 

A It should be used in such a manner as (u 
follow the way; In Chinese—The Tao. It is a 
preventive form of medicine mostly, and that what 
it should be used for. e,g, in China, people who go 
to an acupuncturist, go every 3 months—they 
don'l wail until an illness becomes apparent. It is 
(he acupunctureists" job to keep them healthy. Of 
course they've been brought up in this way all 
their lives, so once every three munlhs, or every 
change of season, it is their responsibility to nnd 
an acupuncturist, have.their pulses diagonised, 
and he restores the balance. He's paid to keep 
people healthy, nol to cure people when they're 
sick. Let mc talk a little about diagnosis su that It 
will be a little easier to understand the yin and 
yang. The yin and yang applies lo everything in 
Ihc universe. Everything has a Utile yin and a lit
tle yang and everything is parts thereof. Now the 
system of maintaining health and preventing 
illness is to balance your intake, your con
sumption of air, food in other words, prana 
(lifeforce) . . . Whatever you're consuming you 
are receiving nourishment for your survival, it is 
necessary for it to be in a balanced state, in a 
balanced harmony between yin and yang. 

Now Acupunclurc works in an identical way to 
this, in-as-far asdiagonsis is ascertained by taking 
the pulses al Ihc wrist. There are 12 main pulses 
which are connected to 12 major organs of the 
body. These pulses are located at the wrist in 3 
different positions at 2 different depths. Now 
these 12 pulses are subdivided into 6 yin pulses 
and 6 yang pulses. (6 yin organs of the body and 
6 yang organs of the body) if there is an im
balance it is in this energy which is flowing 
through the meridians (the meridians being con
nected to the organs, the lines which run all over 
the body front back arms legs head carrying this 
vital energy, called Qi (pronounced Chi) energy. 
If an illness is diagnosed at the pulse, by a sense of 
ecling, a sense of touch at Ihc wrists being in touch 
with the organis themselves, to feel the actual 
lifeforce of Qi energy flowing through Ihc 
meridians, and to feel it its in a harmonious state 
or an unbalanced one. ll could either be an ex
cessive amount of energy or a deficicni amount of 
energy. 

The organs are then divided into 5 elements, 
which also helps us tvith our diagnosis. For exam
ple, lung and colon (large inlcstinc) arc both 
melal cIcmcnLs; bladder and kidney—water 
clctiKnls; liver and gall bladder—wood elements 
heart, small intestine, 3 healer, circulation and 
sex, pericardium are ali fire clcmenls; spleen and 
stomach—earth elements. That covers Ihc five 
elements and all Ihc organs relaled Iu those Hvc 
elements. 
Now if we can gel back lo Ihe yin and the yang; 
different parts of the body are yin and dilTercnl 
parts are yang. The entire idea of Ihc yin and the 
yang U its polarity, its direction; as I've already 
said nothing is absolutely yin or yang, bul some 
Ihings contain more of yin or yang. This is where 
Ihe excessive energy is diagnosed. If you feel an 
excessive amount of energy or a dcricicnt amount 
of energy, it could be in either a yin or a yang 
organ or area of the body, e.g. yang being Ihe 
heaven according lo Chinese mythology, yin being 
the earth. Therefore the pans of the body lying 
closer tu Ihe heaven are tbe nwsl yang parts ofthe 
body, Ihe most yin parts are towards Ihe feel. 
You'll find Ihal Ulnesses which are caused by an 
excessive amount of yin are in Ihe lower portions 
of the body; not always but somclhing can be 
noted by Ihte yin and yang. ll is really an cx> 
Ireemely valuable concept Ihal we can hold, it is 
very difficull for European people lo grasp il ai 
first; it does lake some time for us to drift into il, 
and just sec how it first originated; as il did 
through meditation by Chinese monks. 
Diagnosis is nol only obtained from pulses but 
also fnxs\ the appearance ofthe patient, the sound 
ofthe patient, hb colouring, his smell; all our sen
ses arc uiilbcd lo give las an accurate diagnosis, 
but Ihe most important is fk'om the pidse. The 
pulse b the very centre of it. Trealmcnl b decMed 
upon, and it would depend obvkHBly on hb con
dition after diagnosis. It is almost matbcmalkal in 
its approach; one needs lo trace Ihe disease—of
ten tbe disease moves throi^h the body from 
element lo element e.g. Ihe co-cycle and pathway 
whkh Ihe disease Iravds, will travel Irom Ibe 
water element to fire, fire lo metal, melal to 
wood, and wood lo earth. Quite often we find 
illnesses in various parts ofthe body, but what one 
needs lo do with actipunclttre is find Ibe actual 
cause of an illness as for as an element is con
cemed as far as an organ is concemed. You gel H 
right down lo Ihe basic, right down to the centre 
of cause of illness, even though Ihe cause may 
have spread through varkius organs of Ihc body. 
Once accurate diagnosis has been compleled, a 
pobit is chosen, one of Ihe almost thousand 
acupuncture pobis on the merkllans ofthe body. 
There are a serl« of points in acupuncture whkh 
we're trained to malw use of, whkh are called, 
sometimes, low pobits, command points, orary 
points, source poinis, tonificatton pobits, sedation 
points, nssocbted clTect points, and alarm points. 
We also have 8 extra roerMians as well as the 12 
m^jor merklians whkh can be used. These are 
mostly used by more profkknt acupuncturists. 
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Treatment is administered, depending on the con-
dhion—if il is a case of a deficknl amount of 
energy in an area and there is no excess anywhere 
else, one can iniroduce energy from Ihc cosmos 
via Ihe physician into Ifae body by using various 
needle techniques. Sedatkn is also carried out in a 

similar manner, not the same . . . Treatment may 
nol necessarily be with only a needle. From my 
experience the most benefit is obtained by 
needling, by pricking; but one can use a heat 
trealmcnl using a substance called moxa. which is 
the flesh from between the veins of a leaf of a par

ticular Icind of Japanese or Chinese herb. This 
flesh is dried for seven years then it's used as a 
moxa to place on the specific point on Ihc body, 
approx. the size ofa grain of rice. It is then ignited 
with the top of a piece of incense, burning, and it 
glows. The moxa burns down and creates the heat 
on this specific point which wc may hafe used for 
needling. The heal goes down inlo the meridian, 
the same way that the needle docs it affects Ihe 
flow of the Qi energy within that meridian. It 
either sitmulaics it or scdalcs it, depending on 
what we're trying lo do, Moxa is mostly used Ibr 
tonificalion slimulation. Sedation with moxa is not 
impossible, bul fairly difficult. Other techniques 
of applying this method of treatment by choosing 
the specific point, is to use a finger pressure, which 
is called Chiaisu (pronounced Shi-at-soo), mostly 
a Japanese method; but those are the three 
methods in acupuncture—we have the needle, the 
moxa heal Ircatmeni, and the massage. Chiatsu 
linger pressure, on the specific points. 
If treatment Ls immediately siicccs.sful, the energy 
which flows through Ihis meridian whkh is being 
treated will be .stimulated or sedated Iu its normal 
flow. 

if we had excessive energy in one part ofthe body 
and a deficiency in anolher, we can draw this ex
cessive energy inlo a deficicni area. We can do 
this by using certain point.s, once again. There arc 
secondary cflecls with Acupuncture, and these 
have lo be accounted for before Ircatmeni is ad-
ministered, in some cases, il can have Ihe effect of 
nol only affecting Ihc organ whkh is treating, but 
affecting an organ whkh is in a 12-hour sequence 
with il. 12- hours is its opposite sign, in its op
posite lime. We can affect elements whkh are 
prior lo it on the Cheng cycle, and afler it on Ihc 
Cheng cycle. Various secondary cirects can take 
place, so the movement of energy has tn be 
melhamatically calculated before treatment can 
be administered. 

I've only been studying a shorl period my.seif but 
it is absolulcly fantastic Ihe results that can be ob
tained. I think Ihat we all have a great deal to 
leam in Australia. We really need lo spend a lot 
of lime in il; its really something one shooid spend 
llieir whole life in io develop more and more. It's 
really like anyihing else—the longer yon work al 
it, the more proficknl you come, Ihe more 
qualified you become, Ihe betier able and equip
ped you are to deal with people in need. 
Q How b acupuncture being received by the 
medical profession and the Australian public. 
By the patients Ihal come tn me it u received very 
well. They have been really happy with Ihc 
results, oflcn uma/ed with Ihe results. In the 
medical profcvsion, il scents Ihcrc Is a greal deal 
of conlrovosy over its value. Obviously IhcH' 
people who arc criticising acupuncture don'l know 
enough about it. They really shuuld study 
acupuncture before they make such heavy 
criticisms of it. Yuu can't please all the people all 
Ihe lime. Lea.sc of all Ihe less informed people. 
There are a number of pcupiv in Ihe medical 
profession, doctors etc, who themselves are 
amazed al the po.ssibililies of acupuncture. There 
arc a number of them who are studying it. There's 
a great deal of interest in the Slates; there arc 
large conferences, several hundred doctors gelling 
Ingelhcr and observing acupuncture techniques; 
and they're beginning lo realise its potential. It's 
unfair In say there's loo tittle known aboU 
acupuncture—«ve know tun little about il because 
real knowledge Ls gained through praclice, from 
handling people, from coming into contact with 
them. You can team only so much from courses 
etc. 

0 How can a person gain maximum health 
through thusc of acupunclurc. 
You cart gain Ihe maximum benefil from il nut 
only receiving Ihc treatment and following the 
acupuntur'Lsts advke, but allcmpling yourself to 
follow the way—"The Tao", the way by which we 
should attcmpi m live in harmony with mankind, 
with life ilself, with Ihe universe. To live in har
mony, we need to be in a balanced mind, balan
ced phy.slcally. The .source of harmany is nol only 
obtained through acupuncture, bul by Ihe patient 
hiiaself avokting Ihe rubb'Lsh whkh we have been 
brought up to believe Is our susllnence, our life 
force. We need to alter our way of life in such a 
way thai we arc .consuming what has the most 
benefit to the body, and to Ihe mind. 
Basically, if you are gobtg to consume .stagnant 
dirty air, you're just going lo have a stagnant sort 
of mind; if you consume fresh air, live healthy 
food, if you avoid all processed foods, foods 
whkh contain preservatives, colouring etc, you're 
gohig to reap incredible benefits. Baskally what 
nol to eat 'is white sugar, white flour, tinned food, 
preservatives, anyihing really whkh isn't fire*. 
People should really Iry to live on Ihe food 
around Ihem. Thb is why livbig Ihe cuunlry is so 
good. To actually follow Ihe Chinese Tao, (Ihe 
way) Ihe method with whkh you can oblabi this 
harmony, you're not only happy within your
self—your're also healthy. 
All illness is caused by what people consume; Ihat 
is why all hospUals, and mental homes are full. 
People are taking the wrong type of food, and 
even when Ihey are in these bisthutions; ihcy .still 
lake the wrong food. It only stands to reason, if 
you provkie a flower wiih good water, healthy 
soil and plenty of sunshbie, it will grow lo a 
healthy .stale; if you deny il sunlight, good food, il 
will become withered and pale. Wc are just like 
plants, we arc growing in Ihe .same way, and we 
have lo consume live prana, through Ihe sun and 
our food. And our entire life .style needs to 
change. H's basically very simple—you arc what 
yuu cat. 

Q What are you planning to do for the festival 
period. 
1 myself, will IM> ircating people with acupuncture, 
and there will be a number of others treating 
people with acupuncture. There will also be other 
natural healers, herbalists, mascurs etc. 
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F E M I N I S M ^^d survival 
We have identified and defined a system of 
oppression—sexism, To understand how 
sexism has developed, and the variety of its 
forms of suppression and exploitation, 
feminism must re-examine the foundations 
of civilization and the generation of the 
accepted values of white mate consumerist 
society. 

Historically, women's reproductive 
capacity led her to be forced to a sedentary 
(immobile not inactive) life. Consequently 
the female developed a community life while 
the male as hunter developed an 
individualistic aggressive life. Therefore adult 
niales were alien lo female community. 

As societies became complex women 
were cast in the role of private property 
to men. Man in conquering nature conquered 
the female who had worked with nature, 
not against it, to produce food and to 
reproduce the human race. 

But the value of a woman to a man is 
much greater than that of a machine or an 
animal, for she can satisfy his sexual urges 
and fantasies, do his housework, and breed 
and tend his offspring. She is in fact an 
important economic and social unit in 
society lin the sense that this is defined by 
men). To question and to alter her defined 
role is to throw into jeopardy tho whole 
economy and social structure of the 
patriarchal society. Given that this society 
is self-destructive and antihuman, it is 
obvious that feminism plays an important 
role in providing alternatives. 

the gut issues 
W» are reluctant to face the often subtle 
ways in which our attitudes and lives are 
being controlled by socieiy. This is why it i: 
ffifficult for materially well-off, educated 
whites-women as well as men—to accept the 
idea that women are oppressed. "Women 
can have a career if ihey really want to" is 
the often-heard refrain. "Women are where 
Ihey are because they like it" is another. 
Those and similar statements are variations 
on the theme that women have "freedom of 
choice", that we are living in a free society, 
3Ut this ignores the fact that decisions and 
so-called alternatives exist within a defined 
system of social values. 

On the other hand, the 'hip' or 
'counter cultural' man, shunning marriage 
or any similar institution requiring 
committment or responsibility, has declared 
women free for the taking and labelled thh 
noble historical phenomenon "free love". 
He claims that this meani women are 
'liberated"; he realty nwans women are 
now a free commodity. 

Does this hassle you? 
'All she needs is a good screwl" 
"She bangs like a shithouse door in a gale." 
"The only alliance I would make with 
women's lib. is in.bed." (Abbie Hoffman) 
"1 look off my clothes and stretched out on 
his bed. For a moment I felt like an 
animal of sacrifice on an altar." 
"Perhaps it's necessary to fool a woman 
and pretend that you love her, but why 
should I fool myself?" 
"One must have loved a woman of genius 
to comprehend the happiness of loving 
a fool," 
"Man's superiority will be shown not in Ihe 
fact that he has enslaved a woman, but 
that he has made her free." (Eugene V, 
DEBS) 
"Woman has no moral sense; she relies for 
her behaviour upon the man she loves," 
(La Bruyere) 
"How could he be clean that is born of 
a woman?" (JOB 4:4) 
"Women have great talent, but no genius, 
for they always remain subjective." 

Perhaps you should start being concerned 
about the inferior position of women as 
exposed in the above platitudes. Statements 
like these exist because women and men 
behave within the strict limits of sex roles 
rigidly defined by patriarchal structures. 
A few minutes after a child's birth the 
relentless rules of our society take over. 
The pink and blue tyranny is imposed on 
each helpless infant. It's a dress for Ihe 
XX chromosome and trousers for the XY. 
As Ihey grow up, girls are told "but little 
girls don't do that", and boys get their 
share of "But that's only for girlsl" 

By the time school begins, everyone 
has been more or less permanently sealed 
into their little sexual envelopes. There are 
even girls' emotions and boys' emotions-
"boys shouldn't cry or be tender, girls 
should be passive and sweet". 

The whole concept is unfair and 
unrealistic. It emphasises the person's role 
as male or female rather than his or her 
role as a human being. As the ultimate In 
stupidity, the desirable characteristics of one 
sex become derogatory when used in 
reference to the other. 

Far moro important than the male/female 
stereotype is the real human being who lives 
behind the artiOciatty-imposed sexual facade. 

Social pressure and Institutionalised 
sexism (marriage, no basic wage for women, 
no abortion on demand etc.) have forced 
women into a passive role. Emotionally and 
economically dependent on men, they spend 
their lives supporting their man's ego, sub
limating their own interests and ambitions 
for h)s, Women are forced to see their 
attractiveness to men in terms of physical 
appearance and sexual desirability. Thouph 
identifying themselves as sexual objects 
they are rarely given the chance to express 
their sexuality freely and openly. 

it's all right to be woman 
dishwasher, big belly, sore back 
swollen ankles 

it's all right to be woman 
the listener, the waiter, sailor's wife 
patient 
by the seashore, looking out 

it's all right to be woman 
coquette 

seductress 
conniving bitch 

it's all right for my sisters 
a chant for my sisters 
strong before me 
harriet sojourner emma and rosa 
harriet sojourner emma and rosa 

a chant for my sisters 
rifke sorel rochel & mary 
a chant for my sisters 
strong in battle 
la bandita killing generals with zapata 
maria in mexico and mississippi 
haydee with the rest at moncada 
a chant for my sisters 
dead before i could meet Ihem 
victorious in havana 
and dien bien phu 

Women view love as their vocation and 
career not relaising the commonly accepted 
view of love as a male trap. In the past 
while men were thinking, creating, and 
writing, women poured their energies into 
men and were not a great force in cultural 
development as they were preoccupied with 
love. Male culture was built on the love of 
women at women's expense. 

"Love", then, becomes the height of 
selfishness; the self attempts to enrich itself 
through the absorption of another being. 
In "loving" women open ihemselves up and 
are consequently vulnerable to exploitation; 
"If you loved me, you'd do it." It is not 
the process of love that is at fault but the 
unequal power context in which it operates. 

must i marry my body? 
shall i be the bride? 

or the groom? 
take it to bed, 
lie beside the pain . . . 
as a bride in a white 

nightgown, 
only, being broken, 
ihere'd be no breaking in. 

On the other hand, the social demands 
made on men are that they be strong, 
aggressive, individualistic, and to make 
rational, logical decisions as opposed to the 
emotional, intuitive responses expected from 
women. "Intellectual superiority" is just 
another way that men justify women's 
second class citizenship. 

"Remember when you were a kid and 
the boys didn't like the girls? Only sissies 
liked girls? What I'm trying to tell you is 
that nothing's changed. You think boys 
grow out of not liking girls, but we don't 
grow out of it. We just grow horny." 

As a product of these predetermined 
rotes, men see women as instruments of 
their sexual gratification, as sen/ants to run 
their houses and tend their offspring, or as a 
threat to their power as intellectual and 
physical superiors. 

Women in turn, see men as the means to 
achieve their own status and security. This 
leads to the development of power politics 
in female/male relationships; the male 
assumes the power of being dominant 
and aggressive and justifies his authority 
in terms of his role as the breadwinner. The 
woman in an effort to gain power becomes 
conniving and sly, and resorts to manipulating 
the male through his ego. Obviously 
sexual politics of this kind inhibit the 
development of an open, honest, human 
relationship. 

The antl-wottian attitude is not con
fined to nwn only. Women are trapped 
into competing against each other on the 
sexual market and see every other woman 
as a potential rival and enemy. 



WILLIAM'S DOLL 

WILLIAM Wanted a doll. 
He wanted to hug it 
and cradle it in his arms 
and give it a bottle 
and take it to the park 
ahd push it in the swing 
and bring it back home 
and undress it 
and put it to bed 
and pull down the shades 
and kiss it goodnight 
and watch its eyes close 
and then 
William wanted to wake 
in the morning 
when the sun came in 
and start all over again 
just as though he were its father 
and it were his child. 
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"A dolll" said his brother. 
"Don't be a creep!" 
"Sissy, sissy, sissy!" said the boy next door 
"How would you like a basketball?" 
his father said. 
But William wanted a doll. 
It could have blue eyes 
and curly eyelashes 
and a long white dress 
and a bonnet 
and when the eyes closed 
they could make a little click 
lil<e the doll that belonged 
to Nancy next door. 
"Creepy" said his brother. 
"Sissy, sissy" chanted the boy next door 
And his father brought home 
a smooth round basketball 
and climbed up a ladder 
and attached a net to the garage 
and showed William 
how to jump as he threw the ball 
so that it went 
through the net 
and bounced down 
into his arms again. 

He practised a lot 
and got good at it 
but it had nothing to do 
with the doll. 
William still wanted one. 
His father brought him an 
eleitric train. 
They set it up on the floor 
and made an eight out of the 
tracks and brought in twigs from 
outside 
and set them in clay 
so they looked like trees. 
The tiny train 
threaded around and around 
the tracks 
with a clacking sound. 
William made 
cardboard .stations 
and tunnels 
and bridges 
and played with 
the train a lot. 

But he didn't stop 
wanting a doll 
to hug 
and cradle 
and to take to the park. 

One day 
his grandmother came to visit, 
William showed her 
how he could throw the ball 
through the net 
attached to the garage outside. 
He showed her the electric train 
clacking along the tracks 
through the tunnel 
over the bridge 
around the curve 
until it came to a stop 
in front of the station 
William had made. 
She was very interested 
and they went for a walk 
together 
and William said, 
"but you know 
what I really want 
Is a dolt." 
"Wonderful," said his 
grandmother. 
"No," William said. 
"My brother says 
it will nreke me a creep 
and the boy next door 
says I'm a sissy 
and my father brings me 
other things 
instead." 

"Nonsense," 
said his grandmother. 
She went to the store and 
chose a baby doll 
with curly eyelashes 
and a long white dress 
and a bonnet. 
The doll had blue eyes 
and when they closed 
they made a clicking sound 

and William loved it 
right away. 

But his father was upset. 
'He's a boyi" he said 
to William's grandmother. 
"iHe has a basketball 
and an electric train 
and a work bench 
to build things with. 
Why does he need a doll?" 
Vlfilliam's grandmother smiled. 
"He needs it," she said, 
"to hug 
and to cradle 
and to take to the park 
so that 
when he's a father 
tike you, 
he'll know how to 
take care of his baby 
and feed him 
and love him . 
and bring him 
the things he wants, 
like a doll 
so that he can 
practice being 
a father." 
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the counter 
culture-

sexism 
redefined 

Real alternatives ? 
Although the "counter-culture" pretends 

to propose alternatives to straight society we 
must realise that in fact it re-inforces some 
of the worst aspects of consumerist society. 
The "do your own thing" kick is merely 
an illusion (freedom of choice) presented by 
capitalist society. Under the facade of 
"communal living", the intense individualism 
rife in the counter-culture is opposed to any 
sense of co-operation work towards an 
improvement for the common good. 

Straight society is capable of containing 
individual dropping out but cannot withstand 
a concerted effort to change social values. 
Counter-culturalists can justify this lack of 
analysis and altering of sexual roles by 
platitudes like "love, peace and happiness"; 
assuming that the so-called openess of happy 
relationships counters the deep conditioning 
of female/male roles. In other words sexism 
is still rampant in the counter-culture. 

The most prevalent form of survival for 
women is conforming to male expectations 
(marriage, earth-mother trip etc). This 
works particularly well in the short term 
until they realise that they're losing their 
sexual attractiveness and that their life has 
been defined around their man and in 
fact the groovy babies severely circumscribe 
their activities. (In other words, nothing has 
changed). 

To survive, women must recognise the 
problems and fight agains them. Unless the 
motive of sisterhood (woman-defined 
woman, we're fighting the same battle etc.) 
exists, very few women will have the 
individual strength to cope with the lone
liness created by refusing to conform to 
role playing. We must refuse to act out 
female roles, be aware of the trap of 
adopting the male role, and must endeavour 
to achieve the qualities of whole sane 
human beings. 

Consequently we will be better equipped 
to have sane relationships with men & womea 
Inevitably children will have a better chance 
for survival instead of being regarded as 
possessions, extensions of mothers thwarted 
ambitions and as little boys and little girls. 
Hopefully a non possessive, non exploitive 
environment will develop. 

This personal solution becomes a social' 
solution when enough women get to-gether 
and refuse to take the shit. Reformist 
though it is, fighting for law reform will at 
least alter the immediate problems until 
the common consciousness is raised. We can 
use our creative & intellectual energy into 
Producing educative propaganda, street 
theatre, feminists films, and seminars etc. 

i see soul pain eyes 
hidden in blue shadow 
fur lashes deny the real 
hair/acceptable above the brow 
not below the knee 

i see your eyes, sister 
i see your soul 

you call your breasts wrinkled lemons, 
hide them under Vi inch foam, learn 
to like your thighs only to hear 
you have ugly feet, 
how long will we listen to men 
who tell us they love us? 
who call us frigid or maniac & turn away? 
how long will we stand as dolls on a shelf 

buy me buy me 
one house & I'm yours, 

i'm mine, sister, 
how about you? 

alia 
Letters to Women 

I shall not allure you 
with dangling adornments 
Nor entice you 
with painted face 
Nor dazzle you 
with natty garments 
I shall not please you 
with a veneer belying my thoughts 
No, I shall not come to you cloaked in false 

Kaat >tt, 

only to disillusion you later 
I shall come bald. 

beauty 

Janet Russo 

This has not been a definitive statement of 
alternatives and we lake full recognition of 
the fact that intense co-operation Is 
essential to work out realistic, humane, and 
effective alternatives. 
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BEYOND THE HIPPY TRIBE 

Over the pa<it few years, the commune 
movemcnl has grown al an unprecedented and ex
plosive rale, and Ihere is every indication Ihat this 
b only Ihe initbl phase ofa Ircnd Ihat b bound to 
have far-reaching implications for the functkin 
and structure of oar contemporacy soctety. Some 
traditkinal instkutkins are already beginnuig lo 
feel Ihe impact of thb explosh^e growth. 

The commune movement has passed far beyond 
its contemporary origins in hippie tribalism and 
can no longer be described as a movement for 
youth exclusively. There are a rapidly growing 
number of communes composed of persons in 
ihcir mid-twcniies to upper thirties. A source at 
the National Institute of Health has estimated that 
more than 3.000 urban communes are now in 
operation. This figure closely corresponds to a 
recent New York^Times inquiry that uncovered 
2,000 communes in thirty-four states. 

Certain common viewpoints are shared by 
niemijcrs of the contemporary commune 
movement. Firsl, there is a deep respect and 
reverence for nature and the ccologkal system. 
There is a clear awareness that 70 per cent of the 
population lives on one per cent of the land and 
that this one per cent is severely polluted, 
desprcssingly ugly, and psychologically over
crowded. Commune members generally believe • 
that a very small but politically influential 
minority with no respect for the ecological system 
or the licauty of nature exploits all ofthe land for 
its own gain. Surpassing Ihc credo of con
servationist organizatk)ns, most commune mem
bers stress the rehabilitation ol all kands and the 
ainscrvaiion of all natural resources for the 
bcncnt of all Ihe people. 

Anti-cstabltshmenl sentiment is widespread, as 
is Ihc conviction that a change in social and in
stitutional structures is needed lo halt irian's 
dehumanization and to give him an opportunity lo 
Jevclop his p*«emial. ConsitleraWc divergence of 
opinion exists on how «Kial change is to be 
brought abt)ut, bul there is general agreement that 
Ihc commune movement contributes to change by 
bringing man closer to himself and lo his fellow 
nian through Uwc and understanding. 

Communes widely accept ihc idea that life is 
meant to be fundamentally Joyous and that this is 
of the essence in doing, and enjoying what you 
wanl lo do—"doing your thing". Work in this 
context bcconMs a form of joyous self-expression 
and sclf-rcatizatiun. Many commune nx;nibcrs 
belive that existence can be an almost continuous 
source of joyous alfirmation. They usually trace 
the absence of authentic joy in contemporary 
MKiety Ut the confining nature of many of our 
social institutions, the stifling uf spontaneity, and 
Ihe preponderance of game-playing and of 
devitalized artificial ways of relating socially. 

A strong inner search fur the meaning of one's 
own life, an openness and willingness lo com-
nmnicaie and cncounier. coupled with a com
pelling desire for pcrsimal growth and develop
menl. all hallmarks of the nwvemcni. A strong 
anti-maicrialislic emphasis prevails; h decries, a 
consumption'Oriented society. In many com
munes, what docs nol Tit into a twwv beomw com
mune property. A considerable number of com
munes aim for Ihc type of sclf-sulTlciency through 
which they can exist independemty of "ihe 
system". 

There is a strong trend towards ownership of 
land and houses by communes. Leasing 
arrangements have not proved satbfactoty; in too 

ni:>ny instances, lai^dlotds have cancelled leases 
wficii community pressures were exerted. The 
non-urban communes I have visited are strongly 
aware of ecological factors and because of this 
members usually had consulted with lowl health 
authorities concerning the construction and 
piacemeni of sanitary facilities. Among the urban 
communes, toilcl and bath facilities were in most 
cases short of the demand. 

Marked preferences for vegetarianism and for 
organically grown food are noticeable in the com
mune movement. Many individual members also . 
experiment with different health diets. Roughly 
40 per cent of the communes I visited were 
vegetarian; 20 per cent served both vegetarian 
and non-vegetarian meals. The remainder served 
meal when available—usually two to six limes a 
week. This third group, although nol vegetarian 
by choice, liked their vegetarian meals and ex
pressed very little craving for meat. Whenever 
{xissiblc, communes concentrate on growing and 
raising their own food. An estimated 60 per cent 
of the urban communes are now purchasing some 
or most of their supplies from health food stores 
or similar sources. 

Not surprisingly, the commune has become the 
repository of repressed man's erotic fantasy. I was 
continuously told that visitors who came nol to 
learn and understand but to peek and ogle in
variably ask to questions: "Who sleeps with 
whom?" And "Do you have group sex?" There 
appears lo be much fantasizing by outsiders about 
the sex life in communes. 

Although there is considerable sexual per
missiveness, I found a high degree of pairing with 
a strong tendency toward impersonal commilmcnl 
in a continuing relationship. Nudism is casual and 
accepted, as is the development of a healthy sen
suality, and natural childbirth, preferably within 
the commune, is encouraged. Group sex involving 
the whole commune occures quite rarely, although 
there may t)e sexual experimentation involving 
two or more couples or combinations. 

The research team of Larry and Joan Con-
stanline has studied multilateral (group) marriage 
for the past ihrce years. The have written and 
published more studies in this area than other 
behavioural scientists, but have found only one 
commune practicing group marriage. Most likely, 
there are others. About two dozen independent 
families are known to be engaged in multilateral 
marriage, taking as their model Bob Rimmcr's 
novel Proposition 31, which presents a case for 
group marriage. Many others prefer lo keep their 
arrangement totally secret for fear of reprisals. 
According to an article by the Constantines, en
titled Penonal GrwHt/i in Multiple Marriages, 
failure rale is belter than one out of two, because 
"group marriage is a marathon that docs not 
end—it lakes a real commitment to genuine, sub
stantial, and unrelenting personal growth lo really 
make it function and work". 

Interest in spiritual developmenl is a dominant 
theme in most communes. Study of and acquain
tance with Easier and Western myslics and 
religious philosophies is widespread. Religiosity 
and denuminaiionalism were seldom encountered. 
On the other hand, 1 was slruck by the deep com
mitment lo spiritual search of so many members in 
all the contmunes I visited. Many members were 
trying difTcrcnt forms of meditation, and bcmks on 
Eastern religions and mysticism were prominent 
on shelves. 

I find that although there is some overlapping 
of functions and categories, a number of distinct 

types of communes can be recognized and are 
found in operation. 
• The agrkullural subsistence commune: The 
main thrust is lo farm or till ihe soil (mostly 
organic farming) so that the land will provide 
most, if not all, needs and make the commune in
dependent and self-supporting. Many of these 
communes cultivate such specialized crops as 
organically grown grain, vegetables, and other 
produce, which arc then sold to hcaIth-f(K)d 
stores, healih-fuud wholesalers, or supermarkets, 
• The nature commune: Emphasis is on sup
porting the ecological system and on the en-
joyracni of nature. Buildings and gardening or 
farming plots arc designed lo fit into the land
scape ll) preserve its natural bcauiy. Everyone 
"docs his ovvn thing" and cconiiniic suppori for 
subsislenco usually comes Irmn such v;iried sour
ces as sale «!' produce and hamticral'ts. wages from 
parl-lime work, welfare support, etc. 
' The traft commune: One of .several trails, 
such as weaving, pottery making or carpciilary 
(including construclion or work on buildings oui-
side the cotHniunc). occupy the interest of mem
bers. TliL-y <ifien spend considerable blocks of 
liitic enjoying ihe exercise of their cral't with the 
income contributed to the commune. Many of the 
craft communes sell dircclly to ihc consumer as a 
result of local, regional, or sonwlimes national 
advertisements and publicity. Profit margins vary 
since the vast majoriiy of such communes do not 
subscribe to the amassing of profits as the primary 
aim of their enterprise. Included in his category 
arc the multimedia communes, that specialize in 
light shows, video tape, and film-making. 
' The spiritual my.sticul commune: The ongoing 
spiritual development of members is recognized lo 
be of primary imporiance. There may be 
adherence to a religious system, such as Bud
dhism, Sufism or Zen..and a teacher or guru may 
be involved. Studies of various texts and mystical 
works, use of rituals, a number of forms of 
medilation (such as transcendental or Zen 
meditation), and spuniancous spiritual 
celebrations play key roles in ihe life of the com
mune. Several of these communes also describe 
themselves as Christian and have a strong 
spiritual, but not dcnuminatiunal, emphasis. 

• The denominational commune: There is a 
religious emphasis with membership restricted to 
those of a particular denomination. Examples arc 
the Episcopalian Order of St. Michael, in Crown 
Point, Indiana, and the Catholic Worker Farm, in 
Tivoli, New York. 
• The church-sponsored commune: Such a com
mune may be originated or sponsored by a 
church. There is usally a religious emphasis, but 
denominationalism is not stressed. 
• The political commune: Members subscribe to 
or share a common ideology. They ma^ identify 
themselves as anarchists, socialists, pacifists etc. 
Emphasis is on the communal living experience 
with others sharing t^e same viewpoint. This is 
seen as fostering the individuals' political 
developmenl. The commune is rarely engaged in 
direct social action in opposition to the establish
ment, 

• The political aclfon commune: Members are 
commilcd and practicing political activists (or ac
tivists-in-training) for the purpose of changing the 
social system, Classes are conducted, strategy for
mulated and carried oul. The commune may be 
identified with a minority cause or be interested in 
organizing an industry, community, or ghetto 
neighbourhood. It often klenlifies ilself by the 
single word "revolutionary". 
• The service commune: The main goal is social 
service. Emphasis is on organizing communities, 
helping people to plan and carry out community 
projects, offering professional or caseaide services 
elc. Some of these communes include members 
from Ihe helping professions. There arc several 
such communes in the Philadelphia and New 
York ghettos; another example is the Federation 
of Communities, which services several locations 
in ihe Appalachians. 
• The an commune: Artists from different fields 
or the same field come together to share in the 
stimulating climate of communal artistic 
creativities compared wiih the craft commune, 
members of the art commune are often painters, 
sculptors, or poets, who usually sell their art 
works independently rather than collectively. 
There arc poclry and street theatre communes in 
Berkeley and San Francisco. 
• The teaching commune: Emphasis is on 
training and developing people wlio arc able both 
to live and to leach others according to a par
ticular system of techniques and methods. Com
munes whose purpose or mainstay is to conduct a 
school or schools also fall inlo this category. 
• The group marrbgc commune: Although 
members may be given the freedom to join in the 
group marriage or nol, the praclice of group 
marriage plays an important and often central 
role in Ihe life of the commune. All adults are 
considered to be parents ofthe members' children. 
• The homosexual commune; Currently found 
in large urban areas, with admission restricted to 
homophiles. The aim of these communes is to af
ford individuals who share a common way of life 
an opportunhy to live and communicate together 
and to benefit from the economies ofa communal 
living arrangement. Some of the communes sub
scribe lo the principles of the homophilc 
liberation movement. From a recent ad in 
Kaliflower, the bi-weekly information journal for 
communes in the San Francisco Bay Area: "Our 
gay commune has room for two more. Call and 
rap . 
• The growth-centered commune: The main 
focus is on helping members lo grow as persons lo 
actualize their potential. There are ongoing group 
sessions; sometimes professionals arc asked lo lead 
these. The commune continues to seek out new ex
periences and methods designed to develop the 
potentialities of its members. 
• The mobile, or gypsy, conmiunc: This is a 
caravan, usually on the move. Cars, buses and 
trucks provide both transprtaiion. and living 
quarters. Members usually include artists, a rock 
group, or a light-show staff. The mobile commune 
often obtains contributions from "happenings" or 

performances given in communities or on college 
campuses., 
* 'The street or neighborhood commune: Several 
of these communes often arc on the same street or 
in the same neighbourhood. Ownership of 
property is in ihe hands of commune members or 
friendly and sympathetic neighbours. Basically 
the idea is of a free enclave or free community. 
For example, in a recent New York Ttmes article, 
Albert Solnit, chief of advance planning for 
California's Marin County, was reporlcd at work 
"on a city of 20,000 for those who wish to live 
communally". Several ncighbt)urh<KKi or cily 
communes arc in the planning stage hut none lo 
my knowledge has as yet been established. 

Among the major problems faced by all com
munes arc those involving nuihoriiy and slruclure, 
liidcaily. there' is no one idling anyone else whal 
to do; dircciions are given hy those best qualified 
to do :i Joh. In practice, strong per.son;ili[ie.s in ihc 
communes awumc responsibility tor what hap
pens, and there is a tendency loward ihe 
emergence of nioihcr aiul falhcr figures. There 
arc. however, a clear awareness of this prohlem 
;ind c<)ntinuin|; elTorts towards resolution, Al 
present, tipposition lo any lorm of .structure, in
cluding organisiitional structure, is slill so strong 
that conmiuncs have found il almost impossible to 
co-opcratc with each other in joint undertakings 
of a major nature. Interestingly enough, com
munes with transccndcni or spiritual values, are 
the mosl stable and have the highest survival 
quotient. It is my conclusiim that the weekly or 
periodic meetings of all cummunc members, which 
arc often run as encounter groups, have a limited 
effectiveness in the resolutiim of interpersonal 
problems and issues. Although trained encounter 
leaders may be prcsenl as faciiiiaiors their ef
fectiveness is often considerably curtailed due to 
their own deep involvement in the issues that are 
the subject of confrontation. One answer to this 
dilemma might be to bring in a trained falitator or 
for comnmnes to exchange faciliators. 

It is (liffiacl! to detenniite to what extent narvotics 
represent a problem for communes precisely becwLse 
their consitmpi'ion is a casual, widespread, and ac
cepted tu is the tloHvitig of alcoholic beverages in the 
business cammwiiiy. Mar'fjiiana aiiti hath'isli tire 
widely enjoyed, white use of such hard drugs as 
heroin is seldom encowttered. especially in the non-
urban communes. In a number ofcommttnes where 
dmg use HOS extensiw. I noticed a general air of 
lassitude ond a iark ofvital'tty. I also hod the distinct 

• impression that "dropping acid" USD} HKM on the 
decline: among commune memben there seemed to 
be a general anvreness ofthe danger of "speed", or 
methedrine. 

A number of communes are totally opposed to 
the use of narcotics, especially those with members 
who were former drug addicts. In most communes 
the subject of drugs periodically comes up for 
discussion so that changes in the viewpoint of the 
commune fiow from Ihe experience of the mem
bers. Similarly, problems of sexual posscssiveness 
and jealousy appear to be less critical and arc also 
handled by open group discussion, I noticed a ten
dency toward the mainlenancc of traditional sex 
roles, with the women doing the cooking and 
sewing, the men cutting lumber etc. Upon 
questioning this, 1 repeatwily received the same 
answer: "Everyone does what they enjoy doing". 

Many ofthe communes that have got under way 
this past year or are now being organized arc 
beginning on a sound financial basis. This trend " 
appears lo be related to the strong infiux of 
people in Iheir mid-twenlies, early or mid-thirties, 
and beyond. These individuals have financial 
reserves or savings and are, for the most part, siic-
ccssfu! professionals and businessmen with 
families. 

One example is the Morehouse Commune, 
which now consists of thirteen houses io the San 
Francisco Bay Area, two in Hawaii and anolher in 
Los Angeles; total assets arc in excess of two 
million dollars, Morehouse was founded a year 
and a half ago by Victor Baranco, a former at
torney who is now head of the Institute of Human 
Abilities in Oakland, California. There are 
several categories of membership or involvemeni 
in this commune. Members who belong to "the 
family" give all their assets to the commune, 
which then "takes care of them", although family 
members are expected to continue to make a 
productive contribution within their chosen fields. 
All income from family members goes into a 
general fund, but if a family member wishes to 
withdraw, his assets are returned, including a 
standard rate of interest for ihcir having been 
used. Each Morehouse commune in effect makes 
its own arrangements with members, who may be 
paid a salary or placed on an allowance system. 
All communes have a house manager, who assigns 
tasks or work on a relating basis. In some 
Morehouse communes, certain caicgortcs of mem
bers pay in a fixed monthly sum (as much as 
S200) towards expenses. 

About a third of the Morehouse couples are 
married and have children. According to one 
member, "There is no pressure to be married or 
unmarried. Nobody cares who lives who whom". 
Morehouse is a leaching commune built around a 
philosophy and way o f life often described by 
group members as "rcsponsbile hedonism". The 
commune trains its own teachers and offers a con
siderable number of courses, such, as Basic Sen
suality, Advanced Sensuality, and Basic Com
munication. 

The aim and credo of this groups are taken 
from a descriptbn of the Institute of Human 
Abilities published in the commune journal 
Aquarius: "Wc offer Ihe tools of dclibcralc living; 
wc offer the techniques of successful com
munication on any level. Wc offer the knowledge 
ofthe human body and its sensual potenlial. And 
we offer love to a world that holds love to be 
suspect". 

The rapid growth of the Morehouse communes 
is by no means an isolated example. A minister in 
Los Angeles founded a social service and action-
type commune thai within a year grew lo seven 
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houses. Other instances can be cited. An un
precedented number of people warn to join com
munes. In all bm a few instances, I was asked to 
conceal the name and location of the commune lo 
make identification impossible. "We don't know 
what to do with all the people who come knocking 
on our door now". I was told repeatedly. I every 
commune, 1 heard of people who had recently left 
either to start a new commune or to join in the 
founding of one. 

There is a considerable mobility in communes, 
which is symptomatic of an endemic wanderlust 
and search. If people have to leave for any reason, 
once they have been exposed to communal living 
they lend to return, They like the deep in-
votvemcnl with others in a climate of freedom, 
openness and commitment. This feeling of 
belonging has been described as both "a new 
tribalism" and "a new sense of brotherhood". One 
young woman with whom I spoke had ihis to say 
aboul her commune experience: "When a while 
man walks into a room full of other whites, he 
doesn't feel he is among whites, he doesn't feel he 
is among brothers like the black man docs. In the 

communes, wc are now beginning to feel that man 
has many brothers,,..There is a new sense of 
honesty. You can say things to each other and 
share things like you never could in the family. I 
never had so much love in my whole life—not 
even in my own family". She also indicated, 
however, tliat commune living is highly intense 
and possibly not for everyone: "In the commune, 
there is nothing you can hide. Some people can't 
take it. They get sick or they leave". 

Alvin TotTlcr in his recent book Fiatire Sliock 
notes that "most of today's intentional com-
muniiies" reveal a powerful preference for the 
past....but society as a whole would be better scr-
ved by Utopian experiments based on super rather 
than pre-industrial forms....In shon, we can use 
utopianism as a tool rather than as an escape, if 
wc base our experiments on ihe technology and 
society of tomorrow rather ihan that of the past". 

Another Tofller's observations is relevani, we 
musl recognize that then commune movement as 
with most other movements, is passing through 
certain developments stages. At this suigc there is 
little readiness for communes to define themselves 

as laboratories for the exploration of alternative 
models that might benefit the socieiy ofthe future. 
Disenchantment with the opposilion lo science 
and technology are other impediments to the 
adoption of the laboratory concept. With today's 
communes, faith in the future of mankind appears 
to be at loo low an ebb tn produce any sustained 
interest in what Tofller calls "scientific future-
sensing and the techniques of scientific futurism". 

Although David Cooper, a collcigue and 
disciple of British psychiatrist Ronald Laing, has 
sounded a death knell in his book TIte Death ofthe 
Family. I believe we are far from writing the 
epitaph. The traditional nuclear family will con
tinue, although its form, to some extent, may 
change; in ihe years lo come, possibly as high as 
20 per cent of the population will explore 
altcnaiive models of social living. 

It would be a mistake to characterize the com
mune movement as a collection of dropouts who 
arc content lo exist like lilies in the Held, A con
siderable number of successful people from all 
walks of life arc now involved; they have merely 
shifted their sphere of interest and the nalurc of 

\ 

their creative contribution. Wc arc dealing with a 
massive awakening ofthe awareness that life holds 
multiple options other than going from school lo 
job to retirement. The commune movement has 
opened a new and wide range of alternative life
styles and offers another froniier to those who 
have the courage for adventure. It is the best tube 
for the growth of a new type of social rclalcdncss, 
for the development of an organization having a 
structure that appears, disappears, and reappears 
as it chooses and as it is needed. Communes may 
well serve as a laboratory for the study of ihc 
processes involved in the rcgcncraii<m of our 
social institutions. They have become the symbol 
of man's new freedom to explore alternative lifc-
slyles and to develop deep and fuiniling human 
relationships through the rebirih and exicnsion of 
our capachy for familial togclhcrness. 
Herbert A. Ono is chainnan of the National Center 
for lite Explomtion of Human Potential. La Jolla. 
California. He is editor of the recently released The 
Family in Search of a Future, In researching this 
article. Dr. Ono viiiled thirty mmmimes in »irious 
paits ofthe U.S. 
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Commuiiiiy living, communes or co-operatives 
are the potential core social unit of our 
developing counter culture, as a counter to the 
isolated nuclear family and lo the alienation and 

I dchumanisaiion experienced within our cxisling 
culture. By community living 1 mean the ex
perience of continuous, meaningful, inicrperst)nal 

, relationships with a group of chosen and com
mitted people, of each caring for and sharing with 
all. The following deals with some of the ad
vantages of such an experience: 
Intrtt-personal and Inter-personat Benefits. 

These seem to have provided a great deal of the 
stimulus lo contemporary interest in community 
living. The sheer increase in the number of per
sons living together multiplicates ihc variety of 
potential relationships. This offers greater 
stimulus, diversity and complexity, the joys of in
volvement with chosen people, of developing con
tinuous intimate friendships with a variety of per
sons. Community living means that the present 
total focus on male—female relationships is dif
fused. Male relationships, female relationships 
can now be faced at depth, helping to destroy 
some of our sexual hangups and hence enabling 
the development of intimate relationships between 
persons. Natural sexual expression develops as a 
consequence of these relationships. When wc in
vest ourselves intensely and authentically, risking 
ourselves lo bridge the gap beiwccn ourselves and 
the olhcr. wc make possible «ur mutual ctthan-

' cement and development into more humane in-
I dividuals. Continuous living with chosen in

dividuals increases this possiblity, and further af
fords the individual the opportunhy of 

-strcnglhcmng his personal identity, self-
acceptance, confidence, and sense of security. 

From the pint of view of boredom, community 
living, especially if il exists within an egalitarian 
framework, gives greater possibility for role 
diversity and exchange. It can reduce the in
creasing specialization of tasks and responsibilities 

\through sharing, thus removing the drudgery of 
tontinuous forced domesticity. In fact, by 
.removing the compulsory repeiiiiveness of tasks it 
ifenhanccs their pleasurable content. 

This has advantages for children as well as 
parents, for by diversifying child care, the parent, 
in particular the mother, is freed nol only to 
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become involved in other interests, bul is enabled 
to enjoy her chosen moments with her child. As 
for the child, community affords him a variety of 
peers as well as a diversity <)f adult figures. He is 
not confined to two parent figures, bui has a 
variety of stimulus and intimacy with a number of 
adults. His personal life is experienced and 
developed wilhin a community context, which 
helps him to deal more effectively with the reality 
of his fulure world, of school and work. 

One person cannot hope to be able lo fulfil all 
the needs of an other, and/or solve all his 
problems. A community provides this possiblity. 
our needs and intcresis being satisfied and 
developed by a variety of persons without 
frustration of only partial fulfilment by one per
son. This trees each individual from the con
tinuous demands uf the olhcr fur toial satisfaction. 
Further, a community can provide a source of 
support and strength in time of need, such us 
sickness, loss of a mate, and other personal crises. 
Such a crisis would not have the drastic con
sequences upon others as in the family situalion. 
As a consequence each individual is freed from 
the total responsibility for community survival, 
Soc'io-aihural Contrihur'taits of Coinmuniiy Living. 

In contrast lo the competitive materialism of 
the present socio-cultural system, community 
living aids ihc development of an experienced 
humanistic value system, of co-operative, sharing, 
altruistic rclaiiunships. In short, pcrsimal 
development is sought via co-operative, collective 
means rather than through individualistic, com
petitive means. Such a community exists as a 
counter culture, as a model in being, hy its' 
existence demonslraiing the workability and 
picaningfulncss of an alternative culture. 

Community living contributes to a pluralism of 
individual and collective life styles and social 
structures, sorely needed in our increasingly one-
dimensional socieiy. Such a-pluralism would 
enable individuals to shift freely between a variety 
of ways of living with others. 
Political Slrengllis 

The combined power of community purpose 
and solidarity can act as a protection against 
threats from the outside world, in particular 
governmental action against community living or 
individuals living in community, especially if a 

loosely organized federation of communities exists 
which would suppori particular communiiios so 
thrcaicncd. 

Communhics can/providc individual cadres 
and/or community cells Ui adivcly sock tlic tran
sformation of the mainsircam social system in all 
its areas, A community hy its very vitality acis as 
an cITcciive barrier to the further spread tif 
unitary, centralized, political and ccunoniic 
power. In short, it acts as a deceiiiralizing force 
and, if strong, helps its members to resist the 
manipulative, persuasive pressures of a cim-
sumpiion-oricnlcd media. 
Stmte F.cological lleneftts 

By creating a larger consuming unit, a ctmi-
muniiy reduces individual consumption needs. 
Ihus reducing polluiion and the drain on our 
scarce natural resources. Furlher, perinanent 
community living makes il possible to decrease the 
number of children per couple, slill enabling each 
adult and child to experience the cimtrihuiiiin of 
children to one's own life. This would reduce 
population growth and further decrease the 
destruction of our natural cnvinnimenl. 
simultaneously facilitating the quest for a locus on 
the quality of life. 
iMinomic Adwuttages 

Communities can create a counter economic 
system in miniature, where economic resources are 
pooled rather than divided, "each member con
tributing according to his capacity and receiving 
according lo his needs". This eliminates ihc com-
pctiiive nature of capitalistic relationships within 
the community. 

The community can also reduce the 
stranglehold of the competitive privatised 
economic system and al Ihe same lime otlcr real 
economic savings to its members. Hut liow'.' 
(al Bv expanding the size of the mnsuming unit the 

need for such a latge nttmber of am.<:unier 
items, far example, fridge. T. K. is reduced. 
Bv spreading fi.xed expenditures owr a targe 
number of people, individual fixed cttsis are 
reduced, for example, rent and housing. 
Purchase costs can be reduced through bulk 
buying. TIte commitnity am thus gain the ad-
\-antage of business orgattivilions. ofden^mding 
and obtaining cheaper prices, such as for food 

chases. 
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Idl Like biisine.y'< orgamziitions. ivmmunity Hying 
due tl) its site, make.', its members Ins depen
dent on outside financial (mid oilier) means ol' 
support. Members are more able to he sell-
fitiiiiict'd, treeinx them fmm tite stranglehold ot 
bunks, and in pmiciitiir. <»/ hirepiirtlueie ctim-
panies. 

(e) Vio.sf seeking access to /xKses.wms he 
their individiail finandai aipiuity can do 
ilinntgh the tollectiw tinanciidstrength ofeom-
rnunity. purchmiiig such items at a fann, 
holiday house or plant: Conversely ''"«•' 
Hitlumt the mininud material-fimmcitd resour- Q ^ 
ces to buv hiisie mtiteritil necessities twi ili> so byrjA 
pooling their imtivulual meagre resources. tho.\e^ i 
for e.uimple who have tlroppcd out tinil/tir who. 
tire im Hvtiitre or a iiensiim. ^ i * ) 

These ecoiiDniic benefiis reduce the individual's rfj 
need lo nioaninglcssly lal>or in order to earn the Ajm 
individual's ncctl lo buy basic gixnls. Hence ihc^^^ 
iirain upon the individual in communitv ^'Qj 
•educed. He is grecr lo become more involveil 
wiih nature, his fellows and himself, and il he 
Aishes to still live at the same Mandard of living". 
Our econtiinic system has a vested intcresi in 
decreasing rather than iiicrcising the si/.c of the 
consuming unit, C'omnuinily living, through ihe 
above bonetlis. is able to use ihc economic system 
against itselt, IH undercutting ii through 
economies of scale and eating at it Ity decreasing 
the number of cousuiuiiig units. 
A Final Wont 

Although I believe these advantages of com 
munity living arc real, tliey constitute no guaran
tee of success. Community living can otfcr a 
mcaningtul altcriiaiivc. hut ii will require con. 
tinual effort and commilmcnl. It docs not otTer ai 
easy way to drop oul of lite, bul a fx)ssibtc 
meaning to make it worth living. 

(h) 

(0 

P.S. I would love tu hear from anyimc who, fron-X 
Iheir own experiences, can support and/or conC 
Inidict my lhou};hls and experiences. Please ttrik 
lo Peler Cuck, Communal Living Infortnalbij 
Centre, c/o Sociology Department, M"nas* 
University, Clu>1<>n> Vic. 
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Theosophy is a synthesis which unites 
Science—Religion-Philosophy, The word 
Theosophy comes to us from the Alexandrian 
philosophers, called lovers nf truth, 
PHILALETHEIANS, from (phil) "loving" and 
(aletheia) "Irolh". The name dales from the third 
century of our era and began with AMMONIUS 
SACCAS and his disciples who started Ihc 
ECLECTIC Thcosophical system. The object of 
this system was to inculcate certain great moral 
truths upon its disciples. Hence the motto adapted 
by the Thcosophical Society: "There is no religion 
higher than truth". Theosophy is nol A religion 
but religion per se. 

Wc mean by religion, an operation of the 
human spiritual mind in its cndcrvor to un
derstand nol only the HOW (science) and the 
WHY (philosophy) of ihings, bul comprising in 
addition a yearning and striving towards SELF-
CONSCIOUS union with the DIVINE ALL. 

One phase of a triform method of un
derstanding the nalurc of NATURE, of universal 
NATURE and its multiform workings and this 
phase cannot be separated from the other two 
phases (science and philosophy) if wc wish to gain 
a true picture of things AS THEY ARE IN 
THEMSELVES. 

Rclignn is tbe expression of ihat aspect of 
man's consciousness which is intuitional, 
aspirational and mystical. Wc can derive the word 
"Religion" from a Latin root meaning "To 
select", lo "choose". So ihcn, the meaning of the 
work "religion" from ihc Latin "RELIGIO", is a 
careful selection of fundamental beliefs and 
motives by the higher nr spiritual intellect, a 
faculty (if intuitional judgement and un
derstanding, and a consequent abiding by that 
selection, resulting in a course of life and conduct 
in all respects following the convictions that have 
been arrived al. Something else: 

Behind all the various religions and 
philosophies of ancient limes there is an Esoteric 
Wisdom given out by Ihc greatest men who have 
ever lived, the founders and builders of the 
various world-religions and this sublime system in 
fundamentals has been the same everywhere. 

This system has passed under various names; 
Esoteric Philosophy, Ancient Wisdom, 
Traditional Teaching etc. and today it is called 
Theosophy. The Thcosophical Society was formed 
at New York, 1875 by H.P, Blavatsky. It is an 
absolutely unscciarian body of seclcers after 
Truth, striving to serve humanity on spiritual 
lines, and therefore, endeavouring to check 
naterialism astd revive the religious tendency. 
Objects: 

To form a nucleus of the Universal-
Urotherhmid of Humanity, without distinciiim of 
race, creed, sex. caste and colour, 

—To encourage the study of Comparative 
Religion, Philosophy and Science. 

—To investigate the unexplained laws of 
Nature and the ptiwcrs latent in man. 

The Society is composed of students, belonging 
to any religion in the world or to none, who arc 
unhcd by their approval of ihc ab*)vc objects by 
their wish lo remove religious antagonisms and to 
draw logclhcr men of g<x)dwill whatsoever their 
religious opinions, and by their desire to study 
religious truths and to share the results of Ihcir 
studies with others. Their bcmd of union is not the 
prolesstiin of a c<mmion belief, bul a common 
search and aspiration for Truth. 

They hold that Truth should be sought by 
study, by.reflection, by putiiy of life, by dcvotiim 
to high ideals, and they regard Truth as a prize lo 
be striven for, not as a dogma to be imposed hy 
authority. They consider ihat belief should be the 
result of individual study of intuition, and nol hs 
antecedent, and should rest on knowledge, nol on 
assertion. They extend tolerance to all, even to 
the intolerant, not as a privilege they bestow, but 
as a duty they perform, and they seek to remove 
ignorance nol to punish il. They see every religion 
as an expression of the Divine Wisdom and prefer 
its study to its condemnation, and iis practise to 
prosetytism. 

Peace is their watchword, as Truth is their aim. 
Everyone willing to study, to be tolerant, to 

aim high and to work perseveringly is welcomed 
as a member. Theosophy is not one's invention, 
bul it is the formulation of the deeper truths about 

• man and the universe. This ancient wisdom has 
been handed down, after being tested and proven 
by all the great Sages, who from age to age, have 
given oul portions of it to mankind. These univer
sal teachings, the inner life of every greal religion 
and philosophy are today called; Theosophy. In 
Hindustan this Theosophy is found in the 
UPANISHADS (Secret Teachings), From the 
UPANISHADS the ancient sages of India 
produced what is called today the VEDANTA. 

In ancient Greece there were various schools 
and mysteries. One of such great teachers was 
PYTHAGORAS, another PLATO. Of the 
Theosophy of Egypt wc have but scanty 
remainings such as "The Book of the DEAD" 

The Theosophy of the Jews was imbodicd in what 
was later called the QABBALAH, from the 
Hebrew word meaning "to receive", that is to say,' 
il was the traditional doctrine handed down or 
received, through the prophets and the sages of. 
Jewry. 

A study which anyone can make of the doc
trines contained in the "UPANISHADS", "The 
Book of the DEAD", in the NEO-PLATONIC 
philosophy, in the Scandinavian EDDAS, OAB-
BALAH, shows thai they had one common basis, 
one foundation, one common truth. 

Various men in various ages at various limes 
taught the same truth, using different words, dif
ferent figures, different metaphors, but un
derneath always was the Ancient Doctrine, the 
Secret Wisdom: Theosophy. In Theosophy, the 
inquirer will find much lo think about, little to 
believe. 

There arc "teachings", it is true, definite 
metaphysical conceptions, which give the 
Thcosophical philosophy its systematic character 
(reincarnation, karma, etc.) 

These teachings were presented by Madame 
Blavalsky, wilhoul claim of "originaJily", as the 
natural heritage from the intellectual and moral 
evolution ofthe human race. 

She offered them, nol as dogmas, bul as 
metaphysical developments of principles 
verifiable in experience. 

A doctrine or teaching which forms pan of this 
heritage, before it has been tested by the in
dividual, inquirer, may be compared io the 
"hypothesis" of the scientist. It invites neither 
belief nor denial, but investigation. This article, it 
is hoped, will serve as an introduction to further 
study of the Thcosophical philosophy. Basically, 
Theosophy is an outlook on life which should 
have natural appeal for all men and women who 
believe in the inalienable spiritual potentialities of 
every human being, and who sense the futility of 
both scientific scepticism and sectarian religion. 

Most of all. Theosophy should appeal to those 
who arc weary of human hatted, of the incessant 
conflicts, born of fear and ignorance, among men 
and nations, and who have resolved lo discover, if 
ihey can, a practical philosphy uf soul—a way of 
thinking and acting that will slowly but surely 
change the world, 

T.Van Erp 
Vice President, 

Brisbane Thcosophical Society. 
Brisbane Thcosophical Socieiy, 
355 Whickham Terrace, 
Brisbane. 4OO0. 
Phone: 21-8267 

Everyone is looking for satisfaction of 
penonal desires or goals. They may tie 
classified as physical, psychic or spiritual 
needs; and they range from the seemingly 
crude to the seemingly subtle. But no matter 
what sort you have, the fact is that you do 
feel need. And for each need there appears 
to be an Jnnumerable • number of directions 
to turn in looking for tbe potential answer. 

Vie turn and turn from possibility to 
possibility; each moment of life Is an exper
iment just trying to find our satisfaction. 
Predominantly our billions of experimental 
moments are mere reactions to our past 
vaguely illuminated moments: symptomatic 
and superficial. To complicate it all, the 
intensity of our efforts to truly find the 
answers is most irregular. That is, the 
tendency is to drift and dream our lives 
away until we finally become exhausted wit 
our unconcentrated efforts and die. 

Yet life is not complicated at its very 
base. It is alt so simfjie in fact, except for 
our constant tendency to want to sleep (in 
all senses of the word). Let us wake up 
with the fullness of our beings, Aleviate the 
drifting nature of our minds and bodies and 
every speck of existence is perceived 
purely in its essential state of INFINITE 
BEAUTY, The answers to our desires all 
come through one answer—not through 
innumerably complicated scattered thoughts. 
If we let go of our tensions, fears, worries 
and crude desires then we are left with a 
clarity of mind through which Pure Being 
itself may be manifested. There Is an under
standing within you which is infinitely com
prehensive and compassionate. It shines 
through when we stop trying to suppress it. 

So Yoga and Meditation is the process of 
releasing our suppressive tensions—that Is 
suppressing nothing,letting all naturally 
manifest and take its course. 

As to how it works, we first take a 
simple analysis of our present understanding 
of life. We all think we know so many thine 
We think that the relative factors of this 
world can be absolutely judged. Yet not a 
particle of this Universe stands still. Every 
atom is continuously moving, every thought 

comes and goes, every object is definable 
only in terms of its ever changing surround
ings. Most cells of your body live and die 
within 21 days-still we generally think of 
our true selves in terms of such a body. 
For every objective statement that is rnade 
with certainly, is there not at least the 
possibility that it is mistaken? All of 
existence seems to be a paradox. In the 
midst of all this complication we seem to 
not have any sure and totally dependable 
knowledge. 

Except in existence itself. It is unden
iable that there is Something Happening, 
that Existence Is, that you are. Obviously 
words do not appropriately express this 
definite feeling. It is something like you 
know that "I am" without knowing what 
either " I " or "am" exactly means. So let 
us dive deeply into that only true (though 
abstract) understanding. Let us meditate on 
the very essence of existence, and then 
watch this essence as it expresses in in-
numerable forms: each form fulfilling our 
desires and answering our questions. 

Now to go on and to explain the process 
of -

MEDITATION AND YOGA 
IN SIMPLE LANGUAGE 

Meditation is a process of becoming peace 
ful within. The fears and tensions of each of* 
us create unique obstacles between ourselves 
and the Peace and Love of existence. 
Through the experimentation of Yogis it has 
been found that there are words which by 
their mental repitition tend to release our 
tensions and channelize the energy into 
Love and harmony. These words or subtle 
sounds, called "mantras", are each given 
individually in accordance with our 
personal needs. 

To explain: when we try to concentrate 
on anything, we inevitably find that our 
mind wanders due to worries and concerns 
within us about innumerable complications in 
our lives. Similarly, while attempting to 
mentally repeat one mantra continuously, 
we find that olher thoughts arise it\ the 
mind. Thoughts of our job, our- sludies, 
our family, food, money, phsyical pain, 
even thoughts of philosophy come into the 
mind to trouble us. All these thoughts 
express a desire to release tension about 
such concerns. If each time such thoughts 
arise, we shift the attention back to the 
mantra (since we have certainly momentarily 
drifted from the mantra), then tension is 
released. And in place of the nervous tension 
there Is developed a feeling of affinity with 
the mantra. It is important that each mantra 
does have suble meaning. Each person 
receives the mantra which has meaning that 
directly relates him to the basic harmony 
and beauty of existence. The more one 
becomes aware of the purpose and goodness 
within all activities, the more purified, 
simplified, and understandable life becomes. 

The usefulness of any action is dependent 
upon clarity of mind. With a clear mind, 
every moment of the day brings greater 
expression of self realization, selfless love 
and the increasing desire and efficiency to 
perform social service. 

That is, one who meditates on the Love 
of existence does develop the eventual need 
to help others. At this point, it is most 
helpful if a channel is available for the 
actualization of such desire. For this reason, 
Ananda Marge (Path of Bliss] Intuitional 
Science Association exists. Organization is 
necessary if we want to collect our individual 
efforts most effectively. Many varied sociaj 
service movements are supported by Ananoa 
Marga. Of course, individualized instruction 
In meditation or physical yoga is always 
available to the sincere seeker free of all 
charges. No absolute structured views or 
dogma come within the philosopher of 
Ananda Marga; for it is recognized that 
dogma ultimately leads only to tupresslon 
and tension. All must vary in accordance 
with time, place and person. No one need 
attempt to define tha Truth held wilhin 
yourself—you will find it. 

Ananda Marga is also established at the 
Aquarius Arts Festival In Nimhin, 
Brisbane: 36 Chasely St., Auchenflower, 
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REVEIWS OF ' PICADOR ' BOOKS HAVE APPEARED IN PREVIOUS ' SEMPERS ' 

TROUT FISHING IN AMERICA ISSUE 3 ' S S g 

MURPHY 

HEROES & VILLAINS 

THE BODYGUARD ( A, MitcheU ) 

ISSUE 4 

ISSUE 5 

ISSUE 5 

PROVEN BY RESULTS 

F year 
PHYSICS 1 B, CHEMISTRY I 

for Med. & Vets. Make sure 
of your Pass, Creciit or Distinction 

for the Quota. 

Also PHYSICS 1 A, CHEM. I 
PURE MATHS 1 A, S. 
SNR. ACCOUNTING 

(Tor Principles) 

Hermann Hesse's " Rosshalde " will be reveiwed in the next issue of Semper 

PICADOR 
BOOKS 

HUBBARD 
ACADEMY 

212927 
62 CHARLOTTE ST. 
BRISBANE. 4QQQ 

PI* I NCI PALS; 
Godfrey Hubbard, B.A, (1st Class Hons. Maths), lUI.A.C.E. 

^R. A. Stjuire, B,A„ B.Sc, B.Ed.(Hons.), Ph.D., M.A.C.E. 
A 

{<^ 

ô; 
Ot^O 

^ 
CNAt 

u^e: 

JJ 

Stimulating novels from international 
^ , authors, brilliantly exploring essential 

r 

\l 

BOND TYPING 
SERVICE OFFERS YOU 

* Experienced thesis & assignment typists 
* Realistic prices 
* Electric typewriters 

* Ail work GUARANTEED 

/v» 

for prompt service phone 38 2554 

f 
f 

CAMPUS 
PHARMACY . ^ ^ 

contemporary themes. 

ROSSHALDE 
Hermann Hesse $r4o 
TROUT FISHING IN AMERICA 
Richard Brautigan $140 

MURPHY 
Samuel Becket $1-6$ 
HEROES AND VILLAINS 
Angela Carter $1-40 

These are just a £ew titles in this new^ 
series now available in Australia. 
Other authors include Robert Coover, 
Jorge Luis Borges, Adrian Mitchell, 
Monique Wittig and Peter Wahloo. 

PICADOR BOOKS are now available 
from your campus bookshop. 

•Recommended not obligatory-

Leave your 
color films with 
us tor quality 
Kodak 
developing and 
printing. Kodak Photo-finishing 

Service, Color and 
black-and-white prims. 
And Kodak Duo Priitt 
pictures from 126 size 
Kodacolor film. 

^ . AVAILABLE 
> FROM; 

THE 

CAMPUS PHARMACY 

PHONE 10. 1509 

OVKRHKAS 
STUDENTS 

BUS TRIP TO 
TOOWOOMBA 

Saturday 2nd June 

BUS LEAVES UNIWRSITY BUS STOP 
8. 30 8. 30a. m. Saturday 
Returns 5, OOp. m. Sunday 

Organized by APEX Toowoomba in conjunction 
wi the . C O . S. and 0. S.S. 

TRIP INCLUDES VISITS TO THOROUGHBRED 
HORSE AND CATTLE STUDS, FARM PROPERTIES. 
AND TOUR OF TOOWOOMBA, also BARBECUE 
LUNCH . 

A fee of $3 'OO' will go to\\?ards the Emergency 
Fund operated by C. C. 0. s. for Students in 
serious need. 

Details and tickets can be obtained at the Address
es below. 

Mrs. R M. SIEMON 
Room 414, Floor 4, 
J, D. Storey Building, 
UNI. of Qld. 

D. L. BRADLEY 
Room 422, Floor 4, 
295 Anne Street, 
BRISBANE. 

GODARD 
1st. Releases 

SUNDAY MAY 6th. 
. 1 SCREENING EACH 

2 pm (1st) Godard's recent "sounds oJ ttic 
TJnH'sh class struggle" 

BRITISH SOUNDS (see you at Mao) 

(2nd) ANNA KARINA plays a Bogart type 
character in a world of political entanglement 

MADE IN U.S. A. 

7 p. m. (1st) The latest film from France's fore-
most thriller director JEAN-PIERRE MELVILLE 

THE RED CIRCLE 
(2ncJ) Oodard depicts the effects of Paris 

"the city" on its inliabitants, with MARINA 
VLADY. 
TWO OR THREE THINGS I KNOW ABOUT HER 

UNI. FILM GROUP 
PRESENTATION 
SCHONELL THEATRE 

(coming: 13th MAY LUIS BUNUEL's "TRISTANA") 
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